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AnsrRacr
This thesis presents a study of code-excited linear predictive (CELP) coding to

compress telephone-quality speech from 64 kbit/s down to 4.8 kbit/s bit rate (13:1

compression ratio), while preserving natural speech-quality. The compression is studied

through (1) a utilization of a compact stochastic code book (SCB) resulted from (a)

redundancy removal by an exFaction of pitch and vocal tract information and (b)

segmentation and normalization, and (2) a compact representation of the pitch and vocal

tract information by (a) an adaptive code book (ACB) and a l0-order all-pole linear

prediction (LP) filter, and (b) delta coding and line spectrum pair (LSP) quantization of

ACB and LP parameters, respectively. The quality is preserved by an analysis-by-

synthesis scheme through the use of (1) waveform similarity in a Euclidean sense as a

compression criterion, ancl (2) a perceptual weighting filter to include frequency-domain

closeness to the criterion. Parameter smoothing, a stability rule, data scattering, and a

Hamming (15,11) code improve coding robustness. The CELP has been implemented on a

low-cost personal-computer (PC-AT) equipped with a TMS320C30 evaluation module

(E\lM) for experimentation. To facilitate this implementation, fast algorithms and a digiøl

signal processor had to be used. The fast algorithms include (1) incorporating the LP and

perceptual weighting filters, (2) serial searching, (3) joint optimization scheme, and (4)

77Va sparsity, ternary, and overlapping SCB, reducing the computation of an exhaustive

closecl-loop code book search by a factor of more than 175,000. The signal processor

archiæcture includes a fast CELP engine, which was efficiently coded to fit within the 16K

word available memory on the EVM. Performance measure using (1) word intelligibility,

(2) sentence intelligibility, (3) subjective quality, and (4) objective quality tests, employing

rhyme ancl category-judgment techniques with Fairbanks words and Harvard sentences

results in high intelligibility (95.67Vo word correct identification), a mean opinion score

(MOS) of 3.21, and a segmental signal-to-noise ratio (SEGSNR) of 10.10 dB.
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CHaprER I
INTnonUCTION

1.1 Background

Transmission of high-quality speech over long-distance radio is a problem of

considerable importance in voice communication research [Jaya90]. In the past voice has

been transmitted in real time using various analog forms such as amplitude modulation

(AM) or frequency modulation (FM). However, the quality of analog voice Eansmitæd

over long distances deteriorates rapidly, and usually becomes too noisy after three

repeaters. Consequently, real-time hansmission of digital signals is considered superior to

its analog counterpart due to the ability to reconstruct the signals at each repeater

completely, thus achieving a higher immunity to noise [Kins89a]. In addition, the digital

transmission can use error protection schemes that increase the robustness of the

transmitted signals. Finally, digital transmission of speech can be used for secure

communication. For example, digiøl data can be packetized and scrambled for private

communication.

The digital form of speech is also atractive for speech storage applications such as

voice mail. It is attractive because digital storage does not have moving parts, as well as

reproducibility of speech sound in digital form may be high, and access speed to the stored

speech rnay be in real time.

Digital speech may be nansmitted on radio frequency (RF) channels (numerous

band regions) using packet radio, including n¿urow band RF such as high frequency (HF),

very high frequency (VHF), and ulna high frequency (UHF) [Kins89b]. In addition to

being a broadcast channel, the RF channel is not as expensive as a wired channel, such as

the coaxial cable. A packet radio unit usually consists of a small computer, a packet radio

modem with protocol conroller called terminal node conroller (TNC), and a radio

transceiver. It can be very portable and be placed almost anywhere easily.

-1-



Commercial or amateur packet radio may operate in either individual (point-to-

point) or network mode. The point-to-point mode is achieved simply by connecting t'wo

packet radios. On the other hand, packet radio can be inægraæd into the existing local area

network (LAN) or wide area network (WAN) !o make use of the wide connections all over

the world, since it can use søndard protocols such as 4X.25 and/or TCPIP. Besides that,

the packet-radio network itself grows widely among the members of the rimateur radio and

commercial ælephone companies, providing service to amateur radio members and remote

rural costumers, respectively UoMc9Ql, [EsRa9 1], [Karn89], [KuFT9 I ].

The main problem of the real-time mode of digiøl speech transmission using packet

radio is how to transmit speech daø through a low capacity (6 kHz) RF channel in the HF

region. The digitized pulse code modulation (PCM) form of telephone-quality speech

requires 64 kbils, due ro the bandwidth of 300 to 3300H2, sampling at 8 kbils, and 8-bit

resolution to cover the dynamic range of the speech of either 48 dB without analog signal

compression or more (72 dB) with A-law or p-law compression. Therefore, Eansmitting

and receivi ng 64 kbils data through the 6 kHz capacity channel is impossible. Thus, an

appropriate speech compression technique must be used to code the speech daø into a form

that is suiøble for real-time communication through packet radio (see Fig. 1.1)'

Nanow-band RF Channel Speech

Transmitter Receiver

Fig. 1.1. A real-time speech communication system using RF channel with a

capacity as low as 6 kHz. The system needs speech compression because

telephone quality speech requires a rate of 64 kbils.



Another problem of packet radio transmission is how to protect the compressed

speech data from noise. Since the compressed data have smaller redundancy, a few errors

in the transmittecl data may cause significant damage to the reconstructed data. Thus, an

implementation of a forward enor protection scheme becomes necessary in the packet radio

transmission.

Considerable effort has been directed towa¡ds digiøl speech ransmission using low

bit-rate channels in real time [Klim87], [Swan87], [Kins9l], [LaKi9la], [LaKig1b],

[LaKi90a], [LaKi90b]. In most cases, there is a rade-off between the quality of speech

and the bit rate (see Table 1.1). Techniques such as adaptive differential pulse code

modulation (ADPCM) and continuously-variable slope delta modulation (CVSD) are well

known for natural quality of the resulting speech. However, their high bit rates (>16

kbils) are not suitable for the HF channels [KlKi87]. On the other hand, linear predictive

coding (LPC) can successfully reduce the bit raûe of a real-time speech transmission down

to 2.4 kbit/s, but the reported quality is poor according to a subjective listening test

ISwan87].

Table 1.1. Comparison of quality ancl bit rate of several speech coders.

Coders Quality Bit rate (kbivs)
Storage for 60-s
speech (bytes)

Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) Natural 64-96 > 480.000

Adaptive-Different¡al PCM (ADPCM) Natural 16-32 > 120,000

Continously-Variable Slope
Delta Modulation (CVSD) Natural 16-40 > 120,000

Code-Excited Linear Predictive
(cELP) Natural 4.8 36,000

Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) Synthetic 2.4 18,000

Phonetic Synthetic 0.2 1,500



The emergence of code-excited linear predictive (CELP) speech coding enables an

implementation of a real-time, digiøl speech processing system for Eansmission of high-

quality speech using packet radio [ScAt85]. This technique produces highquality speech

at rates as low as 4.8 kbils, which is comparable to the continuously-variable slope delta

modularion (CVSD) coding with 32 kbils and better than any of the presently used U.S.

Government standards at 16 kbils or below, such that it is proposed to be adopæd as U.S.

Federal Standard FS-1016 for digital radio application [CaTV/9O], [V/eTC89]. Not only

that, the technique also provides an enor protection scheme using stability rules, bit

interleaving (scattering), and a forward error conection (FEC) technique using the

Hamming (15,11) code [CaWT89]. rile select CELP coding because it is an optimum

technique. As shown later in Chapter II, CELP optimizes three aspects: (i) bit rate, (ii)

speech quality, and (iü) computational complexity.

The 4.8 kbils bit rate leaves enough space for further robustness improvement.

For example, a land mobile radio application enhances the CELP coding with a Golay

code, an interleaver and a soft decision decoder, resulting in a highly improved

performance at 8 kbit/s bit rate [RTV/C89]. The system also performs well on certain

fading channels. With such a low bit-rate, high-performance speech communication can

still use narrow band channels [Jaya90].

The CELP compression also considerably reduces the storage required in the súore-

and-forward communication mode or voice mail applications. As shown in Table 1.1, a

speech message of 1-minute length in the PCM form requires 480 kbytes storage space.

Using the CELP technique, the same space can be used to store l3-minute equivalent

speech messages.

With its high performance, CELP becomes an important techniques for speech

coding, and is expected to be the future st¿nda¡d for speech coding at 4.8, 8, and 16 kbils

rates [Weingl], [Jaya90]. However, the original form of CELP is impractical to implement

in real time because it requires very intensive computation. In an early implementation, the

-4-



cocling usecl 125 s of Cray-1 CPU time just to process l-s of speech [ScAt85]. Efforts

have been made since then to reduce the computational requirements, leading to

modifications and fast algorithms. However, even in present form, CELP is still

considered to be a computationally expensive technique, such that a single digital signal

processor implementation is difficult [BrBH89]. In other words, studies are still needed to

implement CELP to a low-cost platform. Although the proposed FS-1016 has defined the

format and the meaning of each component of the compressed speech for interoperability, it

makes no attelnpt in defining algorithms to obtain the compressed speech and how to

implement the algorithms.

This thesis studies CELP coding for a low-cost implementation of a speech

processing system, that is needed for real-time speech transmission of high-quality speech

over packet-radio and for efficient speech storage. A detailed study of CELP coding is

needed to enabie an implementation. Furthermore, the study is needed to identify the

difficult parts of the coding, and to obtain or modify efficient techniques to compute those

parts. An efficient system architecture must be designed to implement the fast techniques

such that a real-time implementation is possible for a given resource (speed and memory

space) limitation of the platform. Optimization made for computation reduction and

efficient design should not sacrifice speech quality. To ensure this, the thesis must also

perform quality tests on the resulting system. The test results can also be used for

di agno sin g weaknesses for future improvements.

1.2 Problem Definition

Thesis Statement

The object of this thesis is to develop a speech processing system that can compress

speech to a low bit rate (4.8 kbils) and reconstruct the speech with high quality for packet

radio transmission and storage, using a digital signal processor system and CELP coding.



Problem Specifications

A system must be designed for high quality speech communication through packet

radio ar rates down to 4.8 kbils. The inputs of the system consist of (i) an analog speech

signal input from an analog amplifier, and (ii) an RS232 port for data stream from a TNC.

The outputs of the system are (i) an analog output to clrive an analog amplifier, and (ii) an

RS232 port for sending a data sfream to the TNC. The voltage range of the analog signals

is + 5 volts. Furthermore, the RS232 channel operates at a rate of 4.8 kbils. However,

for non real-time applications, the rates may vary according to the network physical layer

and protocol.

The system should satisfy the following requirements:

- multi mode capability (real-time and non real-time, half-duplex and full-duplex),

- forward error Protection,

- low-cost system, and

- compatibility with the proposed FS-1016 [CaTW90].

The multi-mocle capability is needed for choosing either real-time or network-based

interactions such as voice mail. The full- or half-duplex mode is needed because the

available channel may only allow one of these modes. It should be noted that, for a real-

time, full-duplex implementation, a digital signal processor is needed to perform the

compression algorithms. If a non real-time application is sufficient, such as for network-

based voice mail applications, the digital signal processor may not be necessarY, thus

reducing the system cost. However, analog-to-digital (A/D) and digital-to-analog (D/A)

modules are still needecl. The forward error protection, such as FEC, is used because

refransmission is not possible for real-time applications. The system is implemented using

a low-cost personal computer (PC) because the existing packet radio is already

implemented using a PC connected to a TNC and a tansceiver, thus difficult upgrading can

be avoided. Finally, the FS-1016 compatibility is needed to be able to cofftmunicate with

all the anticipated standard FS-1016 digital radio communication systems.
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1.3 Thesis Organization

The organization of this thesis reflects the natural process used in this study.

Chapter I provides the background and motivation of the thesis, the problem definition, and

the thesis organization, that are necessary to introduce what is explored in the thesis.

Chapter II explains how the CELP technique compresses speech down to 4.8

kbiy's. It begins with a review of speech compression methods to put ttre CELP technique

in a data compression perspective. A speech production model is then used to charactenze

the speech data. This chapter shows how the CELP optimally uses the characteristics to

reduce the bit rate. Finally, it describes a special srategy in improving the robustness.

A CELP system has been designed and implemented on the PC-AT with a digital

signal processor module. The system needs a fast algorithm, because the CELP technique

has high computational-complexity. Chapter III discusses fast algorithms used to enable a

fast implementation (possibly real-time) on such a plaform.

Chapter IV describes the architecture, the organization, and the implementation of

the CELP system. The system optimally disnibutes the processing tasks between the PC-

AT and digital signal processor module. This chapter explains the hardware and software

aspects of the system implementation, inciuding their development process.

Results of a standardized listening-test confirm the high speech-quality of the

system. Chapter V describes the experimental design, presents the results, and analyzes

them to give the improvement possibilities.

Finally, Chapter VI presents conclusions, and highlights the achievements and the

contributions that are made by this thesis. Recommendations are also given in this chapter.

References and Appendices, containing a document of the proposed FS-1016

stanclarcl, software listings of the system, and the listening test materials, can be found at

the end of this thesis.
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CHnprER II
CopB-ExcITED LnnaR PnpntcrlvE Connvc

CELP coding optimally uses techniques from several speech compression methods

to compress speech down to 4.8 kbils and stitl achieve natural quality of the reconstructed

speech. The coding is also robust. This chapter fîrst reviews several speech compression

methods to identify problems in speech compression and to study techniques used to solve

the problems. Some techniques require knowledge of the human speech production

system, while others require tools from signal processing, functional analysis, or

probability theory. The chapter then shows how the CELP technique selectively combines

the techniques. After showing that the compressed speech indeed has a 4.8 kbils rate, this

chapter shows how an error plotection sfategy increases the robustness.

2.1 Review of Speech ComPression

2.1.1 Principles of Data Compression

Speech compression falls in a class of data compression. A data compression

system consists of two functional blocks, a compressor and a decompressor [Kins9la].

A compressor maps original data, consisting of symbols, to other sets of symbols called

codewords. The codewords can be either transmitted through a corununication link or

stored on a storage device. A decompressor maps the codewords back to data in the

original form. In speech compression, the compression procedure is called codíng, a

compression system is called cod,er, a compressor is called a speech analyzer, a

decompressor is called a speech synthesizer, and the codewords are called either speech

parameters or simply compressed speech (see Fig. 2.1).



Compressed Speech Reconstructed Speech

Speech Analyzer Speech Synthesizer

Fig.2.l. A speech compression system.

The main feature of the system is that the codewords require less bit representations

compared to that of the original data. The feature is measu¡ed by the compression ratío

defined as

R, =P# (2.r).

Here, t is the number of bits per symbol in the original data, p is the number of symbols

in the data, n is the number of bits in a codeword, and q is the number of codewords

produced by the compressor [Kins9la]. For example, the CELP coding can compress

speech from a rate of 64 kbiVs down to a rate of 4.8 kbiVs. In this case, R" is over 13:1,

or the file is compressed by 92.5Vo.

Data compression schemes work by identifying essential and redundant information

in the original data, and encoding them differently. A compressor compactly encodes the

redundancy using fewer bits. In certain methods, there is no bit required to represent the

redundancy because it can be implied by the code structure. Both types of redundancy

encoding are called /oss/¿ss (or reversible) compression because they lead to perfect daø-

reconstruction. Another type is /assy (or nonreversíble) compression which goes even

further by eliminating the redundancy. Clearly, this lossy compression introduces some

degradation on the reconstructed data. However, the essential information is still available

and, more over, the compression ratio increases.
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2.1.2 Difficulties in Speech Compression

In spite of the considerable effort in speech research for the last 50 years, speech

compression is still difficult, mainly because of the non-stationary nature and variability of

speech [Kinsgla], [RaSc78], [Mari89], [Jaya90]. Methods from lossless compression

may be used, but they cannot reach the required bit-rate. This is because they are not

designed for the type of redundancy contained in speech. For example, a PY;'ZIP

compression based on Shannon-Fano and Lempel-Ziv-Welch techniques only results in a

47 kbit/srate when applied to a PCM file (ken1.pcm).

Fortunately, speech samples can be categorized as imperfect data, e.g., minor

losses in the speech data do not cause significant losses in the speech information.

Therefore, research in speech compression concentrates on development of lossy type of

compression methods. Indeed, current lossy methods have been able to achieve high

compression ratios, such as 13:1,26:1, or more [Wein9{.

Criæria to determine the essential and redundant parts of speech play a critical role

in lossy compression. Different criteria result in different performances of the compression

methods. Betær understanding of the data characteristics usually leads to a betær criterion.

We classify lossy compression methods based on criteria they use. We can then review the

methods by observing the effects of the criterion on the compression features. To review

the methods, we first define the features.

2.1.3 Features of Speech Compression

There are several features of speech compression we must consider for the review.

Besides the compression ratio, which is the main feature, we still need features such as

speech íntellígibitíty, speech qualiry,ædimplementabílíty,as defined below.

Speech IntelligibilitY

Speech intelligibility is the system ability to deliver corect speech-messages to
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human listeners. It is measured based on the responses of a jury of human listeners

[p¿rs86]. The jury must identify test words that are passed through a speech compressor

and a speech decompressor, and the number of correct words is used for the intelligibility

measurement. The techniques of measurement include rhyme test [Fair58], modified

rhyme resr (MRT), ancl cliagnostic rhyme test (DRT) UaNo84l. High speech intelligibility

is desirable in normal, public speech communications, and especially essential in speech

communications that either require higher word precision, or use very noisy channels.

Speech Quality

Speech quality is a subjective assessment of human listeners as to how close the

souncl of the reconstructed speech matches that of the original, pre-defined speech. IEEE

has issued a guicle on recommendecl practice for speech quality measurement. The

recommendation inclucles relative preference, category-judgment (including mean opinion

score (MOS)), and isopreference techniques tIEEE69l. The other techniques of

measurement include binary decision tests and subjective signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

[JaNo84]. High speech quality is desirable in normal, public speech communications. It

should be noted that one obstacle in using low bit rate speech coding for public

communication is that the users are often annoyed by the machine-type speech sound

produced by the coding.

ImplementabilitY

lmplementability relates to resources needed to perform algorithms of the technique.

The resources include computational power and memory space, in terms of million

instructions per second (MIPS) and bytes, respectively.

Implernentability is essential in real-time applications. Some techniques with

excellent quality and high compression ratios may not be implementable by a given

processor. In our case, a technique has an acceptable implementability if it can be
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implemented using the given pladorm (a PC-AT and a single digiøl signal processor

module).

2.1.4. Methods of Speech Compression

We now review and compare four classes of speech compression methods: (i)

waveform, (ii) source (or parameric), (üi) filær-bank, and (iv) Eansform coding. It should

be noted that despite this caægorization, some speech compression schemes may use

simila¡ æchniques in their process.

IVaveform Coding

The criærion of waveform coding is the closeness (in a certain meEic sense) of the

reconsgucted speech waveform to the original speech waveform. It relies on waveform

manipulations such that the reconstructed waveform resembles the original waveform. The

coding may also utilize a speech production model, but the main objective is to reduce the

Euclidean enor of the nvo time-domain waveforms [JaNo84].

Two ways of reducing the bit rate are (i) reducing the effect of quantization noise,

and (ii) reducing information of the codewords [Pars86]. The reduction can continue until

a predefined maximum Euclidean enor is exceeded, thus limiting the compression rate the

method can achieve. The former includes dither [JaRa72], A-law or p-law compressor

[Smit57], and adaptive quantization Uaya73l. The laner includes differential PCM

(DpCM) lJaya74l,adaptive DPCM (ADPCM) [JaNo84], adaptive predictive coding (APC)

lAral82l, and multi-pulse linear predictive coding (MPLPC) [AtRe82].

The CELP coding, developed by Atal and Sch¡oder in 1984 [ScAt85], [AtSc84], is

often categorized as a waveform coding because it uses the same criærion [CoKK89].

However, since it heavily employs the speech production model, it is considered as a

hybrid of waveform and source (parameuic) coding techniques [MiAh87], [Ata186]'

Uaya90l.
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In general, waveform coding is categorized as high-quality and relatively low

computational complexity cocling. However, the bit raæs of the techniques are high (more

than 8 kbit/s, except for CELP), and the low rates are achieved through heavy

computational effort and sacrificing quality.

Source (Parametric) Coding

The criterion of source coding is the closeness (in a cerøin metric sense) of some

parameters of the original and the reconstructed speech. Those parameters represent the

essential information that control speech generation, according to a model of the human

speech procluction system. Those parameters inclucle pitch and vocal troct paraÍnetefs

(explained later in Section 2.3). During speech analysis, the coding extracts the parameters

from the original speech. At the synthesizer, the received parameters control a speech

production system developed according to the model [O'Sha87].

This coding can highly compress speech because the parameters require few

representational bits. The reconstrucæd and the original speech may be different in the time

domain, but they have the same parameters. lVith vector quantization techniques, this

coding can even reach a rate of 0.4 kbiVs [LiRo89]' [WoJC83].

Although the coding can maintain high intelligibility, it produces poor quality. The

inability to extract perfect pitch and vocal tract parameters results in an incorrect synthesis

[Flan72l. Furthermore, to increase the compression tate, the coding uses a simplified

model that further reduces the speech quality and intelligibility.

The first electrical synthesizer, called formant synthesizer (1922), models the vocal

tract according to its characteristic of frequency-transmission [Stew22]. It can produce a

limited class of vowel sounds. A better formant synthesizer called Voder (Voice Operation

Demonstrator) served as a foundation for formant synthesis research during the next three

decades [FlRa73], [DuRW39]. Formant synthesizers can achieve a compression ratio of

50:1 lLawrs3]. A digital formant synthesizer, proposed by Rabiner from Bell Telephone
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Laboratory in 1968, has been implemented in real-time implementation as reporæd rn l97l

[Rabi68], [RJSC71]. However, formant synthesis coding suffers from difficulties of

obtaining exact frequency characæristics (poles and zeros) of the vocal tract affecting

directly the resulting speech quality and intelligibifiry. In other words, a high-quality, real-

time formant synthesis coding is difficult to implemenl

The LPC technique mentioned in Chapter I overcomes this difficulty. In this

technique, a linear filter approximates the vocal tract [FlRa73], [ItSa68], Utsa70l,

[AtHaT l], [Mark72]. There is no effort in finding the exact poles and zeros, thus a more

accurate speech representation can be efficiently obtained. This technique has been widely

used in many applications, such as in secure speech communication and speech recognition

systems [Weingl]. An LPC version, called LPC-10e, has been adopted as the U.S.

Government standard FS-1015 for speech communication at atate of 2.4 kbi/s, with a

compression ratio of more than 26:1 [VeTC89], [Swan87].

The compression ratio and the intelligibility of the LPC-lOe are sufficient for our

application. The filter approximation approach used in this technique reduces the

computational complexity so that a real-time, full-duplex LPC system can be implemented

using a single, moderate power DSP [Swan87]. However, the speech quality is rated as

low to fai¡, mainly because of difficulties in finding correct excitation to the linear filter

[V/ein9l], [AtRe82].

Other techniques, such as phonetic codingo and synthetic-by-rule coding, can

achieve very high compression ratios, but require very sophisticated analyzers [PiDo89],

[Mari89]. A system employing synthetic-by-rule coding requires a continuous phoneme

recognizer that is very difficult to implement. In addition, empirical rules a¡e needed to

combine phonemes during the reconstruction process. The higher the required output

quality is, the more complicaæd the synthesis rules will be [Alle73], tMari89l.
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Filter Bank Coding

The criterion of filter bank coding is the closeness (in a certain mefric sense) of the

frequency representation of original and synthetic speech. A bank of filters analyzes the

frequency representation in several different ranges according to the filter ranges

[O'Sha87]. Thus the codewords are the contents of frequency bands into which the

frequency content (spectrum) of the speech is divided [Pars86], UaNo84l. At the

synthesizer, the speech is reconsftucted by summing the outputs of a set of filters having

the same frequency responses with those of the bank filters, with a proper common

excitation. The coding compresses the speech by reducing the number of filters, thus

reducing the total representation bits of the frequency content.

The earliest filter bank coding is the channel voice encoder/decoder (vocoder)

lDudl39l, ISchr66], IGoBM81]. The channel vocoder has high intelligibility and is robust

to backgrouncl noise. However, the speech quality is poor. This vocoder has been used

by the military for many years [Pars86], [Wein91].

Other filter bank vocoders ue the formant vocoder [Schr66], ÍFlan7?l, the phøse

vocoder [FlGo66], [ScRa73], and the subband vocoder [CrocSl], [EsGa77]. The two

latter vocoders have potentially excellent quality. However, the phase vocoder needs rates

of more than 16 kbils, while the subband vocoder needs rates of more than 9.6 kbit/s

[JaNo84]. It should be noted that the subband vocoder has attracted new attention due to

its relationship with a process that involves a new and efficient signal representation called

the wavelet [VeHe9O], [Mall89].

Transform Coding

The criterion of Fansform coding is similar to that of waveform coding. However

the evaluation of the closeness is not limiæd in the time domain. lnstead, the closeness can

be measured in other domains determined by a transform pair. Here, speech waveforms

can be represented by several contiguous segments of speech samples, and each segment

can be represented by a linear combination of orthogonal vectors. The codewords are the
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results of projecting a block of the speech samples on the orthogonal vectors, through a

transform process.

Low bit rates can be achieved by reducing the number of the orthogonal vectors.

However, since such a projection process is the same as quantization, reducing the number

of the orthogonal vectors increases the quantization noise, thus reducing the speech quality.

Transform coding includes the discrete Ka¡hunen-Loeve transform (KLT), discrete

Fourier transform (DFT), Walsh-Hadamard transform, and discrete cosine transform

(DCT) tJaNo84l. A new candidaæ is the discrete wavelet transform (DWÐ [Mall89].

A typical problem of the Eansform coding is the high computational power needed

in the Eansformation process. In addition, finding a good set of the orthogonal vectors for

efficiently representing speech is difficult. In this case the DV/T seems promising because

of the inherent nonstationary approach embedded in wavelets. '

2,1,5 Summary of Stlme Important Techniques

We now summarize the important charcteristics of the various techniques,

especially those that are adopted later by CELP.

Waveform coding achieves high quality because it uses time-domain matching

of the waveform as a coding criterion.

Source coding reaches low bit-rate because it uses parameters of a human

speech production model as its essential information. In addition, LPC uses a

linear filter to approximate the vocal tract efficiently.

Filter bank coding uses frequency domain matching to increase the

intelligibility.

Transform coding divides speech to segments and encodes only one segment at

a time to reduce complexity and computation. Here, a careful choice of the

signal basis for speech reconstruction can reduce the bit rate while preserving

the quality.
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2.2 Basics of CELP Technique

CELP uses a code book (CB) of waveform prototypes, source parameters, and

scalar quantization to achieve a low bit-rate, and it also uses closeness in the time domain

waveform as its criærion (similar to waveform coding) to preserve quality. To increase the

intelligibility, the metric (Euclidean) is perceptually weighted, as described laær in Section

2.5.2.

The code book consists of prototypes of speech waveforms. Each prototype is

located by a specific entry (address/index), as shown in Fig 2.2. T\e code book appears in

both analyzer and synthesizer. In fact, the synthesizer is simply the code book, and each

word in the compressed speech (codeword) is a particular enty.

Prototypes of speech waveform

Synthetic
Speech

Entry/
Address/
lndex Code book

Fíg. 2.2. A code book of prototypes of speech waveforms, used as a synthesizer.

To compress speech, an analyzer searches the code book for a prototype that

matches the original speech (see Fig. 2.3). The scheme is called analysis by synthesís.

The analyzer selects the prototype that has minimum error magnitude, and then sends the

corresponding entry to the synthesizer. Since the synthesizer has the same code book, it
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can completely reconsruct the best protot)?e. Thus, if the code book stores all possible

speech waveforms, the synthetic speech has perfect quality. If the entry requires less

representation bits than the representation bits of the original signal, we have a

compression.

Replica of the
Code Book

Fig.2.3. A CELP analyzer using an analysis-by-synthesis scheme.

Although this type of coding provides high speech quality, it has a difficult

problem. We recall that speech waveforms have high variability, which means there are

many distinct speech waveforms that must be considered (see Section 2.1.2). To

accommodate those waveforms, the size of the code book (i.e., the number of prototypes)

becomes large. Consequently, we need more bits to represent the entry. If the size

exceeds 2N, where N is the number of bits of the original speech, the compression fails

and instead we have an expansion. On the other hand, limiting the size increases the

number of prototypes that must be eliminated, resulting in a larger synthesis enor.

To overcome this difficulty, we must reduce the variability of the target waveform,

that is the waveform that has to be matched by the prototypes. This reduction increases the

redundancy of the target waveform such that a smaller number of prototypes is sufficient to

correctly match the target, resulting in a smaller size of the code book. Indeed, the next

basic concept of CELP after the code book is the variability reduction. Here, the CELP
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technique turns to source coding and uses its techniques to exfract pitch and vocal tract

information from the original speech. The resulting waveform, called residue, has such a

high redundancy that it can be treated simply as a noise signal. Now, the prototypes must

match the residue. A small number of prototypes having similar statistics with the residue

is adequate, resulting in a small size of the code book.

Since the synthesizer must apply the pitch and vocal tract information back to the

speech waveform during a synthesis, the information must be transmitted together with the

code book entry. Thus, the efficient size of the code book is not very useful if the extracted

information still requires a high bit-raæ. CELP addresses this problem through an efficient

representation and quantization of the information.

To explain the variability reduction of the target waveform and efficient

representation of pitch and vocal üact information, we need to unclerstand the human

speech production system, how it can be modeled, and how CELP utilizes the model.

Furthermore, an efficient quantization needs understanding characteristics of the

representati on parameters.

2.3 Speech Production Model for Reducing Waveform Variability

From the acoustical point of view, speech production can be seen as a filtering

process of air pulses. Thus, we can model the speech production system as a combination

of filters ancl a pulse generator. The source parameters are then the coefficients of the

filters and generator parameters.

2.3.1 A Human Speech Production System

The speech sound is generated by interactions of speech organs, as shown in Fig

2.4. The speech organs are grouped into three sections. The first section, called

pulmonary trect, consists of lungs and trachea, that provide an air flow. The second

section, called lorynx, consists of vocal cords and their muscles. The space between the
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vocal cords are called glottís. This section can convert the air flow into air pulses. The

thi¡d section, called vocal tract, consists of a pharyta, an oral cavíry, and a nasal cøviry.

The vocal tract acts as a resonance cavity for the incoming air pulses. The velum

determines whether the nasal cavity is included in the production process or not. If the

velum is open, which includes the nasal cavity in the process, the speech is nasalized.

Otherwise, the speech is unnasalízed. The output of the vocal tact is radiaæd by lips to

become audible acoustic waveforms

r
I

NasalCavity

VocalTract

Pharynx

VocalCord

Trachea

OralCavity

Larynx

Pulmonary
Tract

Fig.2.4. A speech production model.

There are three important ways of generating the speech sounds, called speech

articulatiors. They are either voiced, fricative, or stop articulations. Voiced sounds are

produced as follows. The lungs create the air pressure, resulting in an air flow passing

through the trachea and the glottis of the vocal cords. This air flow causes the vocal cords

to vibrate, interrupting the air flow. The intenupted flow creates air pulses that are
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quasiperiodic and broad in spectrum. The pulses excite the vocal tract, where they receive

anti resonances from the nasal cavity and resonances from the other vocal Íact organs. The

sounds are then radiated at the end of the vocal Eact.

Fricative sounds are produced as follows. A constriction is formed at some point

in the tract. The air flow, that passes through the vocal cords (usually open and

nonvibratecl), is then forced through the constriction such that air turbulence can be created.

This results in wide-band noise sounds.

Stop (plosive) sounds are generated as follows. A complete closure is formed at a

place in the vocal tract, usually towæd the front. The ai¡ flow, also passing through the

vocal cords (usually open and nonvibrated), is forced to build up the pressure behind the

closure. The closure is sudclenly opened to produce an abrupt release. Fricative noise may

follow after the release. Stop articulations also result in sounds with a noise-like spectrum.

Most of the fricative and stop sounds do not involve the vibration of the vocal

tracts. Those fricatives and stops are usually called unvoiced, or voíceles.s, sounds.

In all articulations, the vocal ract provides resonances and anti resonances to the air

pulses produced by each articulation. The glottis air pulses, air turbulence, and the

abruptly released ail, are called excitatíotts. They are acoustical signals that are relatively

broad in spectrum. The vocal Íact acts as a time-varying acoustic filter that shapes the

excitation specrum accorcling to the frequency characteristics of the vocal tract [Flan72].

The sound sources (excitation generators) and the vocal tract can then be linearly

modeled as two separated functional blocks, as shown in Fig. 2.5. This separation gives a

convenient way of individual examination of thei¡ acoustical properties. The examination

results in a digital modelling of both blocks, including the parameters of each block.

2.3.2 Modelling of the Vocal Tract

A vocal tract gives the resonances and anti resonances to the incoming excitation

pulses. The frequencies where the resonances and anti resonances take place correspond to

the poles and zeros of the frequency-transmission characteristics of the vocal fact. The
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frequency response of a vocal Eact then has peaks and valleys because of the interaction of

the poles and zeros. The frequencies where the peaks occur are called formant

frequencies. Figure 2.6 shows a typical frequency response of a vocal tracL

VOICED EXCITATION SOURCE

FRICATIVE EXCITATON SOURCE

STOP EXCITATION SOURCE

SOUND SOURCE
(EXCTTATTON GEN ERATOR)

Fig.2.5. A model of speech production system. The sound sorrce produces

three types of excitations: voiced, stop, and fricative excitations. The spectrum

of the resulting excitation signal is shaped by the vocal Eact to provide speech

waveforms.

Frequency
Response

(kHz)

Fig.2.6. Frequency response of a vocal tract. The frequencies where peaks

occur are called formant frequencies.

As a filter, the vocal uact shapes the envelope of the specnum of the excitation

pulses. So, the specrum of the speech has an envelope that shares the same peak and
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valley frequencies with the frequency response of the vocal ffact, as shown in the Fig.2.7.

Amplitude

Fig.2.7 . Speech spectrum as a result of envelope shaping of the spectrum of

the excitation pulses by the vocal tract. Notice that the spectrum and the

frequency response of the vocal Eact have the similar formant frequencies.

The frequency-transmission characteristics of a vocal ûact can be approximated by a

linear system with poles and zeros using acoustical analysis. The vocal tract can be further

simplified, resulting in an all-pole approximation, explained as follows.

A special, nonuniform cylindrical tube models the vocal ftact. Let us consider the

tube with the closed velum. In practice, it is difficult to analyze this tube because the shape

of the tube is not regular. Fortunately, a well developed acoustical analysis is available for

a single lossless, cylindrical tube with a uniform shape. The vocal tract tube is then

approximatecl by a piecewise-cylindrical. tube. The pieces of such a tube are single,

lossless, cylindrical tubes, that are cascacled to each other. An example of an approximated

tube is shown in Fig. 2.8.

A transfer function of the vocal üact can be derived from a Eansfer matrix of a

cylindrical tube [AtFIa7l]. The transfer matrix relates the air movement at the input side of

the vocal tract with the air movemenl at the output side of the vocal Fact, in term of volume
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velocity. Using this approach, the transfer function of all the cascaded single sections is an

all-pole function [Pars86]. The order of the transfer function is m, where m is the

number of sections used for approximating the vocal Eact.

Fig. 2.8. Piecewise-cylindrical approximation of vocal tract with closed velum.

V/hen the velum is open and nasal sounding takes place, a different model must be

considered. We must add another acoustical element into our model, that represents anti

resonances conuibutecl by the nasal cavity. Because of this addition, a general pole-zero

system must be used. An approach with one zero between I and 2 kHz gives good

experimental results [Pus86].

However, we can eliminate the nasal articulations from modelling consideration. In

many languages, including English, people still can completely understand unnasalized

articulations. It should be noted also that a zeto in a transfer function can be approximated

by a large order, all-pole filter. So, to some extent, the nasal articulations are taken care of

by the all-pole vocal fract filter.

Figure 2.9 shows an all-pole filter implemented in a direct form. This filter is called

a linear predíctor (LP) filter, representing the vocal tract. Let H(z) be the transfer

function of the LP filter. Then F1(z) - A-r(z), where

A Single, Cylindrical Tube

F.+l
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A(z) = y, aQ) 7-i
i=0

(2.2)

A(z) is called inverse fîlær. The ø(i) are called LP filær coefficients, that vary over time

according to the changes of the vocal Íact shape. Here, a(0) = 1. A typical z is 10

because the speech quality drops significantly for any number below l0 [KrAt87].

Excitation lmpulses Synthetic Speech

z-1

z-2

z( m-1)

2m

Fig.2.9. A direct implementation of a vocal ract (LP) filter.

Although H(z) varies over time, it can be considered unchanged for a short period

of time, approximately between l0 to 50 ms, due to the ümitation in the response time of

the human vocal ract [O'Sha87]. This is an important observation that can be utilized in

creating an efficient analysis. rü/e can obtain a fixed set of coefficients for a period of time.

Since the filter coefficients can completely define the filær, they become the parameters of

the vocal nacl

2.3.3 Modelling of the Excitation Generator

Our model must accommodate the voiced, fricative, and stop sound sources.
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Voiced articulations are characterized by vibrations of the vocal cords. The vibrations

cause one important feature: the quasiperiodic pulses produced by the sound source have a

relatively constant (regular) repetition time, defined as pitch. The raæ of the repetition is

called pitchfrequency. The pulses also have a broad spectrum that has approximately 10

to 12 dB/octave rolloff above 0.8 to 1.0 kHz. The pulses and the spectrum are shown in

Fig. 2.10. Similar to the vocal Eact, the pirch can be considered stable for 10 to 50 ms due

to limiøtion in the response time of the vocal cord.

Fig. 2.10. A typical voiced excitation in (a) time domain, and (b) frequency

domain. (After [Flan72]).

For modelling purposes, a digital pulse generator can be constructed to produce

pulses with the same frequency characteristics. The generator consists of an impulse

generator and a shaping filter. An impulse frain having the same repetition rate with the

pitch frequency is passed through the shaping filter, resulting in pulses that have the same

spectrum with the actual pulses.

There is another factor that affects the voiced speech spectrum but not considered as

a part of vocal Eact, called lips radiation of. speech. The radiation causes a 6-dB/octave

gain. The radiation effect must then be included in the shaping filter, resulting in a shaping

filter with a specrum of 4- to 6-dB/ocøve rolloff. Since the shaping filter is relatively

fixed, the parameter of voiced sounding is then the impulse repetition rate, or the pitch

-10 to -12 dB/Oclave

Air PressureAir Pressure

^ 
T = Pitch

1k+l

(a)
Time
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information.

The unvoiced excitations give noise-like spectrum, as shown in Fig.2.l1. The

sources of the noise can be inside the mouth (alveolar/dental), in the pharynx or velum

Qtharyngeallvel.ar), or at the lips (labíal), resulting in a different spectrum. However, it

has been found experimentally ttrat we still can well recognize synthetic stops or fricatives

without preserving exactly the same spectrum of the original stops or fricatives. In other

words, stops and fricatives can be generated using one noise source with a fixed specfrum.

Air Pressure Air Pressure

Time Frequency

Fig.2.11. A typical unvoiced excit¿tion in (a) time domain, and (b) frequency

domain. (After [F1an7 2]).

The above results lead to an idea that at least there is another feature needed to

distinguish the different stops and fricatives. Formant tansitions have been found to

become a distinct feature of stops and fricatives [Pars86]. ldeally, the formant trajectories

of a voiced sound should be flat with respect to time, since the vocal tract shape is stable.

But in practice, this flatness only occurs in cases such as in isolated vowel articulations. If

tlle vowel is beside a stop or a fricative, the formant Íajectories become curves with respect

to time. The curves are called formant Eansitions. Different stops and fricatives result in

different formant transitions. Figure 2.12 shows an example of formant Fansitions of three

different articulation s lbal, I da/, / gal.

The above results give an important advantage in our model development. The

essential information of the unvoiced sound source is provided by the vocal tract filter
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coefficients. The perceptual distinctions of stops or fricatives rely on the vocal Fact

estimation of the next, or in between, unvoiced a¡ticulations. Consequently, precision in

noise statistics to excite stops and fricatives is not essential, and we can concentrat€ on

precision of voiced articulations.

Frequency Frequency Frequency

Time Time Time

Fig.2.l2. Trajectories of the first and the second formants of th¡ee different

articulations. Notice that the second formant can be used to distinguish the

three unvoiced articulations /b/, ldl, and lel. (Afær [Pars86]).

2.3.4 Combining the Models of Vocal Tract and the Excitation Source

Now, we combine the vocal nact and excitation pulse generator into a speech

production model, as shown in Fig. 2.13. The shaping filter has been included in the LP

filter. The pitch information is applied by a new filter called pitch filter. To compensate

for the changes, special impulses, called residual impulses, or simply residues, arc

innoduced to provide the excitations for all articulations. Since the LP filter has been

described in Section 2.3.2, it remains to describe the pitch filter and the residue.

Pitch Filter

This pitch filter must impose periodicity according to the pitch period, especially

during voiced a¡riculations. A filær can perform this function by enhancing the frequency

componenrs of the residues corresponding to the desired periodicity. The filter must be
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adaptive because the pitch is time varying. A one-tap, all-pole adaptive filter is the simplest

implementation. Although frlters with more than one tap can be used, they do not provide

significant improvements [KrAt87].

Fig.2.I3. A speech production model in a digital form.

As shown in Fig. 2.14, the parameters of this one-tap pitch filter are a gain factor g

ancl a tap position d. This filter satisfies

y(n)=Sy@4)+x(n) (2.3)

where y(n) and x(n) are the r¿th oulput and input of the filter, respectively. A filter with

such a structure always enhances the pitch frequency with periodicity determined by d.

The y(n) is the same with the y(n - d) (scaled by g) plus x(n).

Thus, ttre periodicity the filter imposes is

Gain I nesi6u¿¡ pitch I Excitarion I An

Y tmputses V Putses Y

@'rJi::ll'

pitch=ffi(s)

Consequently, the pitch frequency imposed by the filter is

Pitch frequenc! =W,",
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Delay

Elements

Fig. 2.14. A one-tap, all-pole pitch filter.

As mentioned in Section 2.3.3, the pitch can be considered stable for a period of

time less than 50 ms due to the limited response time of the vocal cord. That implies the

values of d and g must be updated at least every 50 ms. More frequent updating results

in a better speech quality.

Residues (Residual Impulses)

The residues function as excitation impulses for the cascade of the pitch and LP

filters. We define residues as the results of applying original speech as input to a cascade

of two inverse filters, the inverse of the LP filter and the inverse of ttre pitch filær. In other

words, the residues are the speech samples without vocal fract and pitch information (see

Fig.2.15). Observation shows that the residues have noise-like property for both voiced

and unvoiced articulations [Ata182]. Furthermore, for voiced articulations, the residual

impulses have a zero-mean, Gaussian distribution.
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Amplitude

(a)

Amplitude

(b)

Amplitude

(c)

Fig. 2.15. Waveforms of different signals. (a) Original speech. (b) Originat

speech after an LP inverse filter, representing the excitation impulses. (c)

Residual impulses as a result of applying the original speech to a cascade of the

inverses of LP and pitch filters. The amplitudes of (b) and (c) are magnified by

approximaæly 5 and 2relatle to (a), respectively. (After [ScAt85]).

Thus, a noise generator can be used for both voiced and unvoiced articulations.

Furthermore, since the noise precision of unvoiced articulation is not critical, we can use a

zero-mean, Gaussian noise generator for both articulations.

The CELP uses the above model to reduce the variability of the code book target

waveform. The snucture described in Section 2.2 is now modified to accommodaæ the

change in target waveform from speech waveforms to a zero-mean, Gaussian-disfibuted

noise signal, as shown next.

2.4 CELP Speech Synthesis

A CELP synthesizer functions as a waveform generator whose output is produced
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by applying a prototype from a code book to a cascade of pitch and vocal tract filters, as

shown in Fig. 2.16. The synthesizer is similar to the model in Fig 2.l3,except a small

size code book replaces the residual pulse generator. The code book prototypes have the

same statistics as the residue, i.e., zeÍo mean and a Gaussian distribution. Thus, the size

of the code book can be much reduced.

LP FIL

Filter Coefficients

Fig2.16. A CELP synthesizer

Segmentation similar to the transform coding (see Section2.l) further reduces the

variability of the target waveform, resulting in a smaller code book size. To illusfrate this

recluction, consider two identical segments of residual impulses with variability N each. If

the two segments must be considered as one larger segment, the combined variability

becomes /V2. However, if we consider them separately, the total variability is only 2N.

Thus, segmentation reduces the va¡iability from geometric to algebraic type of complexity.

Normalization of the tatget waveform also reduces the variability. Here, instead of

having a code book with NM variability, we have prototype and gain code books with

only N and M variability, respectively. As a result, the target waveform variability

effectively reduces to N.

With the reductions, we have a CELP synthesizer used by many CELP coders.

Those coclers usually vary only in code book design and the pitch filter. To communicate

with other FS-1016 compatible systems, we use a code book and a pitch filter that are

compatible with the standard. The following is discussion on the code book design and an
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FS-1016 pitch filter.

Discussions on Code Book Design

There are two ways in generating prototypes: (i) deterministíc, and (ii) random

ways. The deterministic way applies speech into a cascade of the inverses of the LP and

pitch filters, and chooses sequences of residual impulses that most frequently occur to be

the prototypes.

The other way, called random way, utilizes the fact that residual impulses are noise-

like, and have a zero-mean, Gaussian distribution for voiced articulations. A Gaussian

random generator creates the code book elements. If the impulses stored inside the code

book satisfy the distribution, the code book can be expected to provide proper residual

impulses. lndeed, CELP systems with such a code book have been reported to have high

quality of speech tKlKKgOl. A code book created in this way is called stochnstic code

åoolt (SCB).

Creating a deterministic code book is more difficult because we have to provide

speech utterances as a Eaining set, and we have to choose most ftequent sequences or thei¡

representatives [KIKK90]. Choosing the sequences is difficult because it is more likely

that a sequence occurs only once. However, a designer has more freedom to apply a

structure to a deterministic code book by creating the representatives according to a certain

rule. The structure can be utilized to have a fast analysis algorithm, which is important in

real-time applications.

As a compromise, a sÍucture can be imposed on an SCB. This results in a high

quality CELP, yet the code book is still simple, thus fast analysis is possible. All the

details of implementing this type of SCB and its effects on the analysis are described in

Chapter III when we describe fast CELP algorithms.

Adaptive Code Book as a Pitch Filter

The one-tap pitch filter shown in Fig 2.14 can be implemented using an adaptive
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code book (ACB) that is similar to the SCB, as shown in Fig. 2.17. T\e ACB also has its

own entry and gain. The difference is merely in the prototypes of the code books. The

advantage of implementing piæh filær in this ACB form is that its analysis can share tools

with fast SCB analysis.

z-1

Fig.2.l7. (a) A pitch filter, and (b) its equivalence using a code book form.

The code book imitates the function of the delay elements. The code book

prototypes are then overlapping. Since the elements of the protot)?es must be

updated, the code book is called adaptive code book (ACB).

According to Fig. 2.14, the pitch filter has several delay elements, that is updated

by the oulput of the fÏlær. By redrawing the pirch filter to an equivalent filter in Fig. 2.17a,

we can construct a code book that imitates the delay element function. Here, the ith

prototype of the code book in Fig. 2.17b consists of all impulses that must be supplied by

delay elements when the Íh tap is selected. Consequently, the prototypes overlap each

other. In addition, the prototypes must be updated by new exciøtion impulses. Because of

this, the code book is called an adaptive code book.

Using this pitch filter implementation, the CELP synthesizer is red¡awn to become a

scheme shown in Fig. 2.18. This scheme is a practical CELP synthesizer that shall be used
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throughout this thesis.

SCB Entry
LP Coefficients

ACB Gain Factor

Fig.2.18. A CELP synthesizer. The piæh filter is implemented using an ACB.

Summary of CELP Parameters

We can now summarize the CELP parameters. The CELP parameters consist of

ACB, SCB, and LP parameters.

. The ACB parameters are an ACB entry (address/index) and an ACB gain.

. The SCB parameters are an SCB enry (address/index) and an SCB gain.

. The LP parameters are the 10 LP filær coefficients ø(l).

These parameters are compatible with the FS-1016 standard, and they control a

CELP synthesizer. ThuS, a CELP analyzer must exfract those palameters.

2.5 CELP Speech Analysis

A CELP analysis maps a block of speech samples into a set of CELP parameters.

Since we have introduced LP parameters, the scheme in Fig 2.3 must include an LP

analysis. Furthermore, since the pitch filter has become a code book, we can employ the

same code book search to find its parameters. Thus, there are two processes, namely, LP

filter analysis, and cocle book parameter searching, as shown in Fig. 2.I9. The LP filter
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analysis, which is an open-loop process, is used to obtain the LP filter coefficients (LP

parameters), while the code book parameter search, which is a closed-loop process, is used

to obtain the ACB and SCB gain factors and entries.

LP FILTER
ANALYSIS

(oPEN LOOP)

Fig. 2.19. CELP analysis.

The original speech samples s(n), denoted by a vector s, aÍe first applied to the

LP filter analysis process to estimate l0 LP parameters a(i) mentioned in Eq. (2.2),

denoted by a vector a. The code book parameter searching then uses a and s to produce

the code book (ACB and SCB) parameters corresponding to s.

2.5.1 Estimation of the LP Parameters

Given a frame of original speech samples s, an LP analysis estimates the LP filær

coefficients a in a mean square error sense. In this sense, we can utilize the orthogonal

proiection principle to estimate a [Krey78]. Let the output of the LP filter be s'. The

orthogonal projection principle then guarantees that there exists the best and unique a that

minimizes lls-s'll.
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Problem Setup

Given rn previous speech samples s(n),---oo <n < oo, the LP filter uses Eq. (2.2)

to produce the estimation sample s'(n) according to

Here, we assume that the input of the filter is a zero-mean and stationary process, thus it

can be omitted during this estimation [Proa83]. Since the actual ouþut is s(n), the filter

output enor e(r) is

e(n)= s(n)-s'(n)

which means

e(n)=s(n)+ iati)s(¿-i) = fø(i)s(¡¿-j), ø(0)= I (2.6)
i=l i=0

The problem becomes finding a that minimizes Eq. (2.6) in a mean square sense.

We have the advantage from section 2.3 of assuming a is stable for a period of time. Læt

the number of samples cluring this period be N. The desired a is then an a that minimizes

Eq. (2.6) for all N samples

Let a sequence of speech samples having the first element s(n-N+l) and the last

element s(¿) be an N-element vector s,¿. With this construction, s¡1 is independent of

s¡, n * l. The same construction is used for the e(n) to create a vector en. The Eq.

(2.6) can then be extended in vector notation as

r'(n) = -f of¡> s(rt - i)
i =1

e, = I a(i) s,-¡, ø(0) = 1

i4

(2.5)
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Let us no,w construct the estimation space on which the a exists. The space is a m

dimensional space which is spanned by {sn-¡}, i = 1,...,nt. According to the

orthogonal projection principle, llenll is minimized if and only if e, is orthogonal to all of

the {sn-¡}. Furthermore, there is only one a that makes e¡ orthogonal to the {sn-¡}. We

are interested in obtaining such a, thus obtaining the best estimation of the LP filter

coefficients.

Solution Using LPC Analysis

The following technique of obtaining such an a is known as LPC analysis

[Proa83], [Pars86]. An inner product, denoted by (o,o), can be defined in the space

containing sn, €¿, and the estimation space because the space is also an N-dimensional

real space 1nN¡. ln an inner product notation, en is orthogonal to the s¿-¡ if and only if

- 0, j=1,...,m.("-' ' É 
"u"-)

By inner-product properties and assuming a(í) is real, Eq. (2.8) is equivalent to

I ø(¡) þn-, , sn-¡) = 0, j = l, ..., m
i=0

(2.8)

(2.e)

To obtain the values of the inner-product terms in Eq. (2.9), we can utilize one of

two methods, the covariance or the autocorrelation methods. Although both result in

almost the same speech quality, the latter method requires less computation and shall be

used.

In the covariance method, the inner product is calculated directly using the

definition of an inner product over N samples, where N is finite. Using this method, the

magnitude of e, is minimized within a block of N speech samples.
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The autoconelation method modifies the way we look at s¿. Here, s¿ is seen as a

vector with infiniæ elements but only N of them are nonzero. The inner product must then

be calculated over infinite samples, providing s(n) = 0, for n < 0 and n à N. The

advantage of this modification is that the inner product tÊnns in Eq. (2.9) become

(tn-j , sr-¡) = s(¿-¡) s(ni)= ! s(n) s(n+7_i)

n=a

s(n) s(n+7-f, i=0,. ..,rrti m <N

I-et us define r¡ as

N-l
ri=>s(¿)s(n-j)

n=i

The linear system F4.Q.9) can then be written as

N-l\r
H

n=i

(2.10)

(2.11)

j = l, ..., m, ø(0) = 1 (2.r2)

Since s(¿) is known, t¡ cãn be computed using Eq. (2.11). Eq. (2.12) then

becomes a system of n linear equations with rn unknowns, ¿(i), which can be solved

using any method, such as Gauss-Jordan elimination. Thus, Eq,.(2.12) gives the desi¡ed

a.

Notice that Eq. (2.11) is similar to an autocorrelation process of s(¿). (The

method is called an autocorrelation method because of this fact). The matrix of r¡¡ in the

above equations is called the autocorrelation matrix. The maEix is Toeplitz and symmefic.

This permits fast and efficient techniques of solving the system of equations, such as

Levinson-Durbin, LU Cholesky decomposition, Burg, and Schur techniques [Pars86]. It

2aG¡ri-j = 0,
i=0
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should be noted that if we use the cova¡iance method, we still have a system of linear

equations similar to Eq. (2.12). However, the corresponding matrix is not Toeplitz, thus

solving the system of equations takes longer time.

Estimation Enhancement using Hamming YVindow

rilhen we use the autocorrelation method, notice that the method assumes s¡ to

have infinite elements. However, since we only have N speech samples, we infroduce

distortion by providing a truncated sn. The distortion is similar to the Gibbs phenomenon

in a short time digital Fourier Eansform [DeLH88]. To reduce the distortion, we must

avoid such an abrupt truncation by introducing smoothing window. The window is a

sequence of M data points satisfying a certain smoothing shape. The s¿ is said to be

windowed if it is element-wise multiplied by the window sequence. Speech processing

commonly uses the Hamming window, whose elements are defined as [DeLH88]:

w(n) =0.54 - 0.46 cos(2rnÂ.I), 0 < n <M - I (2.t3)

Thus, before Eq. (2.11) is applied, the windowed s(n) is obtained by multiplying

the original s(n) with rry(¿). The proposed FS-1016 recommends the use of a 30 ms

non overlapped Hamming window spanning from the middle of the curent frame to the

middle of the next frame, as shown in Fig. 2.20. That means M = N, and the windowed

s(n) is obtained by multiplying s(z+N/2) with w(n). In other words, the LP analysis

does not work srictly on spe€ch samples from the cturent frame, but it uses half of the

speech samples from the curent frame and half of the speech samples from the next frame.

This scheme produces parameters corresponding ¡o a smoother synthetic speech.

2.5.2 Estimation of Code Book Parameters

The estimation of ACB and SCB paramet€rs, e.g. gain factors and entries, is done

for each block of N/4 speech data, called a subframe. Thus, for every a, there are four
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sets of ACB and SCB parameters. Each set of parameters is obtained using an analysis-

by-synthesis scheme.

Hamming Window

n

Frame Frame

l+ ,-rcïiå,i|,, +l<- rpliälv,¡, +l
0 N/2

YN t3N/2 2N

?vff:'+ **+

Fig.2.20. Windowing of speech data prior to autocorrelation process. The

speech samples used for current LP analysis is the samples from the third and

fourth of current subframes and the first and second of the next subframes.

Analysis by Synthesis

Figure 2.21 shows the process of obøining a set of code book parameters. A

CELP synthesizer is set up and its LP filær uses the a resulting from the LPC analysis.

The enor minimization block has a list of all possible sets of code book parameters. The

block starts applying the first set to the CELP synthesizer. The synthesizer then produces

N/4 samples of synthetic speech called s'. The synthetic speech is compared with the

original speech s. The difference is applied to a perceptual weighting filter to become a

weighæd error vector e according to

e=P(s-s') (2.15)

Here, P represents the perceptual weighting filter. The llell is measured using the

Euclidean norm and stored by the error minimizing block. The block then applies the next
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set of parameters until all possible sets have been tried. The set that minimizes llell is

chosen as the result of the searching process.

Tentative Gains and
Entries for ACB & SCB

Opt¡mum Gains and
Er¡tries lor ACB & SCB

Fig.2.2I. Basic scheme of code book parameter searching'

Perceptual weighting Filter to Improve Distance Measure

The perceptual weighting filter is a digital filær that weights the error signal such

that a Euclidean measure of the weighted error becomes more perceptually meaningful.

\Vhen the analyzer compares the synthetic speech with the original speech during the code

book parameter searching, it makes a time-domain maæhing process in a mean squafe elTor

sense. However, the same intelligibility does not necessarily mean the same speech

waveforrn (Although the inverse is true, i.e., the same speech waveform does result in the

same intelligibility). Thus, a direct mean square efror measure may fail to find the

perceptually best match.

A better measure for speech intelligibility is a frequency weighæd error meastue

recommended by [AtRe82], and defined as
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rer = (/',rr*'v,prØ4 (2.t6)

Here, S(f) and .S'(fl are the Fou¡ier transform of s and s', respectively. The f, is the

sampling frequency. Without the positive weighting function P(f),F;q.(2.16) is just

another mean square measure in the frequency domain. However, a suitable P(fl makes

the measure perceptually meaningful.

To obtain P(fl,let us consider again the spectrum of the speech shown in Fig 2.6.

In the formant regions, the energy of the speech is high, while in the valley frequencies (in-

benveen formant areas), the energy is low. So, a small error in the valley frequencies gives

a higher degradation in signal-to-noise (SNR) than that in the formant regions.

Consequently, the effect of an error in the valley frequencies is perceptually worse than that

in the formant ¿ueas.

Ttre P(fl is constructed to accommodate this formant frequency dependent

characteristic to a measurement criteria. The P(fi must penalize error in the valley

frequencies more than enor in the formant areas. Consequently, the frequency response of

the P(l) must be proportional to the inverse of the vocal tract hansfer function which

inuoduces the peak and valley regions to the envelope of the speech spectrum. Using the

inverse filter A(z) defined in Eq. (2.2), [AtRe82] shows that such a weighting filter has a

Eansfer function P(z) as follows

P(z\=ffi, 0< o< l. (2.17)

The factor o determines the degree of error emphasis/deemphasis in the regions. The o is

deærmined experimentally, and a typical o is 0.8. Figure 2.22 shows a frequency

response of the weighting filter, for a given vocal Eact fÏlter.
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VocalTract Filter

Frequency
Response

Weighting Fitter

Frequency
(kHz)

Fiç.2.22. Frequency response of the weighting filter for a given vocal fract filter.

A direct measurement using Eq. (2.16) is not practical because it involves a Fourier

transform for each trial of the code book parameter search. The solution is to apply the

difference vector s - s' into the filter P(z), to obtain a weighted error e. Since the

envelope of the specrum of e has been perceptually shaped, a mean square magnitude of e

in the time domain is equivalent with Eq. (2.16) by Parseval's theorem [Fran69]. This

approach is used in the analysis scheme of Fiç.2.21.

2.6 Quantization of CELP Parameters

Since the analyzer and synthesizer have been defined, we must show that the CELP

parameters have a 4.8 kbit/s rate. Unfortunately, in the present form the parameters

(especially the LP coefficients) still require more than 4.8 kbils to be fransmitted. A

further quantization reduces the representation bits. The LP coefficients are quantized

using an efficient, fast, and robust scheme called line spectrum pair (LSP). The ACB

entries are quantized using a simple delta quantization, while the remaining parameters are
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left unquantized.

Quantization of LP Parameters

The LP parameters still have high variability. As shown in Fig. 2.23, the zeros of

the inverse filter A(z) in Eq. (2.2) lie inside the unit circle. Although the unit circle has

bounded the variability of the zeros, they can still be anywhere inside the unit circle. This

zeros variability directly translates to variability of LP parameters.

lmaginary Axis

I
( 7

x

-Plane

Zeros of A{ z)

BealAxis

Unit Circle

Fig.2.23. An example of locations of zeros of A(z).

Similar to the code book case mentioned ea¡lier, an efficient quantization may fail if

the input to the quantization has high variability. For example, the modulus p and

argument cr of every zero must be ransmitted. Since a zero can be anywhere inside the

unit circle, many quantization levels are needed for both p and s, resulting in high bit-rate.

The variability of the quantization input must then be reduced prior to quantization.

Different methods use different variability reduction.

Techniques of quantizing LP parameters can be categorized as either scalar
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quantization or vector quantization [BGGM80]. In scalar quantization, the LP parameters

are individually quantized [GrMa76]. This results in a low distortion quantization but high

bit rates. On the other hand, a vector quantizer maps the LPC parameters as a vector into

one subset of a partition set according to a certain equivalence relation [LiBG80]. This

approach can provide lower bit representation and distortion. However, in practice the

vector quantization requires higher complexity. In addition, the resulting representation is

more sensitive to channel noise tAtCK8gl. Despite its promising future, vector

quantization is excluded from current CELP sysûem due to those two shortcomings.

Techniques of scalar quantization includes arcsine of reflection coefficients (ASRC)

[ViMa75], log area ratio (LAR) [GrMa76], and LSP [SoJu84]. It has been shown

experimentally that for a CELP system, all of the above provide almost similar performance

tAtCK8gl. The LSP technique is chosen because, as shown later, the resulting

representation is efficient and robust to noise [KaRa86], [SoJu84], and can be quickly

obtained ICaTW9QI, [HaHe9O]. In addition, it is possible to apply an interpolation for

spectral smoothing cluring a fransition be¡reen consecutive blocks.

Instead of working on the LP coefficients, the LSP technique works on the zeros of

A(z) defined in Eq. (2.2). The technique reduces the variability of the zeros by

represenring them with zeros of another polynomials P(z) and QQ) which now lie

strictly on the unit circle. Here, P(z) and B(z) must completely define A(z), and,

consequently, A(z) can be reconstructed from P(z) andQQ). ForA(z) of order 10,

Soong and Juang proposed such P(z) and QQ) as [SoJu84]:

P(z) = A(z) + z-r1 AQ-r)
QQ) = A(z) - z-11 A(z-t)

(This p(z) should nor be confused with the perceptual weighting filter). Conversely,

A(z) can be obtained easily from P(z) and QQ) by:

(2.18)

A(z)='9y
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Thus we can transmit zeros of P(z) and QQ) instead of coefficients or zeros of A(z).

Efforu are made now to efficiently lepresent the zeros of P(z) and Q(z).

The P(z) and QQ) have 11 zeros each [soJu84] [KaRa86], satisfying:

(1) The zeros of P(z) and QQ) lie on the unit circle of the z-plane.

(Z) The zeros of P(z) and QQ) are interlaced with each other on the unit circle.

(3) z = -l and z = 1 are zeros of P(z) and Q(z), respectively.

(4) The other zeros occur in complex conjugaæ pairs.

Figure 2.24 shows the properties of the zeros of the polynomials. These restrictions

considerably reduce the variability of the zeros that can further be utilized as follows.

Zeros of A{ z)

Zeros of P( z)

Zeros of Qz)

RealAxis

Unit Circle

Fig.2.24. An example of locations of zeros for ¡7x = 10. (After [KaRa86]

with modifications).

First, since the 10 zeros of each polynomial occur in complex conjugate pairs

(except for z =-1 and z = I), it is sufficient to consicler the zeros that ale located on the

upper semicircle of the unit circle only.
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Seconcl, since the z = -l and z = I are always the zeros for P(z) and QQ),

respectively, they are considered redundant and can be eliminated. The resulting

polynomials are:

(2.20)

The P'(z) and Q'Q) polynomials still share the same properties with P(z) and QQ)

except for property (3), but have less number of coefficients.

Third, every point on the unit circle can be precisely determined by the angle

(argument) of the corresponding point in a polar coordinate system. This eliminates the

need to fransmit the modulus of the point. The unit of each angle can be expressed in Hz

by øking the frequency sampling (8 kHz) as 360 degree. The frequency term is used to

express unit circle points of the zeros of the P'(z) and Q'Q) polynomials. The

frequencies of the zeros are called LSP frequencies.

Thezeros of P(z) canbeobtainedbysubstitutingz=eto in the Eq. (2.20) and

fincling five ø¡ between 0 < o < n that make P'(z) = Q. The zeros of QQ) can also be

obtained similarly. If we define -r = cos(al) ,Eq. (2.20) becomes:

P'(z) =

Z',Q) =

P'(x) = 32xs +

Q'(x) = 32xs +

:9=Lr,'-'*Ët-|-z' t{ i=6

P+=f n,-'*fL-Z-' t =O i=6

Ptu¡ z-t

Qtu¡ z-i

I6ppa + 8(p1-5)xz + 4(r34p1 )r3 + Zrpa-ip2+S)x
+ ps -2p +2p1

l6qpa + 8(q1-5)xt + 4(q4q)x3 +2(qa-3q2+5)x
+ Qs -2qt + 2qt

(2.2t)

The desired ø cor¡esponds to the roots of Eq (2.21).

for each desired øis:

f , = #x sampling frequency

The corresponding LSP frequency
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We now have 10 LSP frequencies, 5 from P'(z) and 5 from Q'(z), that completely

represent P(z) and QQ). We transmit the l0 LSP frequencies instead of the l0 LP

coefficients to the receiver. At the receiver, the 10 LSP frequencies are used to reconsfruct

P(z) and Q(z) which further reconstructs A(z) using Eq. (2.20). The LP parameters

are recovered from the coefficients of A(z).

Fourth, since the zeros of P(z)andQQ) are interlaced with each other, and all

l0 zeros must share the upper semicircle, the range of an angle of a zero is limited. This is

very useful in quantizing the LSP frequencies. Studies on dynamics of the angles result in

efficient allocations of representation bits of every LSP frequency. One way of allocation

that is adopted by FS-1016 provides 16 quantization levels for 4 LSP frequencies and 8

quantization levels for the remaining 6 LSP frequencies (see Appendix A). Thus a set of

LP parameters require total 34 bits.

Quantization of Code Book Parameters

In present form, SCB enuies are not expected to have an efficient quantization,

because there is no knowledge regarding the SCB enfries that can be utilized to reduce their

variability. Furthermore, since the SCB entries are already in an integer form, they are

ready for transmission. Thus SCB entries are left unquantized. For every subframe, 9 bits

are needed for an SCB entry due to the SCB size of 512 recomended by FS-1016.

In contrast, an ACB entry directly corresponds to pitch period (Sections 2.34 and

2.4). Since the pitch period does not change immediately due to limited response time of

the vocal cord, we can expect that consecutive entries do not differ tremendously. Thus a

delta quantization can be introduced, i.e., the entry is represented by the difference

between the actual entry and the previous entry. For an ACB with 256 entries as

recommended by FS-1016, 8 or 6 bits are allocated with or without delta quantization,

respectively. For a ftansmission through noisy channels, delta quantization of all ACB

entries is not recommended because a single error propagates through all the future frames.
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A solution adopted by FS-1016 interleaves the use of delta quantization. For every odd

subframe, the actual enry is transmitted, while for every even subframe, delta quantization

is applied.

The gain factors of the two code books are quantized into 32 levels each. Thus

each gain factor needs 5 bia.

Bit Allocation of CELP Parameters for Transmission

Since speech can be considered stationary within 30 ms, the LP coefficients are

obtained every 30 ms. As mentioned before, new code book parameters are obtained even

more frequently, (7.5 ms). To reach 4.8 kbils, the maximum number of bits to be sent

within 30 ms is:

30x 10-¡ s x 4.8 kbils = 144 bits.

With this quantization, the 4.8 kbit/s bit rate can be achieved. We even have 6 extra bits

that can be used for synchronization, error correction, and future expansion, as shown in

Table 2.1.

Table 2.1. Bit allocation for transmitting CELP parameters.

TYPE ALLOCATION rOTAL

Linear Predictor 3,4,4,4,4,3,3,3,3,3 34

Adaptive CB Entry:8+6+8+6 Gain:5x4 48

Stochastic CB Entry:9+9+9+9 Gain:5x4 56

Synchronization 1 1

Future Expansior 1 1

Error Correction 4 4

2.7 A Strategy for Error Protection

A snategy for error protection is needed because the 4 bits available are simply not

sufficient to protect all daø. Fortunately, not all of the CELP parameters affect speech
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intelligibility to the same degree, and not all the bits of the CELP parameters have the same

significance. So, only the most sensitive bits or parameters ¿ue protected, as proposed by

FS-1016. However, for mobile communications this approach may not be adequate, and

the bit rate must be increased to acconrmodate more protection bits.

The details on the strategy for a FS-1016 CELP, including identification of

parameter sensitivity, a¡e described in [CaWT89], and we outline the strategy in this

section. The error protection scheme fust concentates on preventing errors that are

perceptually disturbing, i.e., squeaks (sharp and high pitch sounds), blasts (loud, clipped

sounds), and roughness. Having conEolled these problems, the error protection scheme

applies FEC to the most sensitive bits.

Protection of LP Parameters

The LSP can be used to ensure the stability of the LP parameters. The noise may

alter the parameters such that the resulting LP filter becomes unstable, i.e., the roots are

outside the unit circle of the z-plane. An unstable LP filter causes disturbing errors.

Fortunately, if the LSP frequencies a¡e monotonically increasing, the corresponding LP

filter is stable. Thus a simple søbility rule can be applied. If an LSP frequency causes

nonmonotonicity, it is replaced by the same LSP frequency from the previous frame. If the

corrected LSP are still nonmonotonic, all LSP frequencies are replaced by the previous,

stable LSP frequencies.

An additional smoothing also helps reduce the effects of error. Here, the LP filter

coefficients are changed every subframe with interpolated values between the previous

coefficients and the current coefficients. The interpolation rule for every LSP frequency is:

LSp(t) = (?)previous LSP + (f) hesent LSP (2.23)

Here, LSP(Ð is a specific LSP frequency for the ¡th subframe, i = 1, 2,3, or 4.

Furthermore, FS-1016 CELP avoids the first and the last LSP frequencies from
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being coded close to unstable values, and two adjacent LSP frequencies from being coded

closer than 15 Hz. Those two consfiaints limit the gain of the resulting LP filter. Thus, the

blasts and squeaks caused by undesired high gain due to the LP filter error are avoided.

Protection of SCB Gain

Errors on the SCB gain can be annoying because they can cause blasts. The effects

are more perceived during quiet speech. A smoother can be used to reduce the error

effects. One smoothing algorithm computes the average and variance of several previous

gain magnitudes. The gain average and variance are used to set a threshold with which the

current gain is compared. If the gain exceeds the threshold, it should not be used and

should be replaced by the average value. During the quiet speech, where the gain average

is low, the th¡eshold must be tighter. This algorithm can eliminate the majority of the error

effects.

Protection of SCB Entry

Since the SCB contains random impulses, smoothing is inappropriate. The elrors

in selecúng a sequence of the random impulses can create noisy speech. Fornrnaæly, it is

found that this noisy speech is less perceptually disturbing. Thus, the SCB entry bis are

left unproæcæd.

Protection of ACB Entry

Pitch has a continuity behaviour, thus smoothing of ACB entry is appropriate. An

intensive test concludes that the pitch parameter is the most sensitive parameter because the

errors cause very rough speech [CaTW89]. Two smoothing processes are applied. First,

the smoothing is inherent when the delta quantization is embedded in the ACB searching

process. Here, the searching is done only on the range allowed by the delta quantization.

Thus sudden pitch changes are not allowed. Second, the same smoothing algorithm used
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in SCB gain can be used. Here, the threshold can be fixed, thus simplifying the algorithm.

The smoothing is enhanced by a Hamming (15,11) code. Only 3 MSB bits of an

entry are protecæd by the FEC because the smoother can compensate the error in the other

bits. Furthermore, since the regular entry is more significant than the delta entry, the FEC

protects the bits of the regular entry only.

Protection of ACB Gain

The ACB gain is another sensitive parameter. The ACB gain also exhibits a smooth

property although not as much as the SCB gain or the ACB entry. Thus, the same

smoothing algorithm can be used. However, the smoother cannot well protect the gain

because the gain has many regions where the smoother fails. So, the Hamming code is

also used to enhance the error proæction of the ACB gain.

Forward Error Correction

A Hamming code (15,11) is used to enhanced the smoothing strategy. It only

needs 4 bits as allocated in Table 2.1. The code protects the parameters which are

insufficiently handled by the smoother. The code protects 11 bits consisting of all the

MSBs of the ACB gain factors, the 6th, 7ttr, and 8ü bits of odd subframe ACB enries, and

a reserved (future expansion) bit. There are 4 parity bits, and each of them represents an

even parity on 7 of the 11 bits (see Appendix A). The parity bits can be used to conect a

single bit error in any of the 1 I bits.

The parity bits are also used to estimate the error rate of the channel. If the

estimation concludes that the channel is error free, it can turn off all the smoothers. ln this

error free case, an unnecessily smoothing may alter the corect parameters.

Burst-Error Protection

Finally, prior to the nansmission, the data bits of CELP parameters are scattered
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according to a table defined by the proposed FS-1016. This scattering process can reduce

the effects of burst errors.

2.8 Summary

In this chapter, we show that the CELP technique can compress speech down to a

rate of 4.8 kbiVs. Such a low bit rate speech representation is possible through a utilization

of a code book. A model of the human speech production system reduces the variability of

the target waveform, resulting in a code book with a size of 512. Furthermore, the use of

the waveform coding criterion results in a high speech quality.

To obtain the compressed speech (CELP parameters), the CELP analysis uses a

filter estimation technique (linear prediction) and an analysis-by-synthesis method. The

speech quality of the CELP system is enhanced using a better speech measure during the

analysis. The use of a perceptual weighting filter makes a mean square error minimization

more meaningful.

Quantization of CELP parameters including LSP, delta coding, and gain

quantization reduces the represent¿tion bits to a 4.8 kbils rate. Six ext¡a bits are even

available that can be used for simple protocol and error proæction.

An error proæction shategy is applied to the CELP parameters. The bit limitation in

the data sffeam restricts us from protecting all the daø bits using FEC. The error protection

scheme exploits the smooth behavior of the parameters to protect the synthetic speech from

the disturbing effects, such as squeaks, blasts, and roughness. An FEC is used to enhance

the scheme by protecting the most sensitive parameters and the parameters that have many

unsmooth regions.
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The main problem of implementing the CELP technique in real time is that the

analysis requires very-high computational power. In an earlier implementation, a CELP

system needed 125 s of Cray-1 CPU time to process l-s speech [ScAt85]. Most of the

computational power was consumed by the code book searching due to the exhaustive

closed loop process mentioned in Chapter II.

Considerable effort has been made since then to reduce the computational power

needed to perform CELP compression [InLK91], [LaIK9l]. Oyama introduced an open-

loop approach of obtaining SCB parameters, but the resulting quality was poor [Oyam85].

Several methods were proposed by Trancoso and Atal [TrAt86]. The methods include the

restn¡cturing of the code book search that leads to a scheme called joint optimization used

by most of the CELP systems today. There are several algorithms proposed later, but most

of them can be seen as improvements of the Trancoso and Atal methods tKlKKg0l.

IKIKK9O] classifies the fast algorithms according the aspects on which the

algorithms are based: (i) special code book design, including center clipping [DaGe86],

[CaTW9O], (ii) multistage searching [DaGe88], [CoSe86], (iii) domain üansformation

[TrAt86], [MoHo87], (iv) autocorrelation methods [TrAt86], IKIKK88], (v) overlapping

cocle book entries [KIKK88], and (vi) look-up tables [AMDM87], [ChGe87]. In practice,

some of the algorithms may be combined to yield a faster algorithm. We combine three

algorithms: the special code book design, domain transformation, and overlapping code

book ennies. The other algorithms are not chosen because they either cannot be combined,

or need more resources [KIKK9O].

We present here fast search algorithms used by the system. Fi¡st, we restructure

the CELP analysis scheme. We then describe the joint optimization scheme, which reduces

total search computation by a factor of 175,000. A special code book is explained,
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followed by the utilization of the special code book, which reduces a filtering computation

inside the joint optimization by a factor of 123. Finally, we discuss a suboptimal scheme

that can be used if the algorithms are still not sufficient.

3.1 Restructuring of CELP Analysis

The analysis structure, especially the code book parameter search shown in Fig.

2.21, isnot efficient. For every tentative trial, two filæring processes must take place. The

first is the LP filtering inside the CELP synthesizer block. The second is the perceptually

weighting filtering.

The structure can be improved by moving the weighting filter before the summation

(comparison) block. The LP filter can then be combined with the weighting filter. To

compensate for the change, the original speech, s, must be filtered by the weighting filter

before entering the summation block. Using this approach, shown in Fig.3.l, each

tentative trial needs only one filtering, thus reducing the computation.

Synthetic
Speech

s'

Optimum Gains and
Entries for ACB & SCB

e

Tentative Gains and PercePtuallY

Entries for ACB & SCB Weighted Error

Fig. 3.1. An improved code book parameter search.
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Furthermore, the filtering process can be replaced by a matrix multiplication. It is

shown later that the matrix structure can be exploited to provide fast searching. Let h(i)

be an impulse response of the receiver's LP filter at a sampling instant i. The output of the

filter is then a convolution between the exciøtion impulses and å(i). If the excitation

impulses and the output samples are denoted as t(n) and q(n), n = l, ..., 60,

respectively, we have:

q(n) =t oØ-r) r(r), n = 1,..., 60.
i=l

If we see f(n) and q(n) as 60-element vectors t and q, respectively, Eq.

equivalent with a matrix multiplication [Atal8g]:

9=Ht

Matrix H is a 60x60 matrix def,ined as:

(3.1)

(3.1) is

(3.2)

[ å(0) 0

u =l h\t) ,(ol
l::
Lh(se) å(s8)

0
0

n(o>

(3.3)

However, q is not exactly the synthetic speech, s', that is produced in the receiver.

We recall that if the LP filter is implemented in a direct form, as assumed by the proposed

FS-1016, there are clata stored inside the delay elements resulting from the previous

excitaúon. The effect of this data on the synthetic speech is called ringing [ChGe87]. The

ringing signal is obtained by applying a 0 input to the current LP filter. We call the ringing

signal the zero response signal. If we name this ze¡o response signal as z, the synthetic

speech is
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st=z*Q=z+HJ (3.4)

In the analyzer, the cascade of LP and weighting filters can also be represented by a

marrix W in a similar way. Let the impulse responses of the cascaded filter be w(i). If

we apply t to this cascaded filter and call the oulput as x, we have relationships

and

x(n) = ZwØ-i)t(i), n = 1,...,60.
i=l

x=Wt,

where W is a 60x60 matrix defined as

Ì4l(0) 0

w =l r(t) ,(ol ...

(3.s)

(3.6)

(3.7)
::

w(59) w(58)

lt follows from the construction of W'th

satisfying:

P =WH-l

weighting filter can be seen as a matrix P

(3.8)

The code book parameter search is supposed to minimize Eq. (2.15). Substituting

Eq. (3.a) and (3.8) into Eq. (2.15), we have

e =P(s -s') = P(s - z + Ht)= P(s -z) +Wt

0
0

"(b)

at the

(3.e)

Eq. (3.9) represents the searching process in Fig. 3.1, where the matrix W'

represent the cascade of the LP filter and the weighting filter. Here, the ACB and SCB

produces excitation t, based on the set of code book parameters provided by the error
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minimization block. If we define

y=P(s-z) (3.10)

we can redraw Fig. 3.1 to be the structure in Fig. 3.2. This structure is used in developing

the joint optimization scheme.

Optimum Gains and
Entries for ACB & SCB

Optimum Gains and
Entries for ACB & SCB

ZERO
RESPONSE

GENERATOR

Tentative Gains and Perceptually
Enrries for ACB & SCB| ERROR -l Weighted Erior

Fig.3.2. An efficient structure of code book parameter searching for CELP

analysis. The cascade of LP filter and the weighting filter is represented by a

maÍix IV.

It should be noted that the zero response generator applies the obtained CELP

parameter to a replica of the synthesizer to keep facking the contents of delay elements.

Once the replica obtains proper values of the delay element content, it applies zero impulses

to its LP filter to get the zero responses.
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3.2 Joint Optimization Scheme

To reduce the computation, the analyzer searches one code book at a time. To

illustrate this, let the size of the SCB and ACB be K, and Ç, respectively. The numbers

of possible gain values for SCB and ACB are L, and Lo, respectively. We define one frial

as a complete process from the error minimization block supplying a set of code book

parameters, to the measurement of its corresponding llell. To complete the code book

parameter search for one odd subframe, the number of trials (N.O.T.) is:

N.O.T. = KrxKoxLsxLa

Now, if we search the ACB before we search the SCB, we can see the process as

two identical code book searches done serially. Thus, the N.O.T. of one odd subframe

becomes:

N.O.T. = KrxLr+LoxKo

(3. r 1)

(3.r2)

Typical values for K' K o, L, and Lo in a full implementation of the proposed FS-1016

arc 512, 256, 32, and 32, respectively. Using the original searching, the N.O.T. is

134,217,728. However, using the serial searching, the N. O. T. is24,576, which is

0.0I87o of the former N. O. T.

V/ith joint optimization [ScAt85], we can find the best gain factor for each entry

without searching. Consider a scheme of parameter searching for one code book shown in

Fig. 3.3. Here, minimizing llellis equivalent with minimizing llel12. Thus, given matching

tat1et y and LP parameter a, the minimal error detector block must find the best

combination of entry i and gain factor g such that the error energy llel12 is minimized.

Since we have
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e=y_x

we have to minimize:

llell2 = (e,e) = (y-x,y-x) = (y,y) -2(x,y) +(x,x)

(3.13)

(3.13)

Searching
Target

x(¡)

Tentative Code Book
Parameters

OptimalCode Book
Parameters

Fig. 3.3. A code book searching diagram.

Since the choice of i and g does not affect the term (y,y), while (x,x) is always

positive, minimizing llell2 in (3.13) is equivalent to maximizingp, which is defined as

p = 2(x,y)-(x,x) (3.14)

Instead of trying every combination of Í and g to maximize p, the joint

optimization scheme assigns a g for each i. The assigned g is the best g that maximizes

p for a certain i. In other words, g is not a free parameter anymore, instead it is a

function of i. tJ/e call this g as g(i). To find the S(í) we define
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v(i) =!Y 51¡¡, (3.1s)

where b(i) is a code book prototype addressed by i. Calling thep for the specific b(i) as

p(i), we can rewrite Eq. (3.14) to become

2 ( y, g(i)v(t) ) - ( g(i)v(i), s(t)v(t) )
2e(i) ( y, v(i) ) - s(i)z ( v(i), v(i) )

p(i) 
=

Using calculus, p(i) is maximized by g(í) if:

derivative of p(i) over g(i), and (ii) the value of the

g(i) evaluated by the g(i) in (i) is negative. Working

that satisfies the two conditions does exist as

8(i) =

(3.16)

(i) g(t) is the root of the fi¡st

second derivative of p(i) over

on Eq. (3.16), we find the S(i)

(3.17)

For this g(i), we can rewrite Eq. (3.16) as

p(t) = s(t) (y,v(t)) (3.18)

The search process then becomes a search for i only. For every i, a g(i)

obtainedfromEq. (3.11) isusedtocomputep(i)usingEq.(3.18). Ani ischosen(with

its g(i) automatically) if its corresponding p(i) is maximum over all i in the code book.

The implementation scheme of Eq. (3.18) is called joint optimization, as shown in Fig.

3.4.

The N.O.T. for one odd subframe becomes

N.O.T = Kr+ Ko (3.19)

For the specific values of M and N, N.O.T. is 768, which is 0.00057Vc of the earlier

(v(i),v(i))
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N.O.T., or a reduction by a factor of 175,000. Here, one trial consists of selecting a code

book sequence b(i), computing v(í), computing inner products (y,v(i)) and (v(í),v(i)),

obtaining g(f), obtainingp(i), and finally æsting thep(í) to order the í.

Á,Ì,

d,Ì)

Fig.3.4. A joint optimization scheme. For every Í, there are corresponding

p(i) and S(i). The i is chosen when its p(t) attains maximum. The gain

factor S(i) is provided automatically.

3.3 Special SCB Design

The joint optimization computation can be reduced by designing a special SCB.

There are three features of the special SCB used by the proposed FS-1016. First, the

elements of the SCB created by a Gaussian noise generator are center ctipped. Second, the

elements a¡e also ternarized so that the positive and negative elements are replaced by I and

-1, respectively. Thfud, sequences stored inside the SCB overlap each other.

Creating a Special SCB

In the proposed FS-1016, the special SCB is created using the following

procedure. A Gaussian noise source creates a set of 1082 random impulses, with unit

variance, such that 77Vo of the impulses have absolute amplitudes not exceeding a threshold

of 1.2. All the impulses with absolute amplitudes < 1.2 are replaced by 0. The remaining

positive and negative impulses become I and -1, respectively. The resulting set of
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impulses, denoted by r(i), becomes a sotuce of SCB sequences. If the 512 sequences of

an SCB are b(0) , ..., to b(511), the standard defines the elements of the sequences as

shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1. A table for construction an SCB.

Entry Sequence Element of sequence b(i)

511
510

I

i
0

b(51l)
b(s10)

b.(¡)

b(l)
b(0)

{0)
ty)

í2(st1-í)+1)

(1020)
4t022)

{l)
n'"

fl2(stt.-í)+2)

í102t)

^1023)

r(59)
n!t,

42(stl-¡)+59)
:

lt07e)
{1081)

Effects on the Convolution Computation

To understand how the th¡ee features help reduce the computation, we consider the

joint optimization scheme shown in Fig. 3.4. The scheme requires computations of v(Í)

using Eq.(3.15), as represented by the convolution block in the figure. For each N-

element v(f), the convolution must do at least N(N+l)/z multiplications and N(N-l\/z

additions. Thus, for 512 enüies and N equal to 60, rhere are 512x60(60+l)/Z = 936,960

multiplications and 512x60(60-l)/2 = 906,240 additions.

With the special SCB, the number of multiplications and additions are considerably

reduced. Using Table 3.1 and Eq. (3.15), we compute the column vectors v(i) for all i.

Two examples of the mauix multiplication results, v(5ll) and v(510), are shown as

follow:
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r(0Þ(0)

v (511) =

(0Þ(l)+r(lÞ(0):
t10)w (2) 41 Þ( I ) l{2Þ(0 )
(0Þ(3 ) +r( t)w (2) 42'Iw( I ) tr(3 Þ(0 )

:

(0Þ (4) +r( l\w (3) +42'N Q) +r (3Vt(l) +r(4Þ(0
::

v (510) =

l.z'¡w(0)

lz\w(t)t+(3Þ(0)
r(z'¡w (2) +r (3 Þ( I ) +r(4Þ(0 )

r(zJw (3) +r (3'M Q) +114'lw( I ) +r(5Þ(0 )

42\w(4)1r(3'Ive(3)+r{4'MQ)r(5)h(l)+r(6Þ(0)

Notice that the terms inside the dashed lines of the v(511) are identical to the terms

in the v(510) due to the overlapping property of the b(i). This property is repeated for the

rest of the v(i). If we already have v(510), we do not have to compute again all the terms

for v(511). Instead, we just compute the terms containing r(0) and r(1), and add them to

the results of v(510), thus reducing the computation of v(511).

The algorithm thus begins with a comput¿tion of v(0), that is used by the joint

optimization to compute g(0) andp(0). The v(l) is then computed by first computing the

additional terms containing r(1020) and r(1021) because those terms are not available in

v(0), as implied by Table 3.1. The result is a column vector v'(1) where theTttt element is

r(1020)w(i)+r(1021)wQ'-l). The vector v(0) is modified into v"(1) by replacing

every ith element with its (í-2¡n element, and the first nvo elements with 0. The v(l) is

then obtained by a vector addition of the v'(l) and v"(1). The process is repeated in a

simila¡ fashion for all other entries.
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The computation of the convolution for the first entry is similar to the previous

computation, i.e., N(N+L)12 multiplications and N(N-l)/2 additions. However, for

each of the other enEies, there are 2N-1 multiplications and 2N-3 additions. Since there

are K"-l of them, the convolution requires N(N+l)/2 + (Ks-lX2N-l) multiplications

or 62,639 multiplications, and N(N-[)/Z + (K"-1X2N-3) additions or 61,557

additions. The numbers are 6.87o of the previous computations for both multiplications

and additions.

It should be noted that the ACB sea¡ching can also utilize the overlapping algorithm

since its sequences a¡e inherently overlapping, as described in Sections 2.3.4 and 2.4.

Most likely we do not even have to compute many of the additional terms, because

77Vo of r(i) are zero. The algorithm then checks an r(í). If an r(í) is zero, the

multiplications and additions corresponding to the r(i) are skipped. Taking this into

consideration, the convolution requires less than N(N+l)12 + 23Vo(Kr-lx2N-l)

multiplications or 15,816 multiplications, and N(N-l)/z + 237o(Kr-lX2N-3) additions

or 15,521 additions. The numbers are 1.77o of the computations for both multiplications

and additions using a regular code book.

Furthermore, the other nonzero r(i) are either I or -1. This means we do not need

multiplications anymore, because the operations can be done by additions or subEactions.

If the additions and subtractions are assumed to be computationally equivalent, the

computation needed for the convolution is less than N(N-l)/2 + 23Vo(Kr-lX2N-3)

plus N(23VoN+l)12 (from the approximately maximum multiptcation of the fust entry) or

15,961 additions. This is a reduction by a factor of 123.

In summary, the three features of the special SCB incorporated with the matrix

sructure of WH greatly reduce the computation of the joint optimization scheme. It is

reported that the algorithms lead to a single processor implementation [CaHG90].
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3.4 Partial Searching

The required computation power heavily depends on the number of code book

entries. If all the algorithms mentioned above are still not sufficient, we can reduce the

number of entries searched during the analysis. This partial search approach was used in

early implementåtions of CELP systems [BrBH89]'

ThedeltasearchoftheACBcanbeconsideredasapartialsearch.Here,the

previous entry is used as the centre of the subset of enfiies used for searching. The delta

search works on 64entries in the neighborhood of the centre. The computation needed is

one-quarter of the regular search. Thus, besides reducing the bit rate, delta coding also

reduces the comPutation.

3.5 computational Power Requirement for code Book searching

If we apply all the fast algorithms above, we can estimate the number of

instructions, i.e. multiplications or additions, required for a complete code book search'

The following is an estimation for one search of one subframe.

For a SCB search, the convolution needs N(N-I)12 + 23Vo(Kr-1)(2N-3) +

N(23VoN+l)/2 instructions. Since some DSPs include a combination of multiply and add

(MADD) instructions, the convolution needs N(N-l)12 + 237o(Kr-1X2N-3) MADD

instructions. The two inner product terms need KrN MADD instructions each'

For an ACB search, the convolution needs approximately N(N-l)/2 +

(Ko-1XN-1) MADD instructions. The inner-product terms require KaN MADD

instructions each. It should be noted that for each even subframe, N is one quafter of that

of odd subframe because of the delta encoding'

Thus for one frame, we need approximaæly 427,000 MADD' Since we have 33'33

frames each second, we need 14.2 MIPS. We still have to add computation for LP

parameters, quantization, enor protection, protocol, and overheads that are not included in

the above calculations. [caTW90] gives estimation values of the computation powel
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needed based on the number of entries that is more optimistic than our calculation, shown

in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2. An estimation of computation power needed for

implementing CELP using the fast algorithms.

(Source [CaTW9O]).

SCB Size
SCB Searching

(MrPS)
FullDuplex

(lvæS)
DSPRating

(tvæS)

64
t28
256
5t2

1.1

2.1
4.2
8.3

5.5
6.5
8.5
12.6

11

13

t7
25

The most dominant computation is ttre computation of inner-product terms, despite

their very simple computation stucture. For every frame, inner product terms for ACB

and SCB need approximately 322,560 MADD (10.8 MIPS), which is757o of the total

computation. Future fast CELP must either introduce betær algorithms for obtaining those

terms, or use special hardware for computing inner products.

3.6 Summary

CELP systems cannot be practically implemented without intoducing sub-optimal

schemes and fast algorithms. Single DSP implementations become possible after

restructuring the CELP analysis, converting the filters into maEix forms, implementing

code book searches in serial, utilizing a joint optimization scheme, and designing a special

SCB. Furthermore, the computation can be reduced by reducing the number of code book

entries during the searching process. The approximation of the processor power needed to

perform a real-time CELP system provides the feasibility of implementing the CELP

system using a single digital signal processor system.
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CsaprER Iv
Sysrnu DBsrcN AND [nnplBwlENTATIoN

A CELP speech compression system has been designed and implemented on an

IBM PC-AT equipped with a TMS320C30 DSP evaluation module (EVM). A systematic

design results in a simple and flexible architecture, a manageable organization, and an

efficient implementation. A signal processor archiæcture overcomes difficulties caused by

algorithm complexity and resource limitation. The design approach leads to a fast CELP

system. In its present form, CELP analysis is still not real time. However, it can be

shown that real-time operation is possible.

In this chapter, we first describe how the functional requirements, specified in

Chapter I, and methods for designing a signal processing system [DeLH88] guide the

architectural design. System architecture is a description of the system atftibutes, i.e., its

conceptual structure and functional behaviour, and more specifically, its major processing

units (functional blocks), interconnection of the functional blocks, a set of commands,

methocls of issuing the commands, and procedures of data access (input and output, VO)

[Kins90], [HiPe87]. An architectural design translates the system requirements to the

description of the system attributes. It is a user oriented description, thus it explains how

combinations of processes of the functional blocks perform all user requirements.

Besides performing all the required functions, the architecture must remain simple

and implementable. It must be flexible regardless of the implementation platform. For

example, if the platform has a powerful processor, the system must be able to take

advantage of the processor without modification of the architecture.

The platform and the task complexity of the functional blocks determine the

clistribution of the process to the platform resources, resulting in a description of system

organization. A system organization includes system partitioning, actual components,
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actual interconnections, software partitioning, and software code [Kins90], [HiPe87]. In

other words, a system organization decides which part of the pladorm is to be responsible

for performing a functional block. It also decides whether a particular functional block is

implemented in hardware or software. To some extent, it tells us how we should

implement a functional block, e.g., its algorithm or method, and how the communication

and data transfer between blocks should be done, e.g., the protocol and data format.

Finally, a system organization provides a link benpeen an afchitecture and an actual system

realization. Thus, a system organization is a plaform (e.g., technology) and process (e.9.,

algorithm) oriented description. It should be noted that due to the design complexity, we

develop the software code during system implementation instead of during system

organization.

Finally, an implementation converts each process to hardware circuits and/or

software codes. Despite the guidance from the system organization, the realization

possesses its own difficulties, due to the complexity of the algorithms and the plaÉorm.

We resolve the difficulties using a development methodology.

4.1 System Architecture

since the system must compress and reconstruct speech, it consists of a cELP

Eansmitter and a CELP receiver, as shown in Fig. 4.1. The CELP Eansmitter contains a

CELP analyzer as the compressor, while the CELP receiver contains a CELP synthesizer as

the decompressor. The CELP parameters can be fansmitted through low bit-raæ digiøl-

radio.

In addition to a synthesizer and analyznr, a CELP system also has data converters,

and data communication blocks, as shown in Fig. 4.2. Figure 4.1 shows that the

tansmitter accepts analog speech. Since CELP compression works on digital speech, the

CELP transmitter must include an analog-to-digital (A/D) convefer. Furthermore, a digital

communication system usually uses a communication protocol scheme, including
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synchronization and error protection. The scheme is also included in the CELP Eansmitter.

Consequently, a CELP receiver also includes a digital-to-analog (D/A) converter and a

communication protocol scheme (including error detection and correction).

CELP
TRANSMITTER

CELP SYSTEM

CELP
RECEIVER

Fig. 4.1. A basic architecture of a CELP system for packet radio. The CELP

Uansmitter maps an analog speech signal into CELP palameters. The CELP

receiver maps back the CELP parameters into an analog speech signal.

Fig.4.2. A CELP system with its main parts. The upper section is the CELP

tansmitter, while the lower section is the CELP receiver. The system needs an

A/D converter and D/A converter because CELP compresses and decompresses

data digitally. The communication protocol includes an error protection

scheme.
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From a signal processing perspective, the system consists of a conEoller, a dat¿

processor, and an inpuloutput (VO) processor, that is a typical architecture of a digital

signal processor [Kins90], [DeLH88] (see Fig. 4.3). The controller accepts user

commands and provides corresponding process contols, including process scheduling and

daø flow. The system needs the connoller because the CELP system must respond to user

commands inæractively.

User
Commands

Analog
Speech

DATA
PROCESSOR

Analog
Speech

I
Digi

(con
unc(

talSpeech
pressed or
¡moressed)

CONTROLLER
I r>

Control

uo
PROCESSOR

Signals

Fig. 4.3. A basic a¡chitectu¡e of a CELP system from a signal processor perspective.

The data processor consists of a signal pre-processor, a digital data-processor, and

a signal post-processor [Kins90]. The signal pre-processor Fansforms the analog speech

to a PCM form that is suitable for CELP algorithms. The digital data-processor applies

CELP algorithms to the input data. The signal post-processor converts the processing

results back to the analog form for a listening process.

Finally, the VO processor manages data exchanges in a digital form. The dat¿

exchanges take place between the data processor and a packet radio channel or a storage

device.

Since the CELP algorithm is complex, we inroduce a CELP engine as a data

processor. Here, the data proÇessor has its own conìmands, conEoller, local storage,
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processing capability, and I/O processor. This engine tremendously reduces the

interactions between the main conüoller and the data processor, thus reducing the time loss

due to the interaction process (overhead). It reduces the burden of the conEoller, the global

storage, and global daø path, giving more resources and time for user interactions or VO

processing.

The architecture of our system, shown in Fig. 4.4, combines both functional (Fig.

4.2) and signal processor (Fig. a.3) architectures. Here, the data processor consists of

functional blocks, transforming speech data into several required forms for performing

CELP speech compression, CELP speech decompression, and error protection processes,

as explained before in Chapters tr and ltr.

FS-1016
OUANTIZATION

Analog
Speech

Synthetic
Speech (PCM)

Quantized CELP
Parameters

Fig.4.4. The CELP system a¡chitecture.

This architecture can accomrnodate all the system requirements in both speech

communication and storage modes. In the speech communication mode, the conÚoller
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instructs the daø processor to acquire analog speech and digitally compress the speech.

The data processor then protects and arranges the compressed speech, and the controller

sends the resulting data süeam to the packet radio channel. For speech receiving

(listening), the controller sends the received data sEeam to the data processor. The data

processor recovers the compressed speech from the data sEeam, and corrects any detected

enor(s). A CELP synthesizer then reconsEucts the speech, and the D/A converter converts

the resulting pCM data into audible analog signals. In the speech storage mode, the

controller activates the same process except it sends or receives the compressed speech to

or from the storage, resPectivelY.

With the above categorization of roles, the system becomes manageable,

implementable, and flexible. The system blocks can then be developed modularly such that

the complexity of CELP algorithms does not appear at the system level. The modularity

makes the system development manageable because each functional block can be developed

separately. Not only that, a fast processor or ha¡dware can implement the computationally

extensive blocks, while a slower processor implements the other blocks. We can then

preserve the archiæcture regardless of the available implementation plaÉorm'

We discuss now parts of the architecture starting with the confroller, the dat¿

processor, and finally the VO processor.

4.1.1 Controller

In a real-time system, a conEoller is very important to ensure a process occurs in

conect order and with a proper timing. Furthermore, a single process may be needed by

more than one function. For example, in both speech communication and storage, the

CELp compression is activated. \Vith a conuoller, the process can be shared, thus

avoiding duplication.

Since there are several functions of the system, the controller must understand

which function is desired by a user. Thus, for each function we must assign a user
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corrunand. We then design the controller to associatn a certain user command with a list of

scheduled actions taking place in the data processor and the VO processor.

At the beginning, the controller always waits for a user command. 'When the

command is received, the conftoller parses the command through a command table. A

valid commancl has a corresponding sequence of control signals that activates a certain

process in the data processor and data media. After all processes are completed, the

controller waits for a new command. Details of this process are discussed later in system

organization.

Since the system is used for speech communication and storage, we group the

commands to two categories: (i) commands for speech communication, and (ii) commands

for speech storage. In spite of this command categorization, commands from both

categories may share several processes, as mentioned earlier.

User Commands for Speech Communication

The system must communicate in either real time or non real time. In real-time

mode, the speech data coming from an analog audio system are compressed and directly

sent to the packet radio channel. At the same time, the speech data coming from the

channel are decompressed and sent to the audio system for speech listening. In non real-

time mode, the system sends or receives a file cont¿ining compressed speech data to or

from the channel. Thus, there are four basic user commands needed to perform speech

communication:

(Ð Send CELP Speech,

(ii) Receive CELP Speech,

(äi) Send CELP File, and

(iv) Receíve CELP File.
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It should be noted that for the full-duplex mode, another command can be created that

executes Send CELP Speech immediately after executing Receíve CELP Speech.

User Commands for Speech Storage

Here, the system must store or retrieve the speech data to or from the storage,

respectively. In speech storage, the analog speech is acquired, compressed, and stored in a

file. In speech refiieval, the compressed speech is obtained from a file, decompressed, and

sent to the analog audio system for listening.

Since PCM is a universal technique of speech representation, a capability of storing

PCM speech is also added. In addition, the PCM data can be obtained easily using a low-

cost A/D module. This feature is completed by providing file conversions between PCM

speech data and CELP speech data.

There are then six user commands needed to perform speech storage:

(Ð Record CELP Speech,

(ii) Play CELP Speech,

(äi) Record PCM Speech,

(iv) Play PCM Speech,

(v) Convert PCM to CELP, and

(vi) Co¡wert CELP to PCM.

All user commands, except the format conversion commands, must be executed in

real time, otherwise the user may experience losses of dat¿. A fast system may perform all

the processing in real time. However, since the most demanding process is the CELP

compression, a slower system may have to record speech in the PCM form before

compressing it. This scheme allows a non real-time speech recording on a slow, low-cost

platform, while mainøining the real time playback capability.
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Command Control Phases

For real-time applications, the time allocated for executing a user command is

restricted. The proposed FS-1016 defïnes a set of CELP parameters for every block

(frame) of 240 speech samples. Since we use a sampling rate of 8 kHz, all real-time user

commands must finish their process on a block of dat¿ in less than 30 ms.

For non real-time applications, no restriction is applied for command execution

time. However, long execution times may cause inconveniences to the user. To avoid

that, the commands should use all suitable fast routines that are used by the real-time

commands.

4.1.2 Data Processor

The data processor digitally transforms speech data through its functional blocks.

As a CELP engine, it has data buffers and a set of commands. The data buffers hold input

data and results of a process executed by a command. The data buffers are also known by

the main controller. The buffers are:

. A,/D BUFFER, (240 words) which holds PCM data resulting from an A/D converting

process. Every 30 ms, this buffer contains 240 new speech samples.

. D/A BUFFER, (240 words) which holds PCM data for a D/A converting process. To

have uninterrupted speech playback, this buffer must be updated with new data

every 30 ms.

. BUFFERz+0, (240 words) which (usually) holds PCM data from and for an VO

processor.

. BUFFEHS, (9 words) which holds CELP parameters from and for an VO processor.

. INTERMEDIATE, (240 words) which holds PCM data. This is a general purpose

buffer that helps A/D and D/A buffers during real-time recording and playback.
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The commands of the data processor shown in Table 4.1 perform all the necessary

functions related to CELP compression and decompression as explained in Chapters II and

TII.

Table 4.1. Commands of the data processor to perform CELP compression and

decompression.

Command Description

Record PCM Read ¡¡o BUFFER, and send datatoUO

Playback PCM Receive data from VO, and wriæ ore BUFFER

Record CELP Read ¡¡o BUFFER, convert to CELP in gurrrRg,
and send data to VO

Playback CELP Receive I/O daø, convert to PCM in BUFFER24o,
and wriæ D/A BUFFER

Receive Host Data Receive data from VO, and put to one of the buffers

Send Host Data Send data to VO from one of the buffers

ConvertPCM to CELP Convert PCM data from BUFFER24o to CELP daø,
and put the result in BUFFERg

Convert CELP to PCM Convert CELP data from BUFFERg to PCM data,
and put in eurreRs

4.1.3 I/O Processor

There are two data media needed for our system, i.e., (i) a packet radio channel,

and (ii) a storage device. For real-time communication, the system needs a packet radio

that has at least 4.8 kbit/s throughput. On the other hand, for non-real-time

communication, the system has more freedom and the 4.8 kbils throughput is not

necessary. For real-time speech recording and playback, the system also needs a digital

clata storage with a net data rate at least 4.8 kbils. However, since the system also

provides recording and playback in PCM format, it needs a data rate of at least 8 kbyte/s or
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16 kbyte/s for 8 bit or 16 bit PCM, respectively.

Although the structue of the VO processor is much simpler than the data processor,

we still provide daø buffers and commands that are specific for the VO processor. The

buffers are accessible by the conroller and hold daø from and for the packet radio or

storage. The buffers a¡e:

oHANNEL rN BUFFER, (9 words, or lM bits) which holds CELP data from packet

radio channel. For real-time coÍrmunication, this buffer contains 9 new CELP

words (144 bits) every 30 ms.

oHANNEL OUT BUFFER, (9 words, or 144 bits) which holds CELP data for packet

radio transmission.

DtsK BUFFER, (96,000 words) which holds both PCM and CELP data from and for

storage. This size is enough for 12 s of l6-bit PCM, or 320 s of CELP data.

As shown in Table 4.2, the commands initiate VO functions that interchange digital data

among the data processor, channel, and storage.

Having identified the functional blocks and thei¡ corresponding processes, ,we now

want to have an efficient implementation of them. We thus study the process characæristics

and the platform capabilities to decide which part of the plaÉorm should perform each

process, as shown in the following system organization.

4.2 System Organization

We implement the system on a PC-AT equipped with a TMS320C30 EVM. V/e

can have many options of pladorms ranging from special VLSI ci¡cuits, speech processor

chip-based circuits, DSP-based ci¡cuits, to general purpose computers. However, there are

three factors affecting ou¡ choice: (i) computational power (because of the CELP algorithm

requiremenÐ, (ii) development difficulties, and (iü) system costs. The plaform is chosen
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because it satisfies the computational power requirement, it has a compleæ development

system, and finally the system cost is low.

Table 4.2. Commands for VO processor.

Command Description

Write Channel WTite CELP data tO CHANNËLOUTBUFFER

Read Channel Read CELP dAtA frOM CHANNEL IN BUFFER

Write PCM File Wriæ a certain size of PCM daø from DISK BUFFER

to a file

Read PCM File Read a certain sizp of PCM daø from the storage Ûo

DISK BUFFER

Write CELP File
rWrite a certain size of CELP daø from DlsK BUFFER

to a file

Read CELP File Read a certain size of CELP data from ttre storage
to DISK BUFFER

4.2.1 Hardware Organization

The platform allows us to implement all the blocks of the architecture (except the

packet radio), as shown in Fig. 4.5. We fust look at its capabilities, and then use them to l

decide the block distribution across the pladorm.

Capabilities of Hardware Platform

The host computer has an INTEL 80286 processor, 512 Kbytes memory

(minimum), a hard disk, and a serial port (RS232C). This computer can run programs

written in 8088/80286 assembly or high level languages such as C or Pascal. The host

computer is a 1007o IBM PC-AT compatible, so that low level access can be done in a

standard way.

The EVM is a half-size boa¡d that is installed in a PC-AT slol The EVIvI contains a
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digital signal processor, memory, digital VOs, and an analog inærface. The TMS320C30

is a 32-bit digital signal processor and capable of 60 ns instruction cycle at33MHz clock

cycle. (However, the processor in the EVM runs on a 30 MHz clock thus increasing the

instruction cycle by approximately l07o). The processor has 2K words of inærnal RAM,

while the EVM has 16K words of zero-wait state static RAM for codes and data.

q

Þ

Packet
Radio

TM5320C30
EVM

Fig. 4.5. The configuration of the hardware plaform.

The EVM is equipped with an analog interface circuit (AIC) based on a TLC32044.

The TLC32044 is a programmable 14-bit A/D and D/A converters in a single chip. It has a

programmable filter and sampling rate controller. It should be noted that p-law

encoding/decoding is not necessary here because the dynamic range of the digital speech

with a resolution of l4 bits (84 dB) surpasses the equivalent range of 72 dB of p-law

companded speech.

To communicate with its host, the EVM has a 16-bit bidirectional port. The port

can pass 8 bit or 16 bit data. At the EVM side, the data interchanges can be driven by either

interrupts, or status polling, or direct memory access (DMA). Every host writing or

reading to or from the port causes an intenupt on the EVM. At the host side, the
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interchanges are driven by status polling.

Block Distribution

We implement the system confioller on the host PC because there is no extensive

computation involved, and the conroller has to inæract with a user through a keyboard and

a display. The PC-AT then has a user inærface on which we can type-in user commands to

select functions the system has ûo perform.

The data processor resides in the EVM because it needs high compuøtional power

and it has direct access to speech signals. Here, the AIC implements A/D and D/A

sections. The TMS320C30 executes CELP analyzer and synthesizer algorithms. In

addition, the digital signal processor implements error protection, and data stream

¿urangement. Thus, the EVM performs a CELP engine.

Finally, we implement the VO processor on the PC. The storage device is the host

ha¡d disk, and the packet radio must connect to the host serial porl

4.2.2 Software Organization

Since some functional blocks, i.e., the A/D converter, D/A converter, pre-

processor, and post-processor, have been implemented in hardware, the remaining blocks

must be developed in software. The software runs on both the EVM and the host

computer. The following is a description of the softwa¡e blocks.

4.2.2.1 Controller

Figure 4.6 shows a flowchart of the contoller. The PC program begins with

initialization of the system including the serial port and the EVM. It also sets the system

state to a default setting. The program disptays a menu, and then waits for a command

from a user. The user should press a key on the keyboard corresponding to a user

command. If the user command is valid, the conEoller issues micro-commands (the
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commands of data processor and VO processor) relaæd to the user command.

v
SYSTEM INITIALIZATION

Fig. 4.6. A flowcha¡t of the contoller.

Since several user comrrumds require executions of subprograms inside the EVM, a

command protocol is needed. Here, the controller sends an EVM command and waits for

an echo flag from the EVM acknowledging the acceptance of the command. If the echo

does not come in a certain time period, the conEoller resets the EWf and tells the user that

the EVM has failed in doing the required process. If the EVM acknowledges the EVM

command, the controller then waits for another flag from the EVM informing that the

process is done. Similarly, if the flag does not come in a cerøin period of time, the
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controller resets the EVM and ælls the user that the EVM has failed. Otherwise, the

controller continues with the next process until all actions necessary to compleæ a user

command have been done. To inform the user of a successful operation, the controller

displays the menu and then waits for another user command.

A command protocol for the VO processor is not necessary because the process is

simple and the controller can reach all VO functions (subroutines) directly. Thus, instead

of sending commands, the conuoller simply calls equivalent subroutines.

The system employs such a conEolling scheme because it provides a clear and

structural command control. The scheme can conüol all system states. It simplifies system

development because we can add commands modularly. This approach is also

recommended by the EVM user's guide.

With the above sÍucture, the user commands are Eanslated into sequences of

actions as shown in Table 4.3.

4.2.2.2 Data Processor

As a CELP engine, the data processor also has a local controller, local data

processor, and local VO processor. They are designed to perform the EVM commands.

We disnibute the data processor into several software sections: EVM conEoller, data

acquisition and distribution, CELP analysis, CELP synthesis, error protection, and host-

Evlvf data exchanges.

EVM Controller

The EVM conûoller works similæly with the main controller. Here, a command

from the host starts a sequence of processes, as shown in Table 4.1. Vy'e thus identify

subroutines corresponding to the processes, shown in Table 4.4.

There are two processes that are not fully controlled: daø acquisition from the A/D

çonverter and data distribution to the D/A converter. They are intenupt driven processes
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that are enabled during initialization. Since rwe reserve ¡vo buffers for both processes, (ÆD

BUFFER and o¡A BUFFER), a program can get new data by simply reading the A¡D BUFFER.

Similarly, for providing data to the D/A converter, a program just writes the daø to the D/A

BUFFER.

Table 4.3. User commands. The description shows a sequence of micro-commands to

be performed from left to right to complete the execution of a command.

Notice that all data processor and VO processor corlmands have an EVM

and VO prefix, respectively.

Command Description

Send CELP Speech EMVT RecoTd CELP VO: WTitE CHANNEL OUT BUFFER

Receive CELP Speech VO: Read OHANNEL lN BUFFER EVM: Playback CELP

Send CELP File VO: Read CELP fiIe ÚO: WTitC CHANNELOUT BUFFER

Receive CELP File VO: Read oHANNEL IN BUFFER VO: V/riæ CELP file

Full Duplex Comm. VO:RCAd CHANNELIN BUFFER EVM: PIAYbACK CELP

EVM: RecoTd CELP I¡O: WTitE CHANNEL OUT BUFFER

Rccord CELP Speech LO: EVM: Record CELP VO: WritE CELP fiIE

Play CELP Speech VO: Read CELP file EMvl: Playback CELP

Record PCM Sfteech EMvl:RecordPCM VO:WriæPCMfile

Play PCM Speech I¡0: Read PCM file EM\4: PlaYback PCM

Convert PCM to CELP I/0:ReadPCMfile

EVM: ConvertPcMtoCELP

IO: writeCELPfile

Convert CELP to PCM VO: Read CELP file

EVM: Convert CELP to PCM

I/C: Write PCM fiIe

The two processes are not conüolled because they must be activated in a constant

period. Since the EVM controller must execute many other subprograms and wait for the

results, it is impossible to properly control the activation timing of the data conversion and

access.
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Table 4.4. List of processes performed by the EVM. A sequence of the

processes constitutes an EVlvf command. We organize the process

to software and hardwa¡e sections.

Process Software Sections Hardware Sections

Write A/D BUFFER Data æquisition AIC

Read D/A BUFFER Datadisribution AIC

Send data o host Host-EVM data exchan ges DÌ\44

Receive data form host Host-EVM data exchanges DlvfA

Convert PCM to CELP CELPAnalyzer
Error Protection

DSP

Convert CELP toPCM Enor Proæction

CELP Synthesizer

DSP

Data Acquisition and Distribution from A/D and to D/A Converters

The data acquisition program, whose flow chart is shown in Fig. 4.7, is

responsible for providing speech input daø in PCM form. As mentioned earlier, the

program is placed as an interrupt service routine that responds to periodic intemrpts

occurring every 125 ps, due to the 8 kHz sampling rate.

When an interrupt occurs, this program reads the contents of a data register of the

AIC and writes it on the A/D BUFFER at the location pointed to by the buffer pointer. The

pointer of the buffer is then incremented by one so that it points to the next data location.

Since this buffer is a ci¡cular buffer, if the pointer is at the end of the buffer, the next

location must be the beginning of ttre buffer.

Since the data compression works on a block of 240 speech samples, we have to

. wait for the data acquisition process to complete acquiring one block of speech before

processing the block. If the poinær is pointing to the beginning of the buffer, we know

that one block of data has been acquired, thus the data can be read. It should be noted that

this scheme implies two things: (i) ttre pointer must be readable by the all subroutines that

need access to the Á/D BUFFER, and (ii) the daø access from the buffer can be done faster
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than a period of the inæmtpt.

Fig.4.7. A flowchart of the A/D and D/A intenupt service.

The data disnibution program inverses the process. An intem¡pt causes a process

of loading data from the D/A BUFFEB into a data register of the AIC. Since the buffer is

also a circular buffer, all poinær procedures mentioned above also apply.

Both processes can share the same source of intem¡pt because the A/D and D/A

converters operate at the same conversion rate. Thus, the intemrpt service routine contains
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a program to do both A/D and D/A nansfers.

CELP Analyzer

Figure 4.8 shows a flowchart of a CELP analyzer corresponding to the scheme

developed in Chapters II and III (Fig. 2.20 and 3.3). This flowchart is a direct

representation of the analysis scheme described in those chapters. The program reads 240

speech samples (one frame of speech) from a working buffer and weights the data using a

Hamming window (see Eq. (2.13)). The program then performs LPC analysis on the

windowed data to obtain the LP coefficients according to section 2.5.I. Here we utilize the

Levinson-Durbin algorithm to solve Eq. (2.12) [Pars86].

The LP coefficients become the LSP parameters using Eq(2.20) and (2.21). Since

we have a table of all possible values of .r in Eq (2.20) (see Appendix A), we apply the

value to that equation and check for a zero crossing. Each LSP frequency is a f¡

corresponding to an x which causes a zeÍo crossing.

Having the LP coefficients, 'we must now find the code book parameters. We first

set up the LP filter using LP coefficients corresponding to the LSP. V/e then find code

book parameters for every 60 speech samples according to the scheme of Fig. 3.3. We

must repeat the search process th¡ee more times until we have code book parameters for all

240 speech samples.

To obtain ACB parameters, we must first provide the ACB searching target. The

program computes the zero responses of the new LP filter and subtracts them from the

original signal to compensate for the ringing from previous frames. A PW filtering of the

compressed speech (see Eq. (2.I7)) results in an ACB searching t¿rget. A code book

search subroutine (containing joint optimization) then finds the ACB paramet€rs.

To obtain SCB parameters, we also must provide the SCB search target. The

program creates excitation impulses using ACB parameters, and then applies the impulses

to the cascade of LP and PW filter. The resulting signal is subracted from the ACB search
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target mentioned earlier to get the SCB search target. Having determined the searching

target" the program calls the joint optimization subroutine to find the SCB parameærs.

v
GET ORIGINAL SPEECH

l=l+1

SEARCH SCB PARAMETERS

GET ACB SEARCH TARGET

Fig. 4.8. A flowchart of a CELP analyzer.

V/ith this scheme, we can get all the CELP par¿rmeters for one frame of speech.

The program sends the parameters to error protection and data arrangement blocks before

returning to the EVM contoller.
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CELP Synthesizer

Figure 4.9 shows a flowchart of a CELP synthesizer corresponding to the scheme

described in Chapter II. Similarly, this flowchart directly represents the synthesis scheme.

The code book parameters available in an input buffer produce 60 excitation impulses,

which updates the ACB and excites an LP filter to produce 60 samples of synthetic speech.

The speech is stored in another working buffer.

COMPUTE EXITATION PULSES

Fig. 4.9. A flowchart of a CELP synrhesizer.

The process repeats th¡ee more times until 240 synthetic samples are available in the

working buffer. The program then returns to the EVM controller, and the contoller

declares a successful operation.
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Error Protection, Data Stream Arrangement, and Data Recovery

The system has three schemes of error protection embedded in the proposed FS-

1016, i.e., (i) FEC (Hamming code), (ü) a stability rule, and (üi) data scrambling (see

Section 2.7). During the transmission, the Hamming (15,11) code protects several bits of

the CELP parameters, as shown in Fig. 4.10. The system then scrambles the CELP

paramet€r bits before transferring them to the channel. The progtam returns to the EVM

controller, which then declares a successful operation.

(a)

APPLY THE
STABILITY

RULE

Fig. 4.10. Flowcha¡t of the error protection and data sfe¿rm schemes during

(a) data transmission, and (b) data reception.
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During the reception, the system fi¡st unscrambles the data sEeanr. The Hamming

code then detects and corrects erÍors within its range. V/e then apply the smoother

algorithm.

At this stage, we only smooth the LSP paramet€rs through the søbility rule

mentioned in section 2.7, and leave the other parameters as they are. This is because the

pre-third draft of the proposed FS-1016 has not standardized the procedure of obtaining the

smoothing th¡eshold. Without the standa¡d, an intensive experiment would be required to

obtain the threshold before we can proceed with smoothing of the other parameters.

HOST-EVM Data Exchanges

A DMA controller of the TMS320C30 controls the host-EVlvf data exchanges. The

host asks for a daø exchange by sending one exchange command. Since the data can be

240 PCM samples or 9 CELP parameters, and the direction can be from or to the EVM, we

have four types of data exchanges. The digiøl signal processor wriæs the starting address

and the number of samples to be tansfened to the DMA conftoller. The digital signal

processor then grants the communication conEol to the DMA conEoller. The next access

by the host intem¡pts the DMA conroller instead of the digiøl signal processor until all the

data have been transfened. Using a special intemrpt, the DMA conEoller communicates

the end of transmission to the digital signal processor which, at this time, takes back the

communication control.

4.2.2.3 I/O Processor

As mentioned earlier, the VO processor must perform daø exchanges involving two

sections, namely, the packet-radio channel and storage. The processor performs four

different exchanges of CELP data (read/write to or from a channel/storage) and two

different exchanges of PCM data (read/write to or from a storage).
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Although the host controls the VO processes, there are two processes that are not

fully controlled: data receiving and sending from and to the RS232 port, with a similar

reason with the A/D and D/A cases. They are intem:pt driven processes. Since we reserve

two buffers for both processes, oHANNEL lN BUFFER and cHe¡lruEL oUT BUFFER, a program

can acquire new data by simply reading the CHANNEL lN BUFFER. Similarly, for providing

data to be sent, a program just writes the data to the oHANNEL oUT BUFFER.

Packet Radio Channel

The systern communicates with the channel through the RS232C port because

packet radio is usually connected to the RS232C port. Here, we assume the packet radio

consists of a TNC and a radio (transceiver). The RS232C port is connected to the TNC

while the TNC is connected to the radio. \ù/e also assume that the packet radio operates

such that it transmits to a communication channel all the data it receives from the RS2322C

port, and provides to the RS232C port all the data it receives from the channel. This

implies that the communication protocol and packet radio initialization are performed by the

packet radio or another program. From a programming point of view, this assumption

simplifies clata access to the channel. Writing or reading data to or from the channel is

reduced to writing or reading data to or from the RS232C port" respectively.

During data reception, an VO program acquires CELP parameters in the data stream

form. As mentioned earlier, the program is an interrupt service routine that responds to

periodic interrupts occurring every 1/600 s. This rate may vary depending on the channel

rate. It also varies due to the asynchronous mode of the serial communication.

When an interrupt occurs, this program reads a byte of data from a dataregister of a

serial communication adapter (universal asynchronous recetvet'ltransmitter, UART) and

puts the byte in the CHANNEL lN BUFFER at the location pointed to by the buffer pointer, as

shown in Fig. 4.1 1. The pointer of the buffer is then incremented by one location. Since

this buffer is a circular buffer, if the pointer is at the end of the buffer, the next location
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must be the beginning of the buffer.

INCREMENTAIC IN
BUFFER POINTER

Fig. 4.11. A flowchart of the RS232C intemrpt services. Here, the figure shows

the data reception service only. The data transmission service is exactly the same

except a byte is read from the CHANNEL OUT BUFFER and put on the data register

of the UART.

Similar to the data acquisition process previously described, the data reception

process must complete acquiring one block of data sream (18 byæs) before the reception

reads the data from the OHANNEL lN BUFFER. If the poinær is pointing to the beginning of the

buffer, one block of data has been acquired, thus the data can be read. It should be noted

that ttris scheme also implies wo things: (i) the pointer must be readable by all subroutines

that need access to the cHANNEL lN BUFFER, and (ii) the data access from the buffer can be

done faster than a period of an intemrpt

Data transmission inverses the reception process. An interrupt causes a process of

loading data from the OHANNEL our BUFFER into a data register of the UART. Since the

buffer is also a circular buffer, all poinær procedures mentioned above also apply.
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We do not put both processes in the same interrupt service routine because the

sources of the interrupts are different. They are different because the communication mode

is asynchronous, thus the rate of both interrupts, especially for data reception, usually

varies. In acldition, this separation is very suitable for the half duplex operation, because

here the daø reception and fransmission must be activated separately.

Speech Storage

We want to have a capability of storing or retrieving speech data in either PCM or

CELP format. During storing (recording), the system wriæs the data available in the DISK

BUFFER into a disk file. During the retrieval process (playback), the system reads data

from a file to the DISK BUFFER. Thus, the data interchange between a buffer in the host

memory and the host hard disk is the basic operation for speech storage. However, we

distinguish between real-time and non real-time speech storing and retieving due to the

time critical nature of the real-time operation.

In real-time recording, all the speech daø reside in the DtsK BUFFER, that uses host

memory. A program then stores all data into a file using standard disk operating system

(DOS) procedures. In the real-time playback, all data from a file are put into the otsx

BUFFER before being sent to the EVM or the channel. This scheme guarantees that there is

no data loss during a real-time operation regardless of the access time of the storage device.

However, this scheme introduces a limitation in the length of speech the system can record

or playback to or from a file, due to the limitation of the buffer size on a PC-AT. As

mentioned earlier, we provide a DlsK BUFFER with a maximum size of 192,000 bytes to hold

12-s and 320-s of PCM and CELP data, respectively.

Non-real-time speech-storage only occurs during the conversion process between a

CELP file and a PCM file. The system reads a block of speech data from a file and sends it

to the EVM. The conversion results are stored in another file. The process is repeated for

another block of speech data until the entire file has been converted. Thus, the size of the
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memory buffer needed is very small, and the size of the storage device becomes the limit of

the speech length the system can sûore.

The limitation in the real-time mode can be alleviated if we can install more nremory

on the EVM. The additional memory can then be used to build a swinging buffer [Fere9l]

that can hold the daø during slow disk access. In this scheme, the limit of the speech

length we can record or playback is the size of the storage device. However, this scheme

may inroduce longer coding delay.

4.3 System Implementation

Since the a¡chitectu¡al and organizational designs reduce the design complexity,

system implementation simply becomes converting all functions ûo computer code. Now,

we are interested in an efficient development of efficient code. V/e thus describe the

development before we briefly explain the code. The code deøils are provided in

Appendix B.

4.3.1 System Development Method

The use of the PC AT and the EVM makes the system development much easier

because both host computer and the EVM have powerful development tools. However,

applying ca¡eful development methodology for realization is still critical due to several

problems. First, fast CELP algorithms are not tivial, and involve many computational

processes. Second, the EVM has a limited size of installed memory, resulting in a need to

compact the program size and to schedule the use of working buffers. Third, the real-time

requirement demands efficient code to achieve execution time as short as possible. Finally,

since the TMS320C30 itself is a processor with pipelining and parallel execution, a higher

complexity of softwa¡e must be considered.

Unfortunately, solutions for the problems conEadict each other. For example, we

solve the softwa¡e complexity addressed in the frst and fourth problems by dividing it into
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many small routines that are easy to develop and maintain. However, creating small

routines always introduces overhead in memory and execution time needed, due to the

routine transition and the need of local data. Since there can be many small routines, the

overheads may grow unacceptably. The second and third problems limit the number of

routines we can make. Furthermore, the solutions for the second and third problems, that

pertain to spatial and temporal optimization, require techniques such as memory sharing

and parallel type of execution. Those techniques usually increase the software complexity.

Thus, solving a problem increases the difficulties of solving the other problem.

The following sections describe the development method used to solve the

difficulties. System development begins with hardware setup, followed by software

development, and finally system t€st.

4.3.L.L Hardware SetuP

The final sysrem is a PC-AT equipped with the EVM, a two channel amplifier, a

microphone, a speaker, a TNC, and a transceiver. For full-duplex implementation the

TNC and the ffansceiver must be set accordingly. However, a smaller configuration can be

usecl during the development process. A general purpose computer, such as SUN SPARC

2 workstation, can be used to simulate the algorithms. The SUN workstation is prefered

because its fast processor can speed up the simulation process. In addition, its sound

capabilities (record and playback) are very useful for immediate listening tests. A PC-AT is

sufficient to code and test the EVM routines because the EVM development system has a

TMS320C30 simulator that runs on a PC-AT. The PC-AT with the EVM installed uses the

resulting EVM routines for real-time debugging.

4.3.1.2 Software Development Method

Software developments starts with algorithm simulations. The EVM and the host

programs can use the simulation code. Since the programs are built modularly, they must
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be integrated during and at the end of the development process. The inægration results in a

system prototlpe that can be used in system verification.

Simulation

We use C programs to simulate the algorithms on a SUN workstation. This

simulation is essential because the algorithms are complex. It is difficult to develop

routines of such algorithms directly in a complicated environment such as the TMS320C30

assembly language environmenr The high level language simplifTes the development of the

logical sEucture of each routine. Here, the process of the functional blocks a¡e translated

into C routines. Thus, the resulting C program has a structure that represents the

archiæcture and organization.

The use of the C programming language is very suitable because the language

supports modular programming. The language also has a powerful developer that makes

programming and debugging much easier. These features are important because intensive

tests and re-programming of the routines take place. For example, translating the

algorithms into code requires verification process. Optimizing the size and the execution

time of the routines also require intensive tests and re-programming. Finally, the C

routines are transportable into many different plaforms, including the host computer and

the EVM.

Actual Software Coding

After optimizing the C routines, they are re-coded one by one into the TMS320C30

and host codes. Since the simulation codes have been verified, the EVM and host

programming just translates the original codes into the EVM and host codes without

concerning the CELP algorithms anymore. Although this process may be tedious, the

difficulties due to the algorithm complexity have disappeared and the process simply

becomes mechanical. It should be noted that the EVM and the host subroutines are
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developed separately because they use different tools. However, both development tools

run on a PC.

EVM Routine Coding

There are two ways to convert a C module into its TMS320C30 counterpart. First,

a C compiler, available from Texas Instruments, automatically Eansfers a C program into a

TMS320C30 assembly language. Second, we can directly write a TMS320C30 assembly

language module with the help of the logical structure and data type of the corresponding

simulation program. Although we can have full control and very efficient codes using the

latter approach, the former approach is more convenienl V/e utilize both by using the frst

scheme to obtain a draft of the code, and using the second scheme to compact the draft.

However, for simple conftol and time critical processes, such as interrupt handling, we use

the second scheme.

Each EVM routine is æsted off line using a TMS320C30 simulator. Here, we can

check the number of clocks and registers used. In addition, we can control several CPU

operational options, such as pipelining, for easier debugging. The execution results of the

routine are compared with its C counterpart for verification. A real-time debugger then

tests the program in the actual processor. Here, we can fine tune the software and test the

peripheral specific functions that are not fully supporæd by the simulator. Finally, we load

the verified code into the EVM for normal operation or operational tests.

Host Routine Coding

The host program is a combination of C and 8086 assembly language. We use

Microsoft Quick C and Quick Assembler as the software developer. Most of the simulation

programs developed before can be used directly without major modifications. The

additional codes are for hardware specific functions, such as data exchanges with the EVM

and the serial porl
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Integration

We gradually integrate all the routines into one operational program. The system

integration starts with the controllers of both EVM and host as the main program. The

command and data transfers between the host and the EVM are established. Here, we

utilize generic communication programs provided by the EVM manufacturer. The

integration tailors the functional blocks, one by one, into the program in both EVM and

host. We verify every tailoring process. The complete prototype is then ready for testing

and adjustment in real operation.

4.3.1.3 System Test and Adjustment

Although careful coding and tailoring eliminate many potential problems of

realization, problems still occur during operational tests. Some of the operational problems

come from functional failures when all functions, especially intenupts, are activated

together. However, those are minor problems that can be fixed with given tools.

The more difficult problems relate to the program execution time. Here, all

functions work well but the total execution time, including the overhead, goes beyond the

allocated time. Although this is not a problem for non real-time applications, it causes

unacceptable data loss in the real-time application. To solve this problem, further time

optimization is required. Modules that require long execution time are adjusted. The

adjustment may have to occur in the simulation program level, thus re-coding must take

place. The adjustment must be repeated until the execution time is acceptable.

The development method described above is recommended in many digital signal

processor applications. It helps the development process by handling the difficulties

separately using appropriate tools. The codes resulting from the development process are

described in the following section.
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4.3.2 System Realization

Since the host computer, the EVM, and the audio system have implemenæd all

necessary hardware, most of the system realization deals with software coding. The

software for the host and the EVM are written in the C and 8086 assembly language, and

the TMS320C30 assembly language, respectively. In the following section, we explain the

codes starting with the host program and ending wittr the EVM progam.

Host Controller

The conroller is adapted from a generic contoller program supplied by Texas

Instuments (TI). The program sørts by calling a subroutine init_er¡m ( ) to reset the

communication registers and initializæ the size of the data block during the fransfer process.

A routine display-menu ( ) displays a menu of user commands. The contoller then

enters a loop of accepting user commands and executing thern A routine kbhit, ( ) checks

if the keyboard has been pressed. If a key has been pressed, the controller calls

commandJrocess ( ) to execute the user command corresponding to the key pressed.

The menu is displayed by display_menuO signalling that the process is executed

successfully and the system is ready to accept the next command. The system then starts

another new cycle in the loop.

However, during real-time daø exchanges between the host and the EVM, the

conroller must keep on transferring data until all data have been exchanged. So, the

controller checks the flags play and record. If play is set, a block of data is

üansferred to the EVM by a routine playing ( ) even if no key is pressed. Accordingly,

if record is set, the block of data is read from the EVM by recording ( ) . The

processes a¡e done outside command-process O to allow a user to issue another

command during a real-time data exchange process. However, until now the only

command that can be issued during a real-time process is STOP, that is a command to stop
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the exchange process.

It should be noted that the flag record is reset as soon as a data buffer used to

hold the data is full. The flag play is reset by a srop command only. If the buffer is

full, the buffer pointer is reset. So, the real-time playback is always repeated until the user

wants to stop it.

Routine command-process () reads a command using a routine

get-conìmand ( ) . The received command is then parsed through a command table using

a C control structure called switch. The controller can then start a comesponding

command. If there is no command corresponding to the key pressed, the controller returns

without doing anything.

If the command is one of the host-only processes, such as storing CELP parameters

from the channel, or sending CELP parameters from a file to the channel, the controller

starts the process without sending any command to the EVM. If the command involves

processes in the EVM, the confroller issues an EVM command using send command ( ).

The routines playing ( ) and recording ( ) mentioned above are special cases

of issuing EVM commands because the routines need a tight cooperation between the host

and the EVM for fast data exchanges.

Host Serial Port Programs

Host serial port routines deal with data exchanges between the data register of the

UART and the OHANNEL our BUFFER or the cHANNEL tN BUFFER. A routine

transmi t _rs2 3 2 ( ) puts data from the CHANNEL our BUFFER into the UART. Another

routine receive-rs232 ( )gets data from the UART, and puts the data into the cHANNEL

lN BUFFER. These routines are intemrpt services of the UART.

File Access Programs

File access routines save or retrieve data during speech storage functions. The C

library has provided routines to save and retrieve disk data called frvrire O and
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f read ( ) . Both routines are used in every process that requfues disk access. Since a disk

file may contain either CELP or PCM data formats, we recommend the use of extensions

.CEL and .pCM for filenames, respectively.

EVM Controller

The controller, that is also adapæd from the generic program supplied by TI, has

the same structure as the host controller. The controller starts with calting init_er¡m ( )

to initialize the DMA controller and the serial port connected to the AIC. The conüoller

then calls init-arrays ( ) and init-aic ( ) to prepare and initialize the dat¿ buffers

and AIC. The controller starts a loop that contains a routine command3rocess ( ).

This routine processes every command that comes from the host. One cycle of the

command-process ( ) execution starts with waiting for a DMA transfer to finish its

process. This is inænded to avoid a routine to access data in a buffer used by the DMA

before the buffer is ready. The controller then reads the port where the host puts its

commands. The command is parsed through an EVM command øble. A valid command

activates the corresponding routines. The conEoller then sends a message signalling a

successful operation and returns to begin a new cycle.

During real-time operations such as data exchanges benveen the AIC and the host,

the controller must wait for a complete block of data to be available in either the R¡o BUFFER

or the D/A BUFFER before the buffers can be accessed for either recording or playing data.

To send a block of data in the buffer to the host, the conroller invokes the routine

recording ( ) . On the other hand, to receive a block of data from the host, the controller

invokes the routine playing ( ) . Those routines are fast because they use DMA úansfer.

So, had the controller not waited for the completion of the AIC data transfers, the

recording O would have sent the same data twice to the host, or the playing ( )

would have overridden the dat¿ in the buffer before they would have been used by the AIC.
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Analog Data Access

Analog data access consists of data acquisition and data distribution from and ûo the

AIC, respectively. As mentioned in the previous chapter, both processes reside in the same

routine c-int05 ( ) that is an inæm¡pt service for the inæmrpts from the AIC serial port

The routine starts with the data distribution process. The routine reads a word of data from

the DIA BUFFER. The data are left-shifted by two bits before being sent into the serial port

connected to the AIC. The dat¿ are shifæd because the AIC operates on 14 bits while the

serial port operates on 16 bis.

The routine then reads data from the serial port that contains results of the A/D

conversion and puts the data into the A/D BUFFER. The 14 bit data should be right-shifæd by

two bits to be aligned in the 16 bit world. However, since the TMS320C30 is a 32-bit

processor, the right shifting is accomplished by left shifting by 16 bits and then right

shifting by 18 bits. This ensures that the sign of the data is placed properly in the 32-bit

world.

CELP Speech Analysis

The controller first puts a block of PCM daø into a buffer and prepares another

buffer to receive the results before starting the analysis (compression) process. The

conroller then calls Analyze ( ) to begin compressing the PCM data.

The routine Analyze ( ) sørts with saving the addresses of input and ouþut

buffers and converting PCM data into floating point format. It then calls routines

AnalyzeLPC ( ) to obt¿in the LP parameters, as mentioned in Section 2.5.1. A routine

. ExpandBandwidth ( ) alters the LP parameters before they are converted into LSP

pÍuameters using a routine ConvertToLSP ( ) . The resulting LSP parameters Í¡re stored

in the first ten locations of the output buffer after they are checked by

CheckLSPStabilit.y ( ) . The program calls CodebookSearching ( ) to obtain all

code book pÍuameters. ConvertToDatastream ( ) then protects the parameter bits and
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scatters them according to FS-1016 protocol. A routine

Shif tTheoriginalspeech O prepares the searching target for the next frame and

UpdatepreviousLSP O stores the LSP to be used by inærpolation and søbility

checking of the next frame.

The code book sea¡ching begins with interpolation of the LSP parameters by

rnterpolatelsP() and conversion of the LSP to LP parameters by

convertlSpTolpC ( ). To combine the LP filær and the perceptually weighting filær,

\rye expand the LP parameter using ExpandBandwidth ( ). A routine

FindrmpulseResponse ( ) converts the LP frlær into a matrix form.

A routine called FindACBsearchingTarget ( ) works on the frst 60 PCM

data from the input buffer to provide the searching target. A routine

ACBSearchingOdd ( ) uses the target to give the best ACB parameærs. The ParÍrmeters

a¡e stored into the output buffer. FindSCBSearchingTarget, ( ) uses the parameters

to compute the SCB parameter searching tar1et. SCBSearching ( ) then obtains SCB

par¿rmeters and stores them in the ouþut buffer.

Next sea¡ching requires some preparations. The routine UpdateACB ( ) generates

excitation impulses and uses them to update the content of ACB. Finally, a routine

GetDelayEtements ( ) tracks the delay elements used laær for obtainingzßro response

in FindACBsearchingTarget ( ) .

The program repeaß all the code book searching procedures above three more times

until all 240 samples have been used. The routines used are exactly the same except for the

second and fourth subframes, where the AcBsearchingEven O replaces

AcBsearchingOdd ( ) . Routine ACBsearchingeven ( ) works only on a subset of

the ACB, thus reducing the computation time. DeltaEncodingACB ( ) encodes the

resulting ACB parameters using delta coder. At the end of the analysis process, there are

26 data in the output buffer representing all ttre CELP parameters of one frame, ready to be

converted to a data stream.
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CELP Speech Synthesizer

A routine synthesize ( ) decompresses a block of data urto24/J- speech samples.

The routine calls Convert,FromsEream ( ) ûo get the LSP and the code book paftmreters

from the data sEeam. ChecklSPStability ( ) checks the stability of LSPs. The

program then finds the corresponding PCM data for each subframe, beginning with

inærpolating the LSP and converting them to LP parameters, using Int,erpolat.elSP ( )

and ConvertLSPToLPC ( ).

A routine UpdateÀCB computes 60 exciøtion impulses and uses them to updaæ

the ACB. The impulses also excite an LP filter to generate the synthetic speech in routine

cetDelayElemencs ( ). Since the results are in floating point numbers,

ConvertroPcM ( ) uanslates then to PCM form. The process is repeated th¡ee more

times using the other code book parameters until all 240 PCM data are available in the

output buffer.

Error Protection and Bit Scattering

Since Hamming (15,11) is a simple code, the implementation of its encoder can be

done directly using several modulo-2 additions inside a bit scattering routine

convertToDataStream ( ) . The decoder is also embedded inside a descrambler

routine ConvertFromstream ( ). The Convert,ToDataStream ( ) converts the26

CELP parameters into a stream of l8 data bytes. Conversely, the

ConvertFromstream ( ) converts the süeam back into 26 CELP parameters. Another

error protection scheme, stability rule, is done by a routine CheckLSPSLability ( ) .

This routine checks the monotonic properry of the incoming LSP parameters. If the LSP

parameters fail the test, the previous LSP parameters replace them.
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Benchmarking of the Codes

We were able to fit all the EVM code into less than 11,000 words of memory.

Total execution time of the current version of the system is close to real-time

(approximately 3 times), as shown in Table 4.5. Here, we use 512 and 128 sizes of SCB

and ACB, respecúvely. The code is optimized in C, and only a small portion of codes (less

than 5 7c) is coded using assembly language. The linker informs the.memory used is, the

simulator and debugger approximate the execution clocks. It should be noted that since the

debugger benchmarks the functions, the overhead of interrupt processes is not included

because the inæm.rpts are disabled during the simulation and debugging.

Table 4.5. One frame execution time of the system in current

version. We use 512 and 128 sizes of SCB and ACB,
respectively. Here, the codes are optimized in C.

Functions Clocks 7o of Real Time

Analyze ( ) 1,978,999 m
Synthesize ( ) 45,717 5

Both 2,0u.7ts 225

Table 4.5 shows that the analysis process dominates the computation. The two

inner products inside the joint optimization scheme consume 50.687o of analysis

computations, as shown in Table 4.6. This consumption is very high considering that

there are approximately 20 other processes in a CELP analysis, and the second most

dominant process, that is finding the SCB searching tzrget, needs only 2.56 Vo. Despite

their very sirnple structure, the inner products need such a high computational power

because they are called 384 times by ACB searching (due to 2 even and 2 odd subframes

and 128 entries), plus 2058 times by SCB searching (due to 4 subframes and 512 entries).

However, real-time implementation is still possible because we have not coded all

functions using assembly language. A function FindsCBsearchingTarget ( ) gives a

significant reduction in execution clock when it is coded using assembly language, as
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shown in Table 4.7. Here the execution time was reduced by a factor of more than 3.

However, further substantial reduction must rely on efficient inner-product computation.

Table 4.6. Domination of inner product computation.

Processes Clocks % of Analysis
Computations

% oiTotal
Computations

% of Real Time
Computations

Inner Producl t,003,62 50.68 49.56 111.11

Joint Ontimization r.329.4U 67.77 65.6 147.67

Code Book Searchins 1,961,301 99.æ 96.87 217.88

SCB Searchins Taree¡ 50,7M 2.56 2.50 5.55

Table 4.7. An example of the effect of assembly coding to reduce the execution

time. Here, the execution time is reduced by a factor of more than 3.

Functions Clocks

Unoptimized C Ootimized C Assembler

FindSCBSearching Target ( ) 45,2& 12,676 3,4r0

Table 4.5 indicates that CELP coding is an asymmetric technique, i.e., the

synthesizer is much simpler than the analyzer [Jaya90]. This type of æchnique is desi¡able

in many applications such as one-way broadcasting communication and CD-ROM based

speech systems.

4.4 Summary

A systematic design enables an implementation of a CELP system on a PC

equipped with a TMS320C30 DSP EVM. Since the resources (memory and computational

power) a¡e limited, we identify minimum tasks that can be combined to perform all user

requirements. This approach leads to a signal processor structure consisting of a contoller

(with its command set), data processor, and VO processor. Furthermore, to reduce the
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controller burden, we develop a CELP engine as data processor. Having identifÏed tasks of

all parts, we organize the task on the implementation plaform, based on the characæristics

of each tasks and the plaÉorm capabilities. The remaining work is then to convert every

task into effrcient ha¡dwa¡e circuits or software codes.

rrly'e were able to put all codes without exceeding the memory limit (16 Kword on

the EVM and 512 Kbyte on the PC). Our current system can perform all user

requirements, except for those that use real-time CELP analysis. However, an observation

indicaæs that further code optimization can result in a real-time CELP analysis.
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CnaprER v
ExpBnlMENTAl RBsuLTS

The CELP system described in the last chapter has high speech-intelligibility and

natural speech-quality. A preliminary test shows that the system achieves 95.67 Vo word,

intelligibility. A subjective listening gives a 3.21 mean opinion score (MOS), which is

comparable with high bit-rate coders such as ADPCM and CVSD. Furthermore, an

objective test shows a 10.10 dB segmental signal-to-noise ratio (SEGSNR), which is

considered good compared to other published results.

Tests were performed mainly to verify the design. The tests are also useful for

comparison with other coders. In addition, they can diagnose system weaknesses which

can be used for future improvements.

5.1 Performance Measurements

5.1.1 Features for Measurements

As mentioned in Section2.l, the features of speech compression include speech

intelligibility and quality. The system must preserve the speech message. we ,want to

measure the system's ability to preserve the meaning of speech. Furthermore, normal,

public communication needs natural speech-quality. Thus, we are interested in measuring

the difference between the sound of the synthetic CELP speech and that of the original,

human speech.

Since these features are commonly used as criterion in speech compression, the

standard procedures are available. Not only does it simplify the process, it also provides a

common ground for coder comparison. In addition, diagnostic tests a¡e also available.
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5.1.2 Validity of the Measurements

To achieve test validity, we base our tests on standardized procedures and

materials. For the inælligibility test, we use one of the original versions of a rhyme test

intoduced by Fairbanks [Fai¡58]. Here, we perform a word inælligibility test on a group

of listeners. Since the æst only covers isolaæd words, we add a sentence inælligibility test

to observe the effect(s) of word context to the inælligibility. This type of speech message

is more cornmon in speech communication.

For the quality test, we perform subjective and objective t€sts. In the subjective

test, a group of listeners judge the quality according to their personal preference. We

employ a Category-Judgment technique described in the IEEE recortmended practice on

speech quality measurements [IEEE69]. The test materials are Harvard sentences, which

are frequently used because they are phonetically balanced.

In the objective test, we employ a metric ûo the disønce benveen the original and the

synthetic waveforms. Here, we use a segmental SNR measurement similar to the

technique used in waveform coding [JaNo84], [RoBa9O].

Since this is a preliminary test, we relax some requirements of the guidelines. We

use only a subset of the Harvard sentences and Fairbank utterances for subjective and

inælligibility tests, respectively. From 720 Harttard utterances, we randomly select 20

sentences. Similarly, from 50 sets of Fai¡banks utt€rances, we select 18 sets of utterances.

However, the selection is not done randomly, instead the sets represent l8 different

consonants that a¡e predominant in English [Fah58].

We also use a limiæd number of lisæners. The IEEE standard recomrnends 6 to l0

trained listeners or at least 50 unnained listeners. However, the IEEE standard makes clear

that there is no standa¡d number of listeners that should participate. The number may vary

according to the test purposes. We thus arbina¡ily use 10 listeners for our test. Although

they are untained listeners, they are university students to ensure their familiarity with the

words used in the test.
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Despiæ this simplification, the æst results are still adequate for our purpose at this

stage. We are more concerned with a verification of the quality of our CELP algorithms

and system prototype than a deep analysis on ttre system behaviour from a speech quatity

and intelligibility perspective. Furthermore, a complete and formal æst requires a very

large utterance daø base, a large number of participants, a standard room, and standard

equipment. A common practice is to send the recorded samples to professional test

laboratories such as Dynastat [KeST89].

5.1.3 Methods of Measurements

We perform four tests: (i) word intelligibility test, (ü) sentence intelligibility test,

(iii) subjective quality test, and (iv) objective quality tesL The following is a description of

the measurements and procedure of the tests. The æst materials are in Appendix C.

5.1.3.1 Word Intelligibility Test

In this test, a group of lisæners must identify speech utterances produced by the

CELP synthesizer. The utterances are the Fai¡banks words.

The Measure

The measure of this test is the percentage of conect identifications of test utterances.

The percentage is obtained as follows.

. For each utterance, listeners must choose one word of five possible words

conesponding to the utterance produced from a tape.

. Since the conect word is known, the number of correct identifications can be

computed for all utterances.

. The percentage of correct identification can be obtained by comparing the

number of correct identifications and the number of æst utterances.
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We also measure the level of difficulty to identify the corïect word. For every

identification, the listeners should mark one of three levels: difficult, fairly easy, and easy

(see Table 5.1). We then average the scores associated with the marked levels for all

utterances and users.

Table 5.1. Difficulty levels and their scores.

Levels Difficulties Scores

E Easy 3

DE Fairly Easy 2

D Difficult I

Test Procedure

The following is a step-by-step procedure of ou¡ intelligibility tesl

(a) Build the set of test utterances

From 50 Fairbanks sets of utterances, we select 18 sets of utterances. Each set

contains one main word and four other words that are similar to the main word except for

the first consonant. The first consonant of the main word represents one particular

consonant of the 18 selected consonants. An example of the main word is sal-e

representing consonant / s / , with its corresponding other words ma1e, pa1e, tale, and

bale.

(b) Prepare the questíonaire

\ù/e set up a questionaire that must be filled by the listeners as shown in Appendix

C. An example of one line in the questionaire is:

_male 3a1e _tale _sale _bale D DE E
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For each utterance, they have to ma¡k the place corresponding to word they hea¡, and the

difFrculty level.

(c) Prepare the eryeríment tape

An english speaking male is asked to record the main word of each set to a source

tape. Each speech utterance from the source tape is then converted into a digrtat PCM form

using the CELP system. The system analyzes and then synthesizes the PCM data to

produce a corresponding synthetic utterance. We record atl synthetic utterances ûo another

tape, called the test tape in an order according to the questioner.

(d) Conduct the listening test

Before the listening begins, we explain the procedure of the test. We adjust the

loudness to a comfortable listening level. We then play the test tape, and the listeners fill

the questionaire.

(e) Compíle thc dnta

The resulting data from the questionaires ¿ue used to compute the intelligibility and

difficulty scores.

5.L.3.2 Sentence Intelligibility Test

In this test, a group of listeners must identify sentences produced by the CELP

synthesizer. The utterances are the Ha¡va¡d sentences.

The Measure

The measure of this test is the percentage of correct identifications of words in the

sentences. The percentage is obtained as follows.

' For each utterance, listeners must write the all the words of the utterance
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produced from a tape.

. Since the correct words are known, the number of correct identifications can be

compuæd for all utterances.

. The percentage of correct identifications can be obtained by comparing the

number of correct identifications and the number of all words in the test

utterances.

Test Procedure

The following is a step-by-step procedure of our sentence inælligibility test

(a) Build the set of test utterances

From the Harvard sentences used in the quality tests, explained in the next section,

we a¡bitarily select l0 utterances. The selected sentences from a male spoken set are

sentences no.4,9, 10, 11, and 12. The selected sentences from a female spoken set are

sentences no. 1, 8, 9, 10, and 12. An example of the sentences is

S1ide the box into that empty space.

(b) Prepare the quesrtonaire

For every utterance, we provide a blank space in ttre answering sheet.

(c) Prepare the eryerímenÍ tope

An english speaking male and female a¡e asked to record the 10 sentences (5 each)

into the source øpe. Each speech utterance from the tape is then converted into a digital

PCM form using the CELP system. The system analyzes and then synthesizes the PCM

data to produce a conesponding synthetic utterance. W'e record all synthetic utterances to

the test tape according to the questioner.
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(d) Conduct the listening test

Before the listening begins, we explain the procedure of the tesL We adjust the

loudness to a comfortable lisæning level. We then play the test tape and the listeners fill the

questionaire.

(e) Cornpíle the data

The resulting data from the questionafues are used to compute the sentence

intelligibility.

5.1.3.3 Subjective Quality Test

In a subjective test, we measure subjective preferences of listeners regarding the

speech utterances.

The Measure

The measure of this test is MOS. A higher MOS conesponds to a better quality.

The MOS is obtained as follows.

. For each utterance, a listener gives a number from I to 5 according to his/her

subjective preference of the natural quality of the utterance. The relationship

between a preference and a number is tabulaæd as follows.

Preferences Scores

EXCELLENT 5

GOOD 4

FAIR 3

POOR 2

UNSATISFACTORY I
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. Scores of all utterances from all lisæners a¡e added together and divided by the

numbers of utterances and listeners. The result is MOS. Vy'e can then raæ the

sysrem from UNSATISFACTORY to EXCELLENT by applying MOS to the

above øble.

Test Procedure

The following is a step-by-step procedure of our subjective quality æst.

(a) Build the set of test utterances

From 720 Haward sentences, we randomly select 20 sentences. A computer

program is used to generate 20 random integer numbers uniformly distribuæd from 0 to72.

The frst selected sentence corresponds to the first random number. We then skip a number

of sentences to get the next sentence. The skip number conesponds to the next random

number. This process is repeated until 20 sentences are obtained. The first 10 sentences

are grouped into set M, and the rest l0 sentences are grouped to set F. An example of the

sentences is

The red tape bound the smuggled food.

(b) Prepare the quesrtonaire

For each utterance, listeners have to mark the place corresponding to their

preference. One example is:

Test number I

EXCELLENT C'OOD

(c) Prepare the experiment tape

An english speaking male and female are asked to record the utterances in set M and

FAIR
-POOR _I.]NSATISFACTORY
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set F, respectively, to a sotuce tape. Each speech utterance from the tape is then converted

into a digital PCM form using the CELP system. The system analyzes and then

synthesizes the PCM daø to produce a corresponding synthetic utterance. We record all

synthetic utterances !o the test tape according to the questioner.

(d) Condrct the listening test

Before the listening begins, we explain the procedu¡e of the æst. We adjust the

loudness to a comfortable lisæning level. We then play the test tape and the listeners fill the

questionaire.

(e) Compile the data

The resulting data from the questionaires are used to compute MOS for (i) set M,

(ü) set F, and (iii) both.

5.1.3.3 Objective QualitY Test

In an objective test, we measure the Euclidean distance between the original and the

synthetic speech. The distance is implied by a ratio of the energy of the original and the

synthetic speech, called signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

The Measure

The measure of this test is SEGSNR of the synthetic speech. A high SEGSNR

usually means a high quality. The SEGSNR is obtained as follows.

. For each block of 240 samples, a block SNR (in dB) is obtained by dividing

the energy of the original signal with the energy of the error between the

original speech and the synthetic speech.

. The segmental SNR is obtained by averaging all the block SNRs of all

utterances, excluding the SNR from blocks which have energy less than -52 dB
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of maximum possible speech energy. (52 dB is the maximum noise of the test

equipment).

Test Procedure

The fotlowing is a step-by-step procedure of our subjective quality æst'

(a) Buíld the set of test ufterances

Vy'e use all utterances from set M and F to be the test utterances.

(b) Enor melsurement

The pCM form of both original and synthetic data a¡e used to compute block SNR.

(c) Compíle the data

We calculate SEGSNR by averaging the btock SNR of (i) set M, (ü) set F, and (üi)

both.

5.2 System Perfi¡rmance

System IntelligibilitY

The results show that the system has high word intelligibility. Based on results

from l l listeners, the average of correct identifications is 1.7.2 words (out of 18 words) or

95.67 Vo. The difficulty score is 2.41. Thus, words can be identified quiæ easily.

Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 indicate that the system is more sensitive to alveolar

consonants (consonants with alveolar as the place of articulation) [O'Sha87]. Table 5-3

shows that failures or diffrcult consonant (difficulty score less than 2.00 ) are of that type.

One possible cause is the removal of essential information by anti-aliasing filtering

of the speech during the digitizing. Indeed, alveolar consonants contain mainly high-

frequency energy [O'Sha87]. A listening to the original PCM speech supports this
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possibility. Another possible cause is that the SCB employs Gaussian noise as its

prototypes. Although this noise is suitable for voiced articulation, it may fail to reconstruct

some stops and fricatives, because their residues are not necessarily Gaussian.

Table 5.2 Percenøge of correct identifications of every consonanl

Consonants Words
Conect Identifications Difficulty

ScoresAverage Vo

/L/ 1aw 16 88.89 1.36

/t/ t.oÞ 16 88.89 2.27

/s/ sale 16 88.89 2.55

went n 94.44 2.36

/b/ back t7 94.4 2.72

/d/ dav l8 tm l.8l
/z/ zeal t8 tm 1.91

/j/ vet l8 tm 2.09

not 18 lm 2.t8

/m/ moon 18 lm 2.36

/h/ heel 18 1m 2.36

vile 18 lm 2.55

/o/ Þaqe 18 lm 2.72

fiqhÈ 18 1m 2.82

/k/ ki 11 18 lm 2.82

/s/ god t8 1m 2.82

/t/ rock t8 1m 2.82

/dz/ ì ust t8 1m 2.9t

Sentence intelligibility test confinns the above results. From 693 words tested, the

lisreners mis-identify 30 words resulting in (surprisingly) 95.67 7o intelligibility.

Furthermore, the first consonants of the mis-identified words are also related to the results

of word intelligibility (see Table 5.4). However, the labial articulations become more

sensitive here.

System QualitY

The system has natural quality, and is comparable to ADPCM [K1im87]' CVSD

[Klim87], and other CELP coders [RoBa9O], tKlKKgOl (see Table 5.5 and 5'6)' It

should be noæd that MOS values from [Klim87] come from different list€ners and different
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lisæning rooms. However, they are still comparable because we use a similar procedure

(caægory-judgement technique) and maærials (Harvard sentences).

Table 5.3. Articulation types of 7 most sensitive consonants.

Consonants Words Place of Articulation

/r/ 1aw alveola

/E/ Eop alveola

/s/ sale alveolarstrident

/b/ back labial

went back rounder

/d/ day alveolr

/z/ zeal- alveolar srident

Table 5.4. Seven first-consonants of most misclassifÏed words

from sentence intelligibility test. The frequency of

mis-classifications deærmines the ranking.

Consonants Frequencies Place of Articulation

/s/ 5 alveola¡ srident

/r/ 4 alveola¡

/d/ 4 alveola¡

4 backrounded

/f/ 4 labio denøl

/b/ 3 labial

/m/ 3 labial

It is interesting to observe that male spoken speech performs better than female

spoken speech. This may be caused by the coarseness of the ACB pitch resolution on high

pirch frequency. UsingF4.Q.4),resolution for ttre highest pitch frequency (ACB address
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of 20) is 19 Hz, while resolution for the lowest piæh frequency (ACB add¡ess of 147) is

0.37 IHz. Since female voice usually contains higher pitch frequency, the chance that ACB

provides incorrect pitch for female speech is higher. This results in rougher synthetic

speech, thus degrading the quality.

Table 5.5. Subjective quality of the systenx

Coders MOS

Our CELP 3.2L

Our CELP (Male) 3.37

Our CELP (Female) 3.04

32 kbit/s ÀDPCM [Klim87] 3.73

16 kbit/s CVSD [K1im87] 2.67

Table 5.6. Objective quality of the system.

Coders SEGSNR (dB)

Our CELP 10. L0

Our CELP (Ma1e) t0.27

Our CELP (Female) 9.94

CELPI IRoBa90] 10.4s

CELP2 [K1KK90] I .57

5.3 Summary

The system is suitable for speech communication and storage application because it

has high inælligibility and natural quality. Preliminary results, based on a rhyme and

category-judgment tesß, show that the system is comparable to other high quality coders.

We notice some difficulties in alveolæ and labial types of consonants. Words with
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those consonants have less inælligibility scores (887o and up). The ælephone-bandwidth

filæring may have caused significant loss in the high frequency components of the

waveforms of the consonants, removing most of their energy. In addition, the SCB was

design for voiced (especially vowel) articulations, thus performing some consonants may

be more difficult. The system also performs male voice bener than female voice due to

coarseness of pirch resolution of the integer add¡ess ACB.
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Cru.prER vI
CoNct usIoNS AND RBcoIIMENDATIoNS

As a combination os several speech coders, the CELP æchnique can compress

ælephone-quality speech from 64 kbils down to 4.8 kbils (compression ratio of 13:1)

while preserving natural speech quality. The quality is preserved because CELP uses

waveform similarity as its compression criærion in a perceptually weighted Euclidean

sense. To achieve the low bit-rate of 4.8 kbils, it uses an enûry of a code book (SCB) to

represent speech. The compression is possible because an information extraction of the

target waveform of the SCB reduces the code book size, thus reducing the number of bits

to represent the entrY.

The information exgacted, which is pitch and vocal Eact information, should also

be nansmitted. The pitch information is implied by ACB parameters, which are quantized

using a delta coding. The LP parameters represent the vocal Eact information. The LSP

scheme effrciently quantizes the LP par¿rmeters such that the vocal tact information requires

only a 1.133 kbivs raæ. With this efficient representation, all p¿¡rameters can be nansmined

with a rate of 4.8 kbivs. There are even available several bits for error correction,

synchronization, and future enhancements.

An error correction s6ategy is based on parameter smoothing and a søbility rule

increases the robustness of the coding because they reduce the sensitivity of the

reconstructed speech to perceptually disturbing etrors, such as squeaks, blasts, and

roughness. A Hamming (15,11) code and data scattering also enhance the robustness.

The high performance of CELP is achieved at the expense of a very high

computational demand. In the current analysis scheme, the waveform similarity criærion

requires exhaustive, closed-loop searching on two code books, SCB and ACB. This

closed-loop searching requires a very high processing powet, and consequently, fast
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algorithms and processors are essential for a practical implementation.

We have combined several fast algorithms to reduce the computation, especially for

code book searching. The algorithms include restructuring the searching scheme, serial

searching, a joint optimization scheme and a special SCB with sparse, ternary, and

overlapping prototypes. The fast algorithms can reduce the computation of code book

searching by a factor of more than 175,000, thus reducing the speed to approximately 14

MIPS for real-time searching.

The CELP coding has been implemented on a low-cost PC-AT, equipped with the

TMS320C30 EVM. The system is compatible with the proposed U. S. Federal Standard

1016 CELP system.

Since the fast algorithms use more memory space due to many look-up tables

needed during the compression and quantization, and the variability of user commands also

increases the system complexity, a signal processor architecture provides a solution to the

system complexity and resource limitation. The system consists of a controller for

command management, a fast CELP engine for CELP speech processing, and an VO

processor for speech transmission and storage. Based on the characteristics of the

subsystems and the capability of the platform, the confroller and VO processor are

implemented on the PC-AT, while the CELP engine is implemented on the EVM. The

CELP engine is efficiently coded to fit within 16 Kword available memory. With this

design approach, it has been shown that a real-time implementation is feasible on such a

plaform.

Despite the use of the fast algorithms, the code book search still dominates the

computation with 99Va of analysis comput¿tion. We have predicted that the inner products

inside the joint optimization would dominate the computation by approximately 75Vo of

total computations in a real-time system (see Chapter III). Indeed, in present system the

bottleneck is the inner products with 50Va of total computation, comparing to the next most

demanding process with only 2.57o.
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However a real-time implementation is still possible because most of the EVM

cocles are not in assembly language. Coding a portion of ttre code book search in assembly

language can reduce the execution time of the portion by a factor of more than 3.

Preliminary experiments using rhyme and category-judgement tests show that the

clesigned CELP sysrem has high intelligibility (95.67Vo word correct identification), and

narural quality. V/ith a MOS of 3.2l,the system is comparable to hìgh-quality ADPCM

and CVSD coders previously developed. Furthermore, with a SEGSNR of 10.10 dB, the

system performs well in comparison with the results obtained in other published work.

In the experiments, it was noticed that some words with alveolar and labial

consonants are more sensitive to be misclassified. Since such consonants have most of

their energy in the high frequency range, it is suggested that the filtering during PCM

digitizing has reduced their intelligibility. Another possibility is the code book may not be

very well suitecl for those consonants.

It was also observed that female voice has less speech reproduction quality. Since

the integer entry ACB has coarse resolution on high pitch frequency, while female voices

usually have high pitch frequency, the ACB may have produced incorrect pitch, thus

reducing the quality.

In summary, this thesis has conributed to technical knowledge through:

. An explanation of CELP coding from a data compression perspective. We explain

the CELP coding based on a compression criterion and variability reduction of the

code book. Prior to this work, the usual approach has been to explain the coding

from a perspective of speech synthesis. The present approach puts CELP coding

into a more general framework, thus opening possibilities of applying knowledge

and tools that are available in the framework.

. Identification of some most sensitive consonants that affect speech inælligibility of a

CELP system. This information is useful for characterizing CELP coders, and

future improvement.
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' A systematic design of a CELP system on a resource limited platform. This

approach is also useful to design complex and computationally extensive DSP

system.

' Identification of the most demanding process in current CELP coding, that is the

inner product inside the joint optimization scheme. With this identification, future

improvements should focus on fast hardware or algorithm of this process.

' Implementation of a compression system for high-quality speech, that is useful for

low bit-rate speech communication and efficient storage. The applications include

multimedia, speech recorder, voice mail, rural communication system, and speech

recognition. The work described here also confirms the feasibility of utilizing a

single digital signal processor syst€m to implement a CELP system.

Future work could include the following improvements:

' The assembly coding of the EVM software should continue to achieve real-time

CELP analysis.

o I non-integer ACB may be used to improve the pitch resolution for high pitch-

frequency voices, as suggested by FS-1016. However, an efficient implement¿tion

is needed because the non-integer ACB requires more computation.

' One also needs a fast inner-product processor or algorithm to reduce the

computation burden of the DSP. With this improvement, a slower and low-cost

DSP may achieve a real-time implementation.
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TELECOi|I{UHICATI0I{S! ANIILOG T0 DIGITAL
cot{vERsloN 0F RADIo V0ICE By 4,800 BITISECoilD

coDE EXCTTED LTNEAR PREDICTI0T{ (CELP)

Pre-Third Draft

July 6, 1990

This proposed Federal standard has not yet
been approved and is subject to ¡nodification.

l. sc0PE

l.l Descriotion. This standard specifies interoperability-related
requirements for the conversion of analog voice to a 4,800 bit/s digitized form
for digital radio transmission by a method known as Code Excited Linear
Prediction (CELP) and the reverse process, the synthesis of anaìog voice from
4,800 bit/s CELP-digitized voice. In addition to digital radio applications,
CELP is also very suitabìe for encrypted telephone use and other apptications
wherein voice must be digìtized prior to encryption.

1.2 Purpgse. This standard is to facilitate interoperability between radio
telecommunication faciìities and systems of the Federal Government.

1.3 Apo'!ication. This standard shall be used by all Federal departments and
agencieg in the design and procurement of all radio equipment empioying
4,800 bit/s digitized voice.

?. CONVEIITIONS AND DEFINITIONS

a. Frame. A CELP frame is 144 bits in ìength. A frame interval is
30 ms 1.01 percent in duration and contains 240 voice samples
(8,000 samples/s).

b. Subframe. A
subframe is 7.5 ms

CELP
+.01

subframe ts l/4 the length of a frame. Thus, a
percent in duration and contains 60 voice samples.

3 . REOUI REI\IENTS

3. I Voi ce Svnthesi s

3.1.1 General Description. Since Code Excited Linear Prediction (CELP) is
anaìysis-by-synthesis type of technique, voice synthesis is described first.
As shown in the diagram beìow, CELP synthesis involves the excitation of a
parameter-adiusted Linear Prediction Filter by the sum of gain-scaled codes
selected from a fixed, stochastically-derived ustochastic èode book' and an
adapt'ive "code book", util'izing parameters transmitted in a 144-bit frame
structure.

-1
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"Stochasdc" Codes Adaprive Codes

The fixed, stochastically-derived "stochastic' codes are described in section3.3. "Stochasticu code_gain is described in section 3.4. Àãaptive codes arâdescribed in section 3.5 and adaptive code gain ir d"sc.i¡e¿--ln section 3.6.section 3.7 describes the Line Sþectral Parãmetert (LiÞsj-iñai adjust ttr"Linear Prediction Filter. sectiän 3.g shows transmìssioá rôrmai,-iñcluãing bitassignments for the transmitted information. slnéle-úii--.ryäi: correction on
some of the most significant bits is described in-section 3.9:
3.1.2 Postflltering. Pgstfiltering may be used to enhance the synthesizedvoice coming out of ftre c¡tp Linear Þrediction Fllter.
3.1.3 .Lowpass Filtering. Lowpass (i..., reconstruction) filtering shall beemploved. A lowpass filter having cÈaracierisilcs as ¿eiåribed in iectjon3.2.r for.frequencies above 2oo Hi, with the aa¿iiiñ gi-;;i-ãìgiiai-iã-ãnalos
co:::pensation needed f.r¡ an essenEia¡ly flat frequency response, is recorr¡ended.

3.2 Voice Analvsis

3.2.1 Voice Input Filtering. The analog voice input bandpass should beessentiaily flat. from 200 to-3,400 Hz. A-typical iñput-iïi[ãr-has g ¿gattenuation points at 100 and 3,900 Hz; lesi'than I äg of inband rippìe; and
minimum attentuations of 1g dB at 50 Hz, tg dB at 4,000 Hz, and 46 dB above4,400 Hz.

3.2.2... Analog-to-Digital Conversion. Analog-to-digital conversion shaìl use
1l 9.FHt t 0.1 percent sampling frequency anã have ã dynamii r.ng. of at least
12 bits.

3,'2:J. Atnplitude Scaling. .To maintain proper receiver voice levels, analysisshall be based upo!-Is: õt input digitizä¿ võice whose p"ãÈ-ù.iues are-32,768.0 and +32,767.0.
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3 .2.4 Anal ys i s . As
anal ysi s-by-synthesi s

-- ,luly 6, 1990 draft

reflected in the following diagram, CELP
type of technique.

ts an

The objective of CELP anatysis is to minimize the perceptual difference (i.e.,
find the best match) between the actual digitized voice'and the synthesiied
voice resulting from use of the parameters-to be transmitted. As shown in the
diagram, 8 kHz-sampled analog voice is subtracted from the CELP synthesizer
approximation and passed through a perceptual weighting filter (see
section 3.2.5). The synthesizer parameters to be-tranimitted are adjusted for
minimum perceptual error with respect to the actual input voice signát.

3.?.9 - Perceptual l{eighting Filter. It ls recomrcnded that a perceptual
weighting filter be the cascade of a linear predictive whitenin! fitter and a
bandwidth expa¡ded linear predictive synthesis fllter. The bandwidth expanded
linear Prgd!ctive synthesis filter's poles are moved radially toward the'origin
by a weighting factor, typicaily 0.8.'

3:3 'Stochastie.s Codes. There are 512 fixed, stochastically-derived codes
(i.9_., vectors). During voice analysis, a code may be selected from a set
smaller than 512 in order to reduce computational èomptexity (at the expense of
voice rgProduction quality). Atl 512 fixed, stochastically-dèrived codes shall
be available for voice synthesis. Each of the fixed, stochastically-derived
codes contains 60 ternary (i.e., either -1,0, or l) elements, reprósenting
information used to form the excitation for the Linéar Predicúion'Fitter oúer a
subframe.pel!od (i.e., 8,000 elements/s for 1.5 ms). The fixed,
stochastically-derived codes, 512 overlapped codes-of 60 elements each, are
created from a 1,082 element'stochastic code book'as described below.

3.3.1 "Stochastic Code Booku. The 1,082 element "stochastic code booku js
defined by the foìlowing FORTRAN computer program.

program codebook
'impì icit none
integer ll, L, }|AXCODE, l{IDTH, j, k
parameter (ll'512, L=60)
parameter (i|AXCODE=Z*(H- I )+L)parameter (I{IDTH,Z0)
real x(0:!iAXC0DE+l), THRESH
parameter (THRESH=1. 2)
open (uni t=10, fj I e.'codebook. h' , status='new' )
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do 50 k.0, lrlAXC0DE, 2
call noise(x(k), x(k+l))
do 20 J'Q' I

if(abs(x(t+i)) .lt. THRESH) then
x(k+i) ' 0'0

el se
x(k+i) = sign(l'0' x(k+i))

end if
20 continue
50 continue

do 80 k'l, IIAXCODE-I{IDTH, }IIDTH
rrite (10'90) (int(x(i)) ' i=k, k+lllDTH-1)

80 continue
write (10,91) (int(x(i) ), i=I'IAXC0DE^{IDTH*I¡IDTH+1' ¡IAXCSDE)
stop'codebook.h generated'

90 format(lx, 20(i3, ','))
9l format(lx, 20(.l3:, ','))

end
subroutine noise(xl, xZ)
impl icit none
real xl, x2
ìnteger random, i, j
real f(2), fl, f2, s

l0 do 30 i.1, 2
do 20 i=l' 4

f(t) = (float(randomO + 32768))/6s53s.
20 continue
30 continue

f1'2.*f(1)-1.
f2-2.*f (2)-1.
s'fl*fl+f2*f2
if(s .ge. 1.) goto 10
s'sqrt ( -2.*al og (s )/s )
xl'fl*s
x2=f2*s
return
end
function random o
impì icit none
integer random
integer I'IIDTAP, IIAXTAP
parameter (!{IDTAP=Z, !{AXTAP=S)
integer y(iIAXTAP), j, k, temp
save y, j, k
data y/-21161, -8478, 30892, -10216, 16950/
data i/llIDTAP/, klll ITAP/
temp=i and(y(k)+y(j), 65535)
if (temp .gt. 32767) temp=¡emp-65536
Y(k)=temp
random'.temp
k=k- Ijf (k .ìe. 0) k=I'IAXTAP
j=j-1
if (j .1e. 0) j=iIAXTAP
return
end
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The first and last 200 elements generated by the above FORTRAII program are
shown below. The left-most and highest elements are lowest nrnnberã¿ (..g., the
element in the first row and third-column is numbered 2).

0, 1, 0, 0, 0, l, o,
0, 0, -1, 0, -1, 0, 1,

-1, 0, -1, 0, -1, 0, -1,
0, 0, 0, -1, 0, 0, o,
l, 0, 1, 0, -1, l, o,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, -1, -1, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, l, -I, 0, 0, -1, -1,
0, 0, 0, -1, 0, -1, -1,
0, -1, 0, 0, 0, -1, o,

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, l,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, l, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, -1, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, l, 0,
0, 0, -1, o, 1, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1,

Elements In Codes

0, l, 0, 0,
0, -1, 0, -1,
0i' -1, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0,
0, l, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, l, 0,
0, 1, 0, 0,

0, 0r -1,
-1, 0, 0,
0, l, 0,
l, -1, 0,
0, -1, 0,
0, 0, 0,
0, -1, -1,
0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0,

aaaaa aaaaa

0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, o, 1r -1, O, O, 1, O, O, O, 0, _1,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, o, o, o, 0, or -1, o; o; 0; l; 0, 0; l; o; o,9, o, l, o, o, l, o, o, -1, o, o, o, 1: 0; o; o, o; o; o; o,l, o, o, -1, g, o, -1, o, o, o, l, o, o; o; o; o, o; o; o, o,9, o. o, l, g, o, o, o, o, 1, o: o; -1; 1; _1; O: t; O; o; o,9, o, o, o, l, -1, o, o, o, o, o; o; o; o; -1; l; o: o; o: o,9, o, o, o, o, o, o, 1, o, o, o; o; o; _t; o; o; o; o; _t, o,9, o, -1, o, -1, o, o, o, o, o, o, -1; o, o; -1, o; o; o; o; o,9, o, o, l, -1, g, o, o, o, -1, o, 1; O; o; 1; o, o; o; o; -1,
9, o, o, o, l, o, o, o, o, -l; o; o; -l; o, o; o; o; o; o; l,0r0

3.3.2 Creation of Stochasticaìly-derived Codes. The 512 fixed codes of
60 elements each are assembled from the 1,082 stocastically-derived ost,ochastic
cooe booku eìements as shown below. Tire ieft-most, code eláments are tirst-mostin time.

Index

5ll
tlo

n

.

2r...
4r...

... ' 58'

..., 60,
0, 1,
2, 3,

59
61

2(511-n), 2(511-n)+1,..

1,020, 1,021, 1,022,...
|,022, 1,023, I,024,...

3.4 ."Stochastiçi Code Gain. The relative amplitude (to the nearest tablevaìue) to be appìied to tfre stochastically-derived codè elements of each
subframe is determined.during analysis aná coded into 5 biti àccording to the
fol lowing table. The decimai in¿el numberis then transmitted in binãry form.At the-recejver,_jn voice synthesis, the gain index number js used to determinethe-relative amplitude of the stochasticaÍly-derived code elãmãnts during the
subframe.

I
0

..., 2(511-n)+59

..., 1,079, 1,079

..., 1,080, 1,091
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Index Gain Index Gain Index Gain Index Galn0 -1,330 I -t78 16 | 24 2241 -870 9 -136 L7 3,^ 25 2782 -660 l0 -98 t8 t3 26 3403 -520 11 -64 19 35 27 4184 -418 t2 -35 20 64 28 5205 -340 13 -13 2t 98 29 6606 -278 14 -3 22 136 30 8707 -224 15 -l 23 178 31 1,330

3.5 Adaptive Godes

1.5.1- -_Adaptive 
oCode Book' and Integer-delay Codes. The adaptive ucode bookuis a l47-elementl lhifting storage relister tirat is updated àt'ttre start of

gvery subframe with the previous_60 elements (subframè interval) of Linear
Prediction Filter excitation. Element orderirig is such that thé firstexcitation elements into the Linear Prediction-Fllter are the first into tne
adaptive. ucode book". Etements already in the storage register are rtriitã¿-rp
during the update process. Thq 128 inleger-delay ovõrtapõed aaaftivã 

"oãõi,-ãr60 eìements each, are generated from the-informalion in ii¡e adaplive ".o¿õ-' 
-

book' as follows. Adaptive codes 60 through 147 are composed oh elementi -l to
:60' -2 to -61, ....through -88 to -L47, rõspectively (where element -l was-ttrelast element into the adaptive ucode boók').' Adaptiúe'code ";', wh¿r.-n.ãnõät
from 20 to 59, repeats the adaptive'code 6ook'eiements sequãniiãliv-rrom--Í-'to -n to form a 60-element code. As examples, adaptive codd 20 repeáts 

-

adaptive 'code book' elements -l -eo inreá timäs anu aàapiive åoJã-sg's
elements run -l ... -59, -1. Regarding order of utiliiatioñ,-etemeni -i oi a
Parqicular l4qptive code is used-to coñpute the first element in ilme oi tine.tPrediction Filter excitation for a particular subframe peiiô¿.

3.q.2 .lloninteger-delay Codes. An additional 128 implicit, noninteger-delay
codes' defined in sectlon 3.5.4, can optionally be maäe avaitãule tñróugñ----interpolation- Forty point interpclation, or ihe equivaieñt,-irra¡ be üied inboth voice analysis-and voice synlhesis. (However:,'thli ãôei not preclude
interpolating with fewer.points, perhaps ai few as 8 points, durinõ pr.iirlna.v
code.search computations). The pioces! of interpolation is'described jn
section 3.5.3.

l:5.3 Interpolation. A noninteger-delay adaptive code is interpolated fromthe nearest lower-valued-integer-ãelay coáe (".g., noninteter-aetäy code qg.6l
is determined by interpolating from iñteger-àelãv'co¿è 4ói:- Tñe 60 etements ofthe integer-delay code are fiist renumbeied as Ró.....Rsg'for furposes ofdescriplio!, where R0 is normally the most negatlvely numbered'(i.À.,-rõit
9gl.v.¿) element under_the previóus_numbering-system- (i..:; -i ùo -r,izj,-nl js
the next most negatively nui¡bered element, eic,-. ror'examil", ror
integer-delay code 66, RO=element -66 and-Rt=eiement -65. 'For 

integer-deìay
code 21, because of_the_repetition within lower numbered iniãger-OeÍay coaãi,
R0'element -18 and Rl-element -17. Likewise, for integer-ããiãv co¿e Ëg, 

-

RO'element -2, Rl'element -1, and R3=element -Sg.

The-next slgP jn-.interpolation is to compute the weighting factors. Thefollowi!9 F0RTRAI{ program gives interpotätion weigt'tínõ ïã.iõri for theinterpoìation of even-numbers of poinis (X) ãqual to and less than 40. Note:
i nterpol ati on wi th. I ess than 9 poi nts i s 

'nót -."èo*ended 
and i nterpol ati on wi thother than 40 points is only foi' preliminary computations-Jùrìng vbic.

anaì ysi s.
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progran weights
implicit none
integer ll, nf, i, J, k
parameter (11.40, nf.S)
real h(-6*N:6*tl), w(-lll2zll/2-l,rìf ), f (nf), pi
data f/0.25, 0.33333333, 0.5, 0.66666666, 0.75/
pi - 4.0iatan(1.0)
open(unit'10, file.'weights', statuso'new'
do l0 k ' -6*H, 6*ll

h(k) . 0.54 + 0.46*cos(pi*k/(6*tt))
l0 contlnue

do30l'l,nf
do 20 J ' -H/2, ìl/2-l

H(J,i ) = h(nint(12*(j+f(i))))*sin(pi*(J+f(i )))/(pi*(j+f(i ¡¡¡
20 continue
30 continue

write(10,69) f
69 format(7x, 5f14.5)

do 40 i - -N/2, N/?-I
write(lO,70) j, (w(j, k), k - l, nf)

40 continue
70 format(3x, i4, 5e14.5)

end

For N-point interpolation, the above program yields ll weighting factors,
nunbered fron -N/2 to ìl/2=1. As the final step in interpolation, these
weighting factors are multlplied by the values of the adaptive code elements
within a'window" around the element being interpolated (R). The sum of these
multiplications is the interpolated value-of that element (n'). For example,
for 40 point interpolation, to find noninteger-delay code 00.ô2, element -66
becomes R0. l{elghting factor -20 (i.e., -.OOtl766) is nrultiplied by the value
of elenent -86, weighting factor -19 is multiptied by the vaiue of element -85,... , up to weighting factor 19 being nultip'lied by the value of element -47.
The sum of these becomes the interpoìated vaìue of element -66 (i.e., R'o).
The same takes place in a "window'around the remaining elementi (Rl - R59). ,
However, in the'example given, the uwindow'runs out bãyond R4ó (i..., for'R4ó
weighting factor 19 corresponds to element -l). In such cases, the previously
interpoìated values for elements RO, Rl, R2,.:.. (i.e., R'0, R'1, R'2, )are used to complete interpolation of the remaining elements. Thus, in the'
example given, when interpoìating R58 (i^ê., element -8), weighting factor -20
is myltiplied by the value of element -2U and weighting-factoi 19 is muttiplied
by the value of already interpolated element R'll (i.e., interpolated
element:56). The sum of the 40 values found by multiptying the 40 weighting
factors by the 40 element values (i.e., R3B, R39, R4O, ... RSg, R'0, R'i, ..:
R'10, R'11) becomes the value of R'58 (i.e., interpolated element -8).

3.lra. Codilg llithin lst and 3rd Subframes for Transmission. The following
table identifies the 8-bit values transmitted to represent each of the zs6 (lz8
integer-delay and 128 noninteger-delay (implicit)) àdaptive codes. The
notation is such that, for example, hexadecimal (il nf is expressed as l0l0llll
in binary form, where bit 7 is on the ìeft and uit-o is on the right.

-7 -
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Adaptive Hex
Code
20.00 iqz
20.33 $46
20.67 i47
21.00 $s7
21.33 $56
21.67 $59
22.00 $58
22.33 $AE
22.67 $BE
23.00 $BA
23.33 $88
23.67 $BC
24.09 $Ac
24.33 $A8
24.67 $94
2s.00 $84
25.33 $8C
?s.67 $9C
26.00 $9E
26.25 $8E
26.s0 $86
26.75 $96
27.00 $0A
27.25 $02
27.s0 $08
27.7s $03
28.00 $rB
28.25 $13
28.s0 $09
?8.75 $01
29.0û $i3
29.?s $u
29. s0 $F3
?9.75 $F7
30.00 $E7
30.2s $83
30.s0 $Es
30.7s $il
31.00 $Fl
31.2s $FS
31.50 $61
31.7s $65
32.00 $7s
32.2s $71
32.s0 $60
32.75 $7D
33.00 $69
33.2s $zg
33. s0 $78
33.7s $7F
34.00 $68
34.33 $C1

Adaptive Hex
Code
34.67 $C0
3s.00 $ca
3s.33 $C2
35.67 $02
36.00 $D3
36.33 $Dl
36.67 $00
37.00 $30
37.33 $32
37.67 $3A
38.00 $31
38.33 $33
38.67 $38
39.00 $3F
39.33 $37
39.67 $3E
40.00 $36
40.33 $34
40.67 $4A
41.00 $48
41.33 $4E
41.67 $4F
42.00 $sF
42.33 $sE
42.67 $5C
43.00 $sD
43.33 $s4
43.67 $s5
44.00 $s0
44.33 $51
44.67 $n¡
4s.00 $A6
4s.33 $A2
4s.67 $86
46.00 $82
46.33 $BB
46.67 $80
47.00 $89
47.33 $84
47.67 $BD
48.00 $A4
48.33 $A0
48.67 $A9
4e.00 $AD
4e.33 $e5
49.67 $8s
50.00 $90
s0.33 $80
s0.67 $89
51.00 $99
51.33 $88

Adaptive Hex
Code
51.67 $98
s2.00 $90
52.33 $80
52.67 $eA
53.00 $8A
53.33 582
53.67 $e2
54.00 $tA
s4.33 $12
54.67 $00
55.00 $08
s5.33 $06
ss.67 $0E
56.00 $0F
56.33 $07
56.67 $17
s7.00 $tF
57.33 $00
57.67 $05
s8.00 $lD
58.33 $15
s8.67 $FB
s9.00 $FF
59.33 $EB
s9.67 $EF
60.00 $e0
60.33 $rn
60.67 $EE
61.00 $Ec
61.33 $E6
ot.d7 $¡e
62.00 $E4
62.33 $E0
62.67 $F4
63.00 $F0
63.33 $60
63.67 $64
64.00 j74
64.33 $70
64.67 $73
65.00 $72
6s.33 $6C
6s.67 $7C
66.00 $69
66.33 $78
66.67 $Zn
67.00 $7E
67.33 $6A
67.67 $6E
68.00 $6F
68.33 $C4
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Adaptive Hex
Code
68.67 $C5
69.00 $ca
69.33 $C8
69.67 gC7

70.00 $cg
70.33 $C0
70.67 $C¡
71.00 $06
71.33 $DA
7t.67 $DB
72.00 $oz
72.33 $D9
72.67 $0S
73.00 loa
73.33 $04
73.67 $20
74.00 $28
74.33 $38
74.67 $22
75.00 $zt
75.33 $39
7s.67 $29
76.00 $er
76.33 $e¡
76.67 $28
77.00 $zt
77.33 $2F
77.67 $2S
78.00 $20
78.33 $30
78.67 $35
79.00 $3c
7e.33 $2E
79.67 $2C
80.00 $26
81.00 $24
82.00 $49
83.00 $48
84.00 $4c
85.00 $40
86.00 $44
87.00 $45
88.00 $40
89.00 $4t
90.00 $A7
91.00 $A3
92.00 $87
93.00 $83
94.00 $Bt
ss.00 $Bs
96.00 $A5

Adaptive Hex
Code
97.00 $¡t
98.00 $97
99.00 $87
100.0 $9Flot.o $8F
102.0 $81
r03.0 $91
104.0 $eB
ros.0 $88
106.0 $83
r07.0 $e3
r08.0 $18
109.0 $ron0.0 $04ul.0 $0c
112.0 $16
113.0 $ r E
1r4.0 $14
115.0 $1c
116.0 $Feu7.o $FA
118.0 $FD
r19.0 $E9
120.0 $FE
12r.0 $E8
122.0 $FC
r23.0 $43
t24.0 $F2
125.0 $F6
r26.0 $F8
r27.0 $sB
128.0 $5A
129.0 $63
130.0 $62
131.0 $77
132.0 $76
r33.0 $s2
134.0 $s3
135.0 $66
136.0 $67
137.0 $CC
138.0 $cD
139.0 $AB
140.0 $cF
141.0 $cE
142.0 $DE
143.0 $BF
r44.0 $DF
145.0 $DD
146.0 $DC
t47.0 $AF
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Note: Before an adaptive code is selected for transmission, consideration
should be given to the possibitity that a multtple of actu.1.'P!tch'is
being selected. Submultlples of a selected code's pitch equivalent should
be eiamined and may be utilized instead lf results are found to be within
approximately 0.5 dB of a selected code's squared prediction error.

3.5.5 Coding t{ithin 2nd and 4th Subframes for Transmission. The adaptive
code selected-for transmission is represented in 6 bits, based upon the
adaptive code selected in the previous subframe. Uttlizing.the table of
aaaþtive codes in section 3.5.4, if a previous subframe's ldaplive code was in
the'range of 20.00 - 29.25, the adaptive code to be transmitted could run from
ZO.0O tõ 38.33. If the previous subframe's adaptive code was in the range of
115.0 - 147.0, the adaptive code could run from 84.00 to 147.0. 0therwise, the
6 bits will code the range from 3l codes lower to 32 codes higher than the
previous subframe's adaptive code (considering both integer-delay and
ñoninteger-delay adaptive codes). Thls is true even if an implementation uses
only integer adaptive codes. Blnary coding is such that the lowest numbered
adaptive ðode is coded as 000000 and the highest numbered adaptive code is
coded as llllll. For example, for previous subframe adaptive codes between
29.50 and 114.0, binary 011111 indicates no difference from the adaptive code
of the previous subframe.

3.6 Adaotive Code Gain. The relative amplitude (to the nearest table value)
to be applied to the adaptive code elements of each subframe is determined
during analysis and coded into 5 bits according to the following table. The
decimal index number is then transmitted in binary form. At the receiver, in
voice synthesis, the adaptive code gain index number is used to determine the
relative amplitude of the adaptive code elements during the subframe.

Index Gain Index Gain Index Gain

0.255 16 0.780
0.368 t7 0.816
0.457 l8 0.850
0.531 19 0.881
0.601 20 0.91s
0.653 2L 0.948
0.70? 22 0.983
0.745 ?3 1.020

Index Gain

24 1.062
25 1.117
26 1.193
27 1.289
28 1.394
29 r.540
30 1.765
3t 1.991

0 -.993 I
I -.831 9
2 -.693 l0
3 -.555 11
4 -.414 t2
5 -.229 13
6 0.000 14
7 0.193 15

3.7 Linear Prediction

3.7.1 Linear Prediction Filter. A l0th order Linear Prediction Filter is
excited by the sum of the gain-adjusted 'stochastic' and adaptive codes to
synthesize voice.

3.7.? Line Spectral Parameters. During voice anaìysis, the parameters of the
Linear Prediction Filter are determined and transmitted on a 30 ms frame basis
as l0 Line Spectral Parameters (LSPs), on the basis of lOth order linear
pred'iction. It is recormended that LSPs be determined with no preemphasis,
15 Hz bandwidth expansion (i.e., 0.994 weighting factor), and a 30 ms

nonoverlapped Hanyning window spanning the last two subframes of the present
frame and first two subframes of the next frame. Shown below is the coding to
be empìoyed for the l0 LSPs. Note: LSPs are expressed in terms of frequency
(Hz) and must be monotonìc (i.ê., highe¡ numbered LSPs must not contain lower ?ireiuency LSPs than lower numbered lSps)
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Index

0

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

t1

t2

l3
t4
t5

LSPI
(Hz)

100

170

225

250

280

340

420

500

LSP4
(Hz)

LSPz LSP3
(Hz) (Hz)

2t0 420

235 460

265 500

295 540

325 585

360 640

400 705

440 775

480 850

520 950

560 1,050

610 I,150
670 1,250

740 1,350

810 1,450

880 I,550

LSPS LSP6
(Hz) (Hz)

620 I,000 t,470
660 1,050 1,570

720 I,130 1,690

795 1,210 1,930

880 1,295 2,000

970 1,350 2,20O

1,080 1,430 2,40o
I,170 I,510 2,600

1,270 1,590

1,370 1,670

I,470 I,750
I,570 I,950
1,670 1,950

1,770 2,050

I,870 2,150

1,970 ?,250

LSPT LSPS LSPg LSPIO
(Hz) (Hz) (Hz) (Hz)

1,800 2,225 2,760 3, lg0
1,880 ?,400 2,990 3,270

1,960 2,525 3,000 3,350

2,100 2,650 3,100 3,420

2,300 2,800 3,200 3,490

2,480 2,950 3,310 3,590

2,700 3,150 3,430 3,710

2,900 3,350 3,550 3,830

Present LSPs

r/8
3/8
s/8
7/8

3.7.3 LSP l{eighted Averaging. To determine the LSP values to be used for
each subframe, weighted averaging ìs used between the LSPs transmitted with the
p:"evict¡s frame rnC the l-SPs t:ansmitted with the pi"esent frame. For each cf
the subframes of a given frame, the following weighting is given to the LSPs
transmitted with the previous and present frames before they are utilized.

Subframe

1

2
3
4

Previous LSPs

7/8
s/8
3/8
t/8

Thus, for exampìe, if LSP I of a frame ìs 250 Hz and LSP I of the previous
frame was 340 Hz, the value used for subframe 1 of the present frame is:
7/8(340 Hz) + l/8(?50 Hz) = 328.75 Hz. For each subframe, this method of
weighted averaging is employed for aìì l0 LSps.

3.8 Transmission Format

3.8.1 Transmission Rate. The transmission rate for cELp shall be
4,800 bits/s 1.01 percent.
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3.8.2 Bit Assignment. The tabte below gives the assignment of the 144 bits
in each CELP frame (30 ms at 4,800 bits/s). 0rder of transmission is from bit
I to bit 144. Abbrèviations used in the following table are:

i . bit number, with 0 being the least significant bit
n - subframe number
Cc(n)-i ' Fixed, Stochastically-derived Code Gain
Cl(n)-i . Fixed, Stochastically-derived Code Index
HP-i = ParitV
LSP j-i . Line Spectral Parameter (LSP), where i = LSP number
PD(n)-i . Adaptive Gode Index
Pc(n)-i . Adaptive Gode Galn
SP - Expansion (Blshnu) Bit
SY = Synchronization Bit

Bit

I
?
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

10
l1
t2
l3
l4
l5
l6
t7
18
19
20
2t
?2
23
24
25
26
?7
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Description Bit Description Bit Description Bit

PD(1)-4 loe
cc(3)-2 110
LSP 7-l 111
cr(2)-7 tlz
cr(3)-o 113
PD(2)-s 114
LSP 4-1 115cc(r)-o 116
Pc(4)-3 tL7
LSP 9-1 118
PD(3)-6 1lecr(l)-4 r20cc(z)-r rzt
LSP 6-2 r22
cr(4)-3 r23
PÊ(2)-2 r24
PD(4)-3 12s
LSP 1-0 126
cG(4)-2 r27
LSP 8-2 128
cr(2)-4 12s
HP-? 130
PD(?)-? 131
LSP 3-0 L32
Pc(1)-2 133
cG(3) -4 134
LSP l0-2 135
cr (4) -5 136
cr (2) -o 137
PD(1)-2 138
LSP 5-1 139
sP-o 140
PG(4) -2 14r
cG(2)-3 t42
LSP 2-1 143
PD(4)-4 t44

Descri pti on

cr(1)-2
Pc(2)-1
cr (3) -7
LSP 4-0
cr (2) -5
PD(1)-7
PG(1)-o
cc(4) -4
LSP 5-0
PD(4) -2
cr(l)-3
cr(3)-1
LSP 7-2
cr (4) -2
PD(1)-1
PG(2) -4
cG(3) -3
LSP 3-1
cr(l)-7
PD(3) -2
cI (2) -6
LSP 9-2
PG(4)-l
cG(l)-r
PD(2) -4
HP-3
LSP 6-0
Pc(3)-3
cr (4) -6
PD(1)-o
LSP 2-3
cc(4)-1
cr (3) -2
LSP 4-2
PD(3)-5
SY

PD(2) -0
cr(4)-1
LSP 9-0
cr (3) -8
PG(1)-4
cG(2) -2
PD(l)-3
LSP 6-l
cr (3) -4
cr(21-2
cc(r)-4
PD(2) -3
LSP l-2
Pc(3) -2
HP- 1

PD(3)-1
cc(4) -3
LSP 8-1
Pc(3) -o
cr (2) -8
PD(4)-1
cr (4) -o
LSP 3-2
Pc(2) -o
PD(1)-6
cc(2) -o
cr (3) -6
LSP l0-1
PG(r)-l
cr (4) -7
PD(3) -3
cc(1)-2
LSP 5-3
cr(r)-6
LSP 2-0
Pc(3) -4

Pc(4) -4
PD(3) -4
LSP 1-1
cc(2) -4
cr (3) -3
cr(1)-8
PD(4) -o
LSP 8-0
PG(2) -3
cc(3) -0
PD(r)-s
LSP 3-3
cr(2)-3
cr (4) -4
P0(2) - 1

LSP l0-0
Pc(1)-3
cG(4) -o
LSP 5-2
PD(3) -o
HP.O
cr(1)-l
cr (4) -8
LSP 2-2
Pc(3) - r
PD(4) -s
cc(r)-3
cr (3) -5
LSP 7-0
cr(2)-r
P0(3) -7
cr(1)-o
Pc(4)-o
LSP 4-3
cc(3) - r
cr(1)-5

37
38
39
40
4t
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
7t
72

73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

100
101
t02
103
104
r05
106
107
108

- lt -
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3.8.3 Synchronization Bit. The single synchronization bit per frame shall
alternat,e betyeen binary 0 and I from frame to frame. It should be coded as
binary 0 for the first frame transmitted.

3.8.4 Expansion (Bishnu) Bit. llhen following this standard, the "Blshnu' bit
shall be set to binary 0 in each frame. The purpose of this bit is to allow
for future transition to as yet undefined coding techniques.

3.9 Error Protection

3.9.1 Encoding. Forward error correction of ll bits with a (15,11) Hamning
parity code is provided. The lt bits protected from a single bit error are:
pD(t)-5, pD(t)-6, pD(t)-7, pG(l)-4, pc(2)-4, PD(3)-5, PD(3)-6, PD(3)-7,
PG(3)-4, PG(4)-4, and SP. (See section 3.8.2 fo¡ an explanation of these
abbreviations). The 4 parity bits are encoded as follows. Parity bits HP-0
through HP-3 each represent an even parity computation on 7 of the ll protected
bits as shown below (i.e., a parity bit is 0 if the sum of the 7 protected bits
i s even).

HP-o -- PD(1)-5, pD(l)-6, pc(r)-4, pG(2)-4, pD(3)-6, PG(3)-4,
HP-l pD(1)-s, pD(t')-7, pc(1)-4, pD(3)-5, pD(3)-6, pc(4)-4,
HP-2 -- PD(1)-6, PD(1)-7, Pc(1)-4, pD(3)-7, pc(3)-4, PG(4)-4,
HP-3 -- Pc(2)-4, pD(3)-5, pD(3)-6, pD(3)-7, pG(3)-4, pc(4)-4,

and SP.
and SP

and SP

and SP

3.9.2 Decoding. The 4 parity bits (HP-0,1,2, and 3) shall be used to correct
singìe errors in the 11 protected bits as follows. Parity bits are calculated
on the received ll protected bits as described in section 3.9.1. Then, these
calculated parity bits are Exclusive ORed with the received parity bits. The
following tabìe shows how to correct for a single bit error by reversing the
binary value of one of the protected bits based upon the resulting binary value
of the Exclusive 0Red parity bits.

Parity Result Invert

PD(l)-5
PD(1)-6
PD(1)-7
Pc(I)-4
PG(2) -4
PD(3)-5

3
5
6
7
9

10

Parity Result

ll
t2
13
14
t5

Invert

PD(3) -6
PD(3) -7
Pc(3) -4
PG(4) -4
SP

3. l0 General Aool 'icati on Notes

3.10.1 Amplitude Scaìing. "Stochast'ic" elements and gain values contained in
thjs standard are based upon use of input digitized voice that can assume any
integer value in the range -32,768.0 to +32,767.0 and an impulse of 1.0 to
calculate the impuìse response of the perceptual weighting filter.
3.10.? Filter Structure. Various fi'lter structures may be used in the
impìementation of this standard. Atl 'implementations must be interoperabìe
with implementations based upon Direct Form (i.e., block-w'ise) filtering.
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3'10'3 smoothing. It is desirable to employ smoothing to prevent loudgJlppg¿ voice (i.el,.blasts)-ãñ¿ squeaks.-"'5nrãätning based upon estimates ofthe channel error rate (proúi¿e¿ ¡v tt¡e-èrrã.-ão.r.ðtion m.ðñãnism described insection 3.9) ls recqmerìäed.

EFFECTM DATE. The use of this
agencies is mandatory effective -standard by U.S. Goyernment departnents

180 days after the date of thls'standard.
4
and

5: . cHAtfGEs: llhen a Government department or agency considers that thisstandard does not provide for its esiãntiãi-n.ä¿t, i itãiämåni'citing specificrequirements shall'be sent in dupli¿ãü-iõ'tüã-eeneral services Adninistration(x)' tta¡lrington, 0c 20¡ô4,-ln-aècordancã witñ the provisions of FederalInformation Resources ilanaiement neguiäiioñ'cï crn 201-8.101-3. The Generalservices Administration wiÍt aètermíñe-iriã"ajiropriate action to be raken andwill notify the agency.

TECHNICAL DEVEI-OPIIET{T ACTIVITY :

National Security Agency
_ Information Securíty órganization
Fort George G. ileade,-ltO -ZôZSð

PREPARIHG ACTIVITY:

l{ational Cormunications System0ffice of Technotogy anã iiän¿ar¿s
l{ashington. DC eOgOõ-eOi0 ---
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Host PC Program

PROGRAM RUNNING ON PC HOST:

(1) CELP_PC.C CONTAINING HOST CONTBOLLER AND UO PBOCESSOR

INCLUDE: PC_1.H (SHAREWITH PC.C)

CELP_PC.H

oELP_CMD.H (USED ALSO By EVM PROGRAM)
(2) PC.C CONTAIN|NG HOST-EVM COMMUNTCATION

INCLUDE: PC 1.H
pc¿.n

BOTH PROGRAM MUST BE LINKED TOGETHER.

COMPILATION FILE: CELP PC.MAK
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rrtttt*ttl 
rt*tttt*tttttttt**tttaatittttttttttttttlltt***ii*ttt*trftrfitttrtrttttrtrrtittrtrrt*ttr/

r CELP_PC.C
f
f CELPCODING: PCHOSTCODE
r
r ooMPTLED WTH QUTCKC (MICROSOFT)
r FoR80286
r WTH HUGEMEMORYMODEL
r
r (c) 1990TEXAS TNSTRUMENTS, HOUSTON
r MODIFIED BY ARMEIN LAAIGI, UNIVERSITY OF MAT{ITOBA, 1991

UJÍÍer =240i f SET EV[,] BLOCK TRANSFER SIZE
display_nenu(main_menu) ; r DEPLAY MENU

fo(;;)
{

if (rÖhir0)

{

r WAT FOR KEYSTROKE

,l
'l
'l*l
,l
,l
*l

'l,l
'l

rtrttrrarrrrtttllttt 
tttltttttttttttttttt*ttttrttttttttttttttitlttttrrttrtttttttttttttttttt *irrru, 

I
r PC COÍúMANDTRÁNSFEFYUSER INTERFACE PROGRAM 'I
/t--------t -------- ---------='l
#include <stdlib.h> f INCLUDE HEADERS FOR STANDARD LIBRARY FILES USED 'l
#include <stdío.h>
#include <conio.h> f TURBO C SPECIFIC CONSOLE l/O HEADER FILE 'l
#include "pc_1.h" f EVM SUPPORT PROTOTYPES, MACROS, STRUCTS'/
#ir¡clude "celp1f,c.h" f GLOBALS, LOCAL STRUCTURES, MACROS 'l
#irrclude "celp_cmd.h" f SHARED HOST/EVM COMMAND WORDS 'l

void main(void)
{

RESET_C3O;
init_evm0; f CLFÁR ANIY DATATO EVM

,l

command¡rocess$; f PROCESS USER KEYSTROKES
display_nænu(main_menu); f REDISPLAY MENU
)if (play) playing(PLAYING); f PI-AY IFINPLAYMODE

*l
,l
,l

,l

,l
*l

*l
else il (record)
{

recording(RECORDING); f RECORD lF lN RECORD MODE 'lil
r IF END OF DISK STORAGE BUFFER TERMINATE RECORD 'Ir--------- --*rl

if (irdex >= MAX_FILE)
{

reco¡d = OFF; f TURN OFF BECORD FI-AG
write_disk$;
index = 0;

r WRITE DATATO DISK
r RESET DISI( STORAGE BUFFER INDÐC/

,l
,l

,ldisplay_menu(main_menu); f REDISPLAY MENU

)
/*===============================================================t/

r DISPLAY_MENU0 DtSpLAy At¡ ARRAY OF STR|NGS ON THE SCREEN *l
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Host PC Program

r fnenu: AN ARRAY OF STRINGS TERMINATED BY A NULL * I
l*-_-_-__- __________i t--------__ ,

void display_menu(char'*menu)
t

CLRSCR(); r CLEAR SCREEN
whíle(*menu) puts(-menu++) ; r PRINTALL MENU ITEMS
if (record) puts("Recording..."); f NOTE ANY RECORD
else if (play) puls("Playing..."); f OTHERWISE NOTE ANY PLAY

)
It ________ __________r I

r COMMAND_PROCESS$: PROCESS A COMMAND BASED ON USER KEYSTROKE

l+ -__-____ __________r/

void commandlcrocess(void)
{

intcommand; r COMMAI.ID VARIABLE

'l,l
,l
,l

command = çt_commandO;
switch(command)
{

r DECODE KEYSTROKE

r THE FOLLOWING COMMANDS REQUIRE SIMPLE COMMAND PASSING
WITH *I

r NO DATAEXCHAAIGE

case REC RS232: r GFT CELP FROM SERIAL PORT
printf("Sorry, not available yet because has not been debbuged...t\n");
command=NONE; f Wait for the next version that includes RS232 program */

break;
case SEND RS232: r SEND CELP TO SERIAL PORT

printf("Sorry, not available yet because has not been debbuged...l\n");
command=NONE; f Wait for the next version that includes RS232 program "/

,l
*l

,l

*l

,l

break;
case REC_CELP:

RecordOELP0;
break;

case PLAY_CELP:
PlayOELPQ;
break;

case PCM2CELP:
PCM 2_CELPO;
RESET_C3O;
init_evm0;
break;

case CELP2PCM:
cELP_2_PCM0;
RESET_C3O;
init_evmQ;
break;

r GETCELP FROM ¡/D

r SEND CELPTO D/A

r CONVERT PCM TO CELP

r CLEAR AT{Y DATATO EVM

r CONVERT CELP TO PCM

r CLEAR ANY DATATO EVM

*l

,l

,l

,l

*l

,l

,l
rTHE FOLLOWING COMMANDS SIMPLY SET THE MODE OF THE HOST

PROGRAMY

case REC_PCM RECORD ENCODED DATA TO DISK
command = NONE; f NO EVM COMMUNICATIONS NECESSARY./

__, I
*l

^l.1*.lif:j",t"*I jg1i?{f {t-sFERMoDE
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break;
case PI-AY_PCM: r PI-AY RECORDED DATA FROM DISK 'I

command = NONE; f NO EVM COMMUNICATIONS NECESSARF/

ABORT IF ALREADY IN SOME DATA TRANSFER MODE

I

ì
t

if (record ll play) break;
play= Ol.l; r SET PI.AYBACK MODE
open_file("tb"); f OPEN DATA FILE FOR CODED DATA

fread(&endd, sizeof(long ¡nt), 1, file); f READ DATA LENGTH
if(endd <= BUFFSIZE)
{
fread(disk, sizeof(int),(int) endd, file); f READ DATA

if(endcl <= BUFFSIZE' 2)

{
fread(disk, sízeof(int),BUFFSIZE, file); f READ DATA
fread(disk1, sizeof(int),(int) (endd-BUFFSIZE), file); f READ DATA
)
else
{
fread(disk, sizeof(int),BUFFSIZE, fíle); f READ DATA
fread(disk1, sizeof(int),BUFFSIZE, file); f READ DATA
f read(disk2, sizeof (int),(int) (endd-BUFFSIZE. 2), file) ; I READ DATA

)

l
fcbse(file);

break;
case STOP:

command = NONE; f NO EVM COMMUNICATIONS NECESSARY/
if (record) write_disk0;f WR|TE RECORDED DATATO DISK
recod = OFF; f TURN OFF DATATRANSFEB MODES
Play = OFF;
iNdEX = O; T RESET DISK STORAGE BUFFER INDÐC/
RESET_C3O;
init_evm0; f CLEAR AI{Y DATATO EVM
break;

EXIT PC HOST PROGHAM

case QUIT:
CLRSCR0; fCLEARTHESCREEN
RESET_C3O;
exiI(EXT_SUCCES.S); f EXII

break;

r FOR UNRECOGNIZED COMMANDS EXITWITHOUT EVM COMNUNICATION

default:
command = NONE;

rr
r

if (record llplay) break;
record = ON; f SET RECORD MODE
open_file('Vô'); f OPEN DATA FILE TO RECORD

r CLOSE FILE

I
U

I

Host PC Program

,l
,l

,l

,l
*l
,l

'l
)
else
{

'l,l

*l
,l
'l

,l

,l
,l

*l

*l

'l,l
*l

,l

,l

r
r
r

*l
*l
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break;
l
if (command) send_command(command) ;

r opEN_FrLEO ATTEMPTS TO OPEN A FILE UNTIL GIVEN A VALID FILENAME
f nnde: STRING CONTAINING THE MODE TO OPEN THE FILE

void open_file(char'mode)
{

CLRSCRO;
do
{

printf ("Enter f ilename : ") ;

scanf ('olo1 3s",f ilenane) ;

f¡le = fopen(filename, rnode);
if (tlile) puts("Bad file name.");

)
while(lfile);

)

void PIayCELP(void)
{
unsigned i,k;
int command;

printf("For the source CELP file\n");
open_inf ile0;
fread(&endd, sizeof(long int), 1, infile); f READ DATA LENGTH
k = (unsigned int) (endd/9);
printf("Number of frame = 7od\n",k);
if(endd <= BUFFSIZE)
{

fread(disk, sizeof(int),(int) endd, file); f READ DATA

r CLEARTHESCREEN

r PROMPT FOR FILENAME
r GET USER ]NPUT

r ATTEMPTTO OPEN FILE
r INFORM OF ERROR

,l
,l
'l
'l

'l

,l
*l
,l
,l

*l
*l

'l

,l
l
else
{

if(endd <= BUFFSIZE'2)
{

fread(disk, sizeof(int),BUFFSIZE, file); f READ DATA
fread(disk1, sizeof(int),(int) (endd-BUFFSIZE), file); f READ DATA

)
else
{

fread(disk, sÞeof(int),BUFFSIZE, file); f READ DATA
fread(disk1, sizeof(int),BUFFSIZE, file); f READ DATA
fread(disk2, sizeof(int),(int) (endd-BUFFSIZE.2), file); f READ DATA

)

)
fclose(infile);
command = 0;
while(lcommand)
{

k = (unsigned) (enddi9);
send_co mmand (ERASE_B U FFE RS) ;

*l
*/

'l
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index=0;
while(k>0)
{

butf er=9;
playing(INTRCELP);
send_command( PLAY_C ELP) ;

k=k-1;
)
if(kbhir0)
{

command = get_commandO ;

if(command l= STOP)
{

command = 0;

l
else
{

command = 1;

)

)
)

)

void RecordCELP(void)
{
unsigned long file_size=0;

unsigned i,k;

printf("For the destination CELP file\n");
open_of ile0;
send_command(ERASE BUFFERS) ;

index=0;
k= 1;
while(k>0)
{

send_command(REC_CELP) ;

buffer=9;
reco rd i ng (O UTT RC EL P ) ;

if (index >= MAX_FILE)
t
record = OFF; f TURN OFF RECORD FLAG *l

write_diskO; f WR|TE DATATO DISK 'l
index = 0; f RESET DISK STORAGE BUFFER INDÐC/
k=0;
l

)

l

void PCM_2_CELP(void)
{
unsigned long file_size=0;
unsigned i,k;

printf ("For the source PCM file\n");
open_inf ile0;
printf("For the destination CELP file\n");
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open_of ile0;
fread(&file_size, sizeof(long int), 1, idile); f READ DATA LENGTH
k = (unsigned int) (file_sizel240);
printf ("Number of lrame = 7od\n",k);
file_size = 9 * (unsigned long) k;
fwrite(&file_size,sizeof(long int), 1, outf ile) ; f WRITE DATA LENGTH
send_co mmand ( E RAS E_B U FFE RS) ;

while(k>0)
{

lread(disk, sizeof(int),240, infile); f READ DATA
bulÍer=240;
index=0;
playing(OSPEECH);
send_command(PCM2CELP) ;

butfer=9;
index=0;

reco rdin g (O UTTR CE L P ) ;

fwrite(disk,sizeof (int),9, outf ile) ; f WRITE CODE D DATA
k=k-l;

)
fclose(infile);
fclose(outf ile);

)

void CELP_2_PCM(void)
{
unsigned long file_size=0;
unsigned *un_disk=disk;

unsigned i,k;

open_inf ile0;
open_of ile0;
fread(&file_size, sizeof(long int), 1, infile); f READ DATA LENGTH
k = (unsigned int) (file_sizel9);
printf("Number of frame = 7od\n",k);
file_size = 240' (unsigned long) k;
fwrite(&file size,sizeof(long int),1, outfile); f WRITE DATA LENGTH
se nd_co mmand (ERASE_B U FFE RS) ;

while(k>0)
{

fread(disk, sizeof(int),9, infile); f READ DATA
buff er=9;
index=0;
playing(INTRCELP);

send-command(C ELP2PCM) ;

bvtler=z40i
index=0;

recording(SYNPEECH);

fwrite (disk,sizeof (int),240, outf ile) ; f WR ff E COD ED DATA
k=k-1;

)
fclose(infile);
fclose(outfile);

,l

'l

,l

'l

,l

'l

'l

*l
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)

void open_inf ile(void)
{

do
{

þrinttl"Enter source filename: "); f PROMPT FOR FILENAME 'l
bcant(''l"t3s"Jilename); f GET USER INPUT _ *l

infile = fopen(filename, "rb"); f ATTEMPT TO OPEN FILE 'l
if (linfile) þuts("eao file name."); f INFORM OF ERROR 'l
)
while(linfile);

)

void open_ofile(void)
{

do
{

þrintf("Enter destination filename: ");/. PROMPT FOR FILENAME 'l
bcant('"z"tss",filename); f GET USER INPUT 'l
outfild = fopen(filename, "wb"); f ATTEMPTTO OPEN FILE *l

if (loutfile) þutsç'aaO file name."); f INFORM OF ERROR 'l
)
while(loutf ile);

)
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rarttr 
r*t*iittrrt ttrtt ttttrfttttttttt*tttt*ttttittt tttttttalalllttttttttttttttt*ttttttttttrrr*trr/

r CELP-PC.H
r
f CELP CODING: PC HOST STRUCTURES, MACROS, GLOBALS
r
r (c) 1990TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, HOUSTON
f MODIFIED BY ARMEIN l-ANGl, UNIVERSITYOF MAI¡ITOBA, 1æ1
IttJ*tut+tttfi 

rrr ttt ttrt*i t t rr*tt***ttttf*titttt*tt**tlttttlttttit**ltlt+ttrtttt+ttttttttt*rartr*t I

f FUNCTIOÌ.JPROTOTYPES 'l
tt -------- ---------=t/I ========
void main(void);
void display_menu(char "menu) ;

void command__.¡crocess(vo id) ;

void open_file(char'mode);
vo¡d C ELP_2_PCM(void) ;

vo¡d PCM 2_CELP(void);
void open_inf ile(void) ;

void open_of ile(void) ;

void PIayCELP(void);
void RecordOELP(void);

It-------- ---------='lI ========
TMACROS ,I

#define MAX_FILE 96000 f SET FOR 24000 BUFFERS lN DISK STORAGE BUFFER Y
F -- -- - - - ::::=::======================================= ==========' II 

--------

'l
'l
'l,l
,l
,l

,l

r GLOBALVARIABLES
l, --------t =======:
extem FILE.file; r GLOBAL FILE POINTER
extern FILE'infile;
extern FILE .outfile;

extem unsigned int disk[; f BUFFER FOR DISK STORAGE
extern unsigned int diskl[];
enern unsigned int disk2[];
elitern unsigned long int index; f INDEX INTO DISK STORAGE ARRAY
extem unsigned long int endd; f INDEX TO END OF PLAYBACK DATA
extem int record; f RECOBD FLAG

,l
*l
*l

,l

*l
,l
,l
*l
*lextem int day;

exlem int buffer;
extern int iobase;
char filenarne[13];

r PLAYBACK FI.AG
r BLOCK TRANSFER SIZE FROM EVM

r STRING FOR HOLDING FILENAI\4E

r---
f ARRAY OF STRINCIS FOR MENU
I 

-----
char *main-menu0 

=
{ " CELP SPEECH SYSTEilTVìV',

:: 4800 Bit-per-second Speech CodeMV',
Armein[-arpl',

" University of Manitoba, 1991",
il[

"F1 Record PCM",
"F2 Play PCM",
"F3 Receive CELP from RS232",
"F4 Send CELP to RS232",
"F5 Record CELP',
"F6 Play CELP",

'l

'l

,l

,l
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"F7 Convert from PCM to CELP",
"F8 Convert from CELP to PCM",
"F9 Stop (Playback or Record)",
"END Quit",

NULL
l;
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rt*aìt**i*1ì 
t tttt tt*tt trrrrttitttitttttitt+*tt*ltt*ttittttt*tttt**tttttttitttt*ttttittttii rtaarìr 

I

r CELP-CMD.H
r

CELP CODING: SHARED PC HOST AI¡D TMS320C30 CODE

r (c) 1990 TEXAS TNSTRUMENTS, HOUSTON
f MODIFIED BY ARMEIN l-AN,lGl, UNIVERSITY OF MAÌ.¡ITOBA, 1991
/ttr*ttr 

ttr*ttttttalttttrttttttttttttttt tttttit+ttftttttttttttttttttttttttlltttattttt*ttt*traa*a*r 
I

r PC EXTENDED KEYBOARD VARIABLES

r
r

,l
,l
,l
'l
'l*l

'l*l

#define
#define
#define
#de{ine
#define
#deline
#de{ine
#define
#de{ine
#define
#de{ine
#define
#define

DEL
HOME
END
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
F10

83
71

79
59
60
61
62
63
æ
65
66
67
68

r
r
r
#define REC_PCM
#define PI-AY_PCM
#define REC_RS232
#define SEND_RS232
#define REC_CELP
#define PI-AY_CELP
#define PCM2CELP
#define CELP2PCM

r START RECORDING PCM
r START PLAYING PCM
r RECEICE CELP FROM RS232
r SEND CELP TO RS232

r START RECORDING CELP
r START PLAYING CELP
r CONVEBT PCM TO CELP
r CONVEBTCELP2PCM

1
'l
,l
*l
,l
,l
*l
*l

'l,l
,l
'l,l
,l

COMMANDS FROj/l THE PCTOTHE EVM
--j I

F1
F2
F3
F4

F5
F6
FI
F8

#define STOP Fg f STOP PLAY OR RECORD
#define QUIT END f EXIT FBOM PC CONTROL PROGRAM
#define RECORDING 128 f DMA lN READY CONDITION FOR RECORD
#define PLAYING 1æ T DMA IN READY CONDITION FOR PLAYBACK
#define INTRCELP 130
#define SYNPEECH 131
#define OSPEECH 132
#define OUTTRCELP 133
#define ERASE_BUFFERS 134
#define BLOCK_SIZE 240 f BLOCK SIZE FOR TRANSFER TO HOST

r THIS VALUE IS STORED IN buffer

,l
,l
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/tirrttrtt+.tttlttttttt*lttttttttlltlt*t**ttll*tttlttt*tttttttttt*ttllttttti*ltttt*ttttttttrtrrrrt/r Pc.c :t,rt
r TMS32OC3O EVALUATION MODULE HOST SUPPORT CODE ,I

r*l
r ooMpil-EDWTHQUICKC(MICROSOFD 'l
f FORSOæ6 *l

r WTM XUCEMzuORYMODEL *I

r 'l
i tcl ræorEXAS INSTRUMENTS, HousroN ¡.+..rÒ**.r*...****... 

*/

þ*a\-*i*r*i*lirtr 
rr*rrrtrtttrtrttrrttt*itttrttttrir**ttr*ttlttttÊtttttr*i*rtttrrtttrttttttrttrrr'/

f PCCOMMAI.IDTRANSFEF|/USER INTERFACE PROGRAM 'l
l, =================================== ================== ==========t I

#¡NCIUdE <Std|ib.h> T INCLUDE HEADERS FOR STANDARD LIBRARY FILES USED 'I
#include <stdio.h>
#include <ctyPe.h>
*incruOJ.Uoäin' f TNCLUDE TURBO C SPECIFIC HEADER FILES 'l
#include <dos.h>
#include <conio.h>
*incfuOe "pc-1.h" f EVM SUPPORT STBUCTURES AND MACROS 'l
#include "þ-2.h" r EVM SUPPORT GLOBAL VARIABLES 'l

l* ================= ==================================== ==========' I

f tr.rrf-eVUrg:lNlTlALlZE EVhI 'l
l* ========================== =====================================*/
void init-evm(void)
{

get_bbaseO;
RESET EVM;

r GET UO BASE ADDRESS OF EV[4

wRrTE_DATA(NONE);
RUN-C3O;

r CLEAR HOST REGISTER VALUE TO EVN4 ,I

l
l' ===================================================== ==========' I

þ eer-loaASEç: cET toBASE ADDRESS oF TMSs2oc3o EVM *l

lt =========-=========================================== ==========t I
void get-iobase(void)
{

char'd_oprions = getenv("0-OPTIONS")i r GFI_P=9II|9N ENV VARIABLE ',l

¡nt tourø-oase = o"FF; r þBASÉ (l!O¡1O¡y.qo-qND *t

if (td_options) retum; r IFN9_ENWAR RETURN DEFAULT/
urnne tr*ø-óptiorsl' f SEARCH ENTIRE STRING 'l

if (d-options[-1] == 'r && touppe(d-options[0]) == 'P')

{
lound-base = ON;
break;

)

)
h lfounO-Oase) retum; f lF -p NOTfOUND RETURN DEFAULÎ/
isiant(++d-options, "7ox", &iobase)f, OTHERWISE READ lN IOBASE

switch(iobase)
{

r---------
r RETUBN ONLY VALID VALUES FOR THE IOBASE ADDRESS

'l

r---------
r SEARCH FOR'-P' IOBASE OPT1ON

,l

-*l,l
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case 0x240:
case 0x280:
case 0x320:
case 0x340:

break;

r IF INVALID ENTRY IN IOBASE LOCATION RETURN ERROR AND EXIT

default:
puts("lnvalid l/O base") ;

exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
l

)
l) ---_____
f GET_COMMAND$: DECODE KEYSTROKE FROM IBM EXTENDED KEYBOARD
/r--------/ :::============================================================
¡nt get_command(void)
{

unsigned int key;
Key = _5¡95_¡eþrd(-KEYBRD_READ);f 16-8IT CODE FROM KEYBOARD

r

,l
,l
*l

fflush(stdin); r FLUSH LINGERING KEYSTROKES
if (KCy & OxOFF) retum NONE; f IF REGULAB ASCII CHARACTER RETURN
else retum (key tt 8);f ELSE RETURN EXTENDED KEYBOARD CODE

l
/t===================================================== ==========' If WRffE_DISK$:WRITE RECORDED DATATO DISK

,l
,l

,l

'l,/
*l
*l

,l
l' ===============================================================*/
void write_disk(void)
{

fwrite(&index, sizeof(long int), 1,file);f WRffE LENGTH OF FILE
if (index<=BUFFSIZE)
{
fwrile(disk, sizeof(int),(int) index, file);f WRITE CODED DATA

)
else
{
if (index<=BU FFSIZE.2)
{
fwrite(disk, sizeof(int), BUFFSIZE, file);f WRTTE CODED DATA *l
fwrite(disk1, sizeof(int),(int) (index-BUFFSIZE), file);f WRITE CODED DATA 'l

)
else
{
fwrite(disk, sizeof(int), BUFFSIZE, file);f WRITE CODED DATA 'l
fwrite(disk1, s¡zeof(¡nt), BUFFSIZE, tile); f WRITE CODED DATA 't
fwrite(disl€, sizeof(int),(int) (index-BUFFSIZE.2), file);f WRITE CODED DATA *t

'l

,l

)

)
fdose(file);

)
r---------

r CLOSE FILE

f waits for EVM to be free to accept command

t

*l

,I

,I
,I

*
tI ----

#define RECORDING 128
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#define PLAYING 129
#define TIMEOUT 325000

voíd wait_f ree(int command)
{

long int count;

count=0;
while (READ-CMD & count++ < TIMEOUT);
if (count >= TIMEOUT)

{
RESET_C3O;
switch (command)

{
case PLAYING : printf("EVM not free to accept PLAY");
break;
case RECORDING : printf("EVM not free to RECORD");
break;
default : printf("EVM not free to accept command");
break;
l

exit(1);
)

) ,l

,l

*l
*l

f WA|TFORACKNOWLEDGEOFCOMMAM FROM EVt\4

void wait_ack(int command)
{ long int count;

count = 0;
while (READ-CMD l= @rTìrlìâñd & count++ <TIMEOUÏ;
if (count >= TIMEOUÐ

{
RESET_C3O;
switch (command)

{
case PLAYING :printf("EVM not acking PLAY');
break;
case RECORDING :printf("EVM not acking RECORD");
break;
default :printf("EVM not acking command no Tod",command);
break;
)

exit(1);
)

)
r---------
f SEND-COMMAND$:SEND A COMMAND WORD TO THE EVM AND VERIFY
RECEPTION

void send_command(int i)

{
wait_free(i);
wRrTE_CMD(i);
wait_ack(i);
wRrrE_cMD(NONE);
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tt _-------I ========
r PLAY¡NGO:SEND CODED DATATO EVM
F ----- - - :::--::================================t --------
void play¡ng(int play-cmd)
{

int i; r LOOP COUNTER
int.disk_addr;

wait_lree(day-cmd); f WAT FOR EVM TO BE FREE *l

wRITE_CMD{phy-cmd); f WRITE COMMAND FOR EVM TO RECEIVE DATA 'l
wait_ack(play-cnd); f WA|T FOR ACKNOWLEDGEY
if(index <BUFFSIZE)
{

disk_addr=&disklindex] ;

)
else
{

if (index <BUFFSIZE.2)
{
disk_addr=&disk1 [index-BU FFSIZE] ;

)
else
{
d isk_addr=&d isk2[index-B U FFS IZE'2] ;

)

l

CLR_WRITE-ACK; f CLEAR Al.fY LATENT WRITE ACKNOWLEDGMENT
for(i = 0; i< butfer; ir+) f SEND DATA

{

r
WRITE DATA FROM DISK STORAGE BUFFER TO EVM

wR I TE_DATA(d is k_add r[ i]) ;

index++;
I -----
r WAJT FOR EVMTO READ DATA

do
{

UPDATE_STATUSO;
)
while(l lS_WRITE-ACK) ;

CLR_WRITE-ACK;
)
wRITE_CMD(NONE);
if (index == êfldd) index = 0;

int ij; r LOOP COUNTER
int.disk_addr;
wa it_f re e (reco rd_cmd) ;

,l
,l

,l

,l

,l
,l

,l
,l
*l

,l
*l
,l

r CLEAR DATAWRITEACKNOWLEDGE 'I

r REMOVE COMMAÀ,ID
r PLAY IN A LOOP

*l
,l

,l
,l

,l

*l
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WRITE_CMD(record_crrrd); T WBITE COMMA¡¡D FoR EVM To SEND DATA ,I
wait_ack(record_cmd) ;

if(index <BUFFSIZE)
{

disk_add r=&disk[i ndex] ;

l
else
{

if (index <BUFFSIZE.2)
{
disk_addr=&disk1 [index-BU FFSIZE] ;

)
else
{
disk_addr=&disk2[index-BU FFS lZE.2] ;

)
)

CLR_READ_ACK; TCLEARANYREADACKNOWLEDGEMENT *I
READ_DATA; F DUMMYREADTOSTARTTMS32OC3ODMA ,t
for(í= 0; i< buffer; i++)
(

rWAT FOR EVM TOWRTTENEW DATA
r-----------
do
{

UPDATE-STATUSO;
)
while(llS_BEAD_ACK);

CLR_READ_ACK CLEAR DATA READ ACKNOWLEDGE
disk_addr[i] = READ_DATAf WRITE DATA TO DISK STORAGE BUFFER 't
index++;
l
WRIE_CMD(NONE); f REMOVECOMMAND

)

void clrsc(void)
{

l

*l
,l
,l

,l

,l
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lrratttlttrtt 
ttttttt tittrrtt ttttt t ttttttlltlltittlrirattrr+ritittt**tt*ttttttt*tttttltllllttrrrrri 

I

r'l
r (c) 1990 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, HOUSTON '*l
/trrttrrrrrrttttrrirr 

ri*rttttttrtttratritrt*rrtrrari*tr trtrttttttttttltlttt*latt*ttttttttttrar**ùu 
I

#define OFF 0x00
#define ON 0x01
#defineTOGGLE 0x01 f XORBITFIELDTOTOGGLEON<->OFF 'l
#define NONE 0x00 f WORD REPRESENT'ING ABSENCE OF COMMAND 'l
#define BUFFSIZE 31920
rrrt*t 

ttitt*rtt*ittt rrrttr*rtrttt*ittit*tt tt ttt*tttttttttttttttttttlillaa**ttttttttttttt*a)*artra I

r Pc_1.H
r
r TMS32OCsO EVALUATION MODULE PC HOSTSUPPORT FILE
f :MACROS, STRUCTURES, FUNCTION PROTOTYPES

r FUNCTION PROTOTYPES
rrrrrtttttttrtrrrrf 

llllltittttttttttttittt

void init_evm(void);
void get_iobase(void) ;

int get_command(void) ;

void write_disk(void) ;

void send_command(int i) ;

void playing(int play_cmd) ;

void recording(int record_cmd) ;

void clrscr(void);

*l
,l
,l
,l

,l
ra*, I

/Étr 
***r r rr **t I Èr r*+* rr rrt tt tr tfrtririrtrrr*t*ttft tt*tttill*tltt*ittt*tttttttt*tttttttttttt rrt**rù 

|

f COilJIM UNICATIO{{S MACROS
,l

/Erttrrrt 
tttirt tt tttttttittti*trttttt*ttttttttttr*tr*ttt tttttttrtlttttll*t*ttttttttttttllllrrttrrt/

r----------- *l
,lr PC ilO SPACE BASE ADDRESS FOR EVM CONTROL REGISTERS

#define IOBASE_DEFAULT 0x0240

#define CONTROLS iobase + 0x0004 f CONTROL REGISTER
#define STATUS0 iobase + 0x0400 f STATUSO REGISTER
#define COM_CMD iobase + 0x0800 f COMMAND REGISTER
#define COM_DATA iobase + 0x0808 f DATA REGISTER
#define SOFT_RESET iobase + 0x0818 f SOFI- RESET LOCATION
#define MINOR_CMD iobase + 0x0014 f MINOR COMMAND REGISTER

r---------
r B.lT MASKS FOR READ AND WRITE ACKNOWLEDGE BITS IN STATUS REGISTER
I -------
#define MREAD_ACK
#define MWRITE_ACK
#define UPDATE_REQ

,l
,l
,l
,l
,l
*l

*l
,l
',1

0x0002
0x0004
0x6044

#define WRITE-CMD(x) ouþ(COM-CMD,x) f WR|TE 8 BIT COMMAI{D 'l
#define READ_CMD inp(COM_CMD) f READ 8 BIT COMMAND 'l
#define WRITE-DATA(x) outpw(COM-DATA, x) f WRITE 16 BIT DATA *l

#define READ_DATA inpw(COM_DATA) f READ 16 BIT DATA 'l
#define RESET_EVM outpw(SOFT-RESET,0) f RESET EVM *l

#define RESET_C30 outpw(CONTROL5,0x808)f PLACE'C30 lN RESET *l

#define RUN_C30 oulpw(CONTROL5,0x800y. PULL'C30 OUT OF RESEF/
#define BEAD_STATUSO inpw(STATUS0) f READ STATUS WORD *l

#define WRITE_MINOR-CMD(x)outpw(MINOR-CMD,x) f WR|TE STATUS WOBD *l
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,l
,lr CHECKS FOR READ OR WRITE ACKNOWLEDGMENT

r-----------
#define lS_READ_ACK (READ-STATUSo & MREAD-ACR
#define IS-WRITE-ACK (READ-STATUSO & MWRITE-ACR

r CLEAR STATUSO BfÏS

#def ine CLR_R EAD-ACK wR ITE-M I NOR-CM D(M R EAD-ACK)
#def ine CLR_WR ITE-ACK WR ITE-M I NOR-CM D(MWRITE-ACK)
#def ine U P DATE-STATUS0 WRITE-M I NOB-CM D( U P DATE-R EQ)

#define CLRSCR0 clrsco

I
I
I

I

I

1
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/'*irr+rrtrt 
ttlt*t*tt t tt ++ttt tt ltl lrlrtrti*rrir*arttttrtr*tttt*tittt*ttttttttt*ar*rt**i*trrt rrìirlr Ir rc_2.H

r
r TMS32OC3O EVALUATION MODULE PC HOST SUPPORT FILE
r GLOBALVARIABLES
r
r (c) 1990 TEXAS TNSTRUMENTS, HOUSTON

iNt iObASE = IOBASE-DEFAULT; T EVM YO BASE ADDRESS
unsigned long int index = 0; f INDEX INTO DISK STORAGE ARRAY
unsígned long int endd = 0; f INDEX TO END OF PLAYBACK DATA
ir¡t record = OFF; f RECORD FI-AG
int Play = OFF; f PLAYBACK FI-AG
iNt buffer; T BLOCKTRANSFER SIZE FROM EVM

,l
,l
,l
,l
*l
,l

laarat,ll*tra 
tt ttttltllltltttttttltrtar rttttttttt*trrtrrta*ttttrttt*tttt*t*ltt*tltttttt*r*rrtÊrrtr/

r GLOBAL VARIABLES 'l
r*+ 

trtrttrttlllttttttttttttttttr rtr*ittittrrrttrrrttat*tt*taittt****ttttttlttttttttttltttt aaartt, 
I*l
,l
'l,l
tl
*l

,/unsþned int disk[BU FFSIZE] ;

unsigned int diskl [BUFFSIZE] ;

unsigned int disk2[BUFFSIZE];

FILE.file;
FILE *infile;

FILE .outfile;

r DEKSTORAGEARRAY

r FILE POINTER TO CURRENT FILE 'l
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lrr**it 
at rttatttt ttratt r ttt rrr t ttt trittttrrii*rtr*iilttttttttttittttttttttt***ttltlt*lttttt"*'ila I

rCELP_PC.MAK
þrl*a*ãttattrrrrrr 

rrrt*ttrtltttrrtarttttt*tttrrttttttttt*ttttttttttlltttttlttttttttt*tttì)ttra* I

PROJ =CELP-PC
DEBUG =1
cc =gcl
AS =gcl
CFLAGS-G =lltLMSlZe
CFI-AGS-D = l7i IZr lOd
CFI-AGS_R = IO IOI/DNDEBUG
cFLAcS =$(oFLAGS_G) $(CFLAGS_D)
AFI-AGS-G = lC;x M2lP1
AFI-AGS-D = lZi
AFI-AGS-R = /DNDEBUG
AFLAGS =$(AFLAGS_G) $(AFLAGS_D)
LFLAGS-G' = /CP:0xtff /NOl /NOE /SE:0x80 /ST:0x1000
LFLAGS-D = ICO
LFLAGS-R =
LFLAGS =$(LFLAGS-G) $(LFLAGS_D)
RUNFLAGS =
OBJS-EXT =
LIBS-EXT =

.asm.obj: ; $(AS) $(AFLAGS) -c $'.asm

all: $(PRo-D.EXE

celpjc.obj: celPJc.c

pc.ob¡: pc.c

$(PROJ).EXE: celpJcc.obj pc.obj $(OBJS-EXT)
echo >NUL @<<$(PROJ).crf

celpJoc.obj +
pc.obj +
$(oBJS_EXr)
$(PROJ).EXE

$(LrBS_EXr);

ilink -a -e "link $(LFLAGS) @$(PROJ).crf" $(PROJ)

run:$(PROJ).EXE
$(PROJ) $(RUNFLAGS)
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PROGRAM RUNNING ON EVM:

(1) CELP.C

INCLUDE:

(2) C30.C

CONTROLLER

INCLUDE:

CONTAINING EVM CONTROLLER

c30_1.H (SHAREWTTH æ0.C)
CELP.H

oELP_CMD.H (SHARE W|TH PC)

CONTAINING HOST.EM\4 COMMUNICATION AND AIC

c30_1.H
c30_2.H

(3) TNTT.ASM DEFTNTNG AND TNTTALTZATTON OF BUFFERS AND TABLES

(4) ANALYZE.C CELP ANALYSTS

INCLUDE: ANALYZEI.H

ANALYZE2.H

(5) LPC.C LPC AiTALYSTS

(6) F|ND LSP.C CONSVERSTONS BETWEEN LPC AND LSP

Ø F|ND_ACB.C ACB PARAMETER SEARCHING

(8) F|ND_SCB.C SCB PARAMETER SEARCHTNG

(9) DO_TRANS.C UPDATTNG ACB AND TRACKING THE DEI-AY ELEMENTS

(10)SrREAM.C CONVERTTONS BETWEEN CELP PARAMETERS AND DATA

STREAM

(11) SYNTH.C CELP SYNTHESTS

INCLUDE: SYNTHI.H

SYNTH2.H

ALL PROGRAMS MUST BE LINKED TOGETHER.

COMPILATION FILE: MAKEFILE

LINKER FILE: CELP.CMD

MAP FILE: CELP.MAP
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,tttt**titltttt ttt ttt ttttttttt tttt*ltttttttttttt+tttt*tttt*ttttttttltt*ttt*ittttttttlttttttt*rtrì+ II

I' CELP.C
I'
t' coDE ECXITED LINEAR PREDICTIVE CODING (CELP)

I' TMS32OC3O EVALUATION MODULE APPLICATION
l' :TMS320C30 CODE
l*
r PROGRAMMED BY ARMEIN I.ANGI
r UNVERSITYOF MANITOBA, CANADA
l' @ 1990, 1991, 1992
r TEMPT.ATES FOR COMMAND CONTROL AND EVM INTERFACING ARE
I* PROVIDED BY
r TEXAS INSTRUMENTS ,I

t' (c) 1990 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, HOUSTON
¡r***iairtar*ttr 

rrrrrr r rt*a*t rtttrr arrttrtt**ttitrrrtttttttttttttatllttitttlltattatttlttttúrru*r I

#|NCIUdE "C3O_1.h" T GENERIC SUPPORT MACROS & STRUCTURES 'I
#include "celp.h" f APPLICATION MACROS, GLOBALS' STRUCTURES,

PROTOTYPES 'I
#include "celp-cmd.h" f SHARED PC/TMS320C30 COMMAND PASSING MACROS 'l
l, -------- ---====== ==========* fI ========
r MAN0 'l
!* -------- ---------=* I
void main(vo¡d)

{' init-evm0; f INITIALIZE EVALUATION MODULE PARAMETERS
init-arraysQ; fINIIALIZESYSTEMDATAARRAYS
¡niLalc(i; 

- f lNlTlALlZE TLæ204,¡ ANIALOG INTERFACE CHIP
asm(" STI SP,@-StackHolder");
fo(;;)
{

asm(" LDI @-StackHolder,SP");
commandSrocess0; r DETECT AND PROCESS AI.IY HOST COMMANDS

,l
)

)
F______-_! ========
rc_rNT050
r SERIAL PORT O TRANSMIT INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE
f 1. lF SECONDARY TRAÌ{SMISSION SEND AIC COMMAT{D WORD
r 2. OTHERWISE IF COMMAND SEND REQUESTED SETUP FOR SECONDARY
r TRANSMISSICB\¡ ON NEXT INTERRUPT
r 3. OTHERWISE WRITE OUT OUTPUT DATA AND READ IN INPUT DATA
f 4. RESET SAI,IPLE INDEX lF FRAME lS FULL
l* ------- --:::::=================================================t/I --------
void c_intO5(void)
{
l'
int *p;
,l

if (secondary_transmit)

{
seriaLcort[O][X-DATA] = aic-secondary;
secondary-transmit =OFF;

)
else if (send_command)

{
ser¡al-llorI[0][X-DATA] = 3;

'l,l
,l
'l
'l,l
,l
,l
*l
,l
,l

,l
*l
,l

,l
,l
*l
,l
,l
,l
,l
*l
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secondary-transmil = ON;
send_comrnand = OFF;

)
else

serialJ¡ort[0][X-DATA] = outputlindex] >> 2 << 2 ; f << 2:
input[index] = serialiort[0][R-DATAl << 16 >> 16;

if (++index >= 240 ll index < 0)

{
index = 0;

p = ingJti
output = input;
input = intermediate;
intermed¡ate = p;

It
F___-_---/ ========
f INIT-ARRAYS(): INITIALIZE DATA ARRAY PARAMETERS
, ========
void init_anays(void)
It

I -----
r SET BLOCK SIZE FOR DATA TRANSFER TO THE PC
I --------
buffer = 240:
I --------

INTTLqUZE AI.ID ZERO FILL ARRAYS

Itjt ________I ======== ,lr WAIT_BUFFERQ:WAIT FOR A NEW BUFFER OF DATA
Ê-------- ---------='l
void wait_buffe(void)
{
int.p;

r---------

,l

r

,l

*l
*l

'l

'l,l
,l

't,l
*lr

r

r

r WAIT FOR ARRAY INDEX TO BE RESET TO ZERO BY C_INTOs ISR

r ROTATE DATAARRAYS
r INPUT ARRAY BECOMES DMA ACCESS ARRAY
r DMA ACCESS ARRAY BECOMES OUTPUTARRAY
r OUTPUTARRAYBECOMES INPUTARRAY

,l
'l
,T

,l
*l
,l
,l
,l

t'*l

r-
Moved to c_intOs

P = irput;
input = outPuti
output = intermediate;
¡ntermediate = p;

,l
LOAD FIRST DATA POINT TO ASSUBE THAT THEr WAIT FOR C INTOS TO

-824-
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WAJT BUFFEB ROUTINE TRIGGERS ONLY ONCE FOR EACH NEW BUFFER

while(lindex);
l
lr-------- ----------tlt --------f COMMAND-PBOCESS$: DETECTAND PROCESSACOMMAND FROM HOST 'l
void command3rocess(void)
{

int i,j; f TEMPORARYVARIABLES
while(dmafIRANSFERD; f WAIT FOR AtfY DMATRANSFER TO COMPLETE
i='host & OxFF; f READ lN AND MASK HOST DATA REGISTER CONTENTS
t--
r IF THERE IS A COMMAND NOT RELATED TO DATATRANSFER PARSE

COMMAND WORD -/
tt ________

if (¡&& i<REcoRDTNG)ll i > Pr-AYING)

{
sv,/itch(¡) f PARSE CCIi¡4MAND 'l

{
CASE REC_CELP:

wait_buffefl;
BeadAD(butler240):
Analyze (buff e 1240, buff e r9 ) ;*host 

= REC_CELP;
WhiIE('hOSI & OXFF); T WA|T FOR HOSTTO WITHDRAW REQUEST *I
*host= NOiIE; f WITHDRAWACKNOWLEDGE 'l
break;

case PLAY_CELP:
Synthesize(buff er9,buff er240') ;

WriteDA(builer240);
wait_buffeO;
'host= PLAY_CELP;
while('host & OxFF); f WAIT FOR HOST TO WITHDRAW REQUEST 'l*lþst= NOiIE; f WIHDRAWACKNOWLEDGE 'l
break;

case ERASE_BUFFERS:
EraseBuffers0;
'host=ERASE_BUFFERS;
while('host & OxFF); f WA|T FOB HOSTTO WITHDRAW REQUEST 'l
*lþst= NONE; f WITHDRAWACKNOWLEDGE 'l
break;

case PCM2CELP:
Analyze(buff e 1240, buff e r9) ;

'host=PCM2CELP;
while(.host & 0xFF);
*hcsl 

= NONE;
break;

case CELP2PCM:
Synthes ize (buff e r9, buff e 1240) ;

'host=CELP2PCM;
while('host & OxFF);
*host 

= NONE;
break;

case INTRCELP:

r,l
r-

'l,l
,l
1

,l

r WAIT FOR HOSTTO WITHDRAW REQUEST 'I
TWITHDRAWACKNOWLEDGE *I

r WAIT FOR HOST TO WITHDRAW REQUEST 'I
rWIHDRAWACKNOWLEDGE *I

playing(9,buff er9, I NTRC ELP) ;

break;
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case SYNPEECH:
recordi ng (240, butf e1240,SYN P EECH) ;

break;
case OSPEECH:

playing(240,buff er240,OSPEECH) ;

S ig nAdjust ( 240,butl er 240,butl er240) ;

break;
Case OUTTRCELP:

recordi ng (9,butf e r9, O UTTRC ELP) ;

break;
default:

while(.host & OxFF); f WAff FOR HOST TO WITHDRAW REQUEST 'l
'host= NONE; f WIIHDRAWACKNOWLEDGE 'l
break;

*l

RECORD OR PLAY IF COMMAT{D FROM HOST SO ]NDICATES ,l
'l

else
{

if (¡== REcoRDtNG)
{

wait_butfer0; f WAIT FOR A NEW BUFFER OF DATA
recording(240,intermediate, RECORD ING) ;

)
else if (i== PLAYING)

playing (240,intermediate, PLAYING);
SignAdjust(240,intermediate, intermediate) ;

wait_butfer0;

)

void Sig nAdjust(u nsigned Size, int . lnputButf e r, int *OutputButf er)
{
unsigned i;

for(i= 0; i< Size; i++)
{

OutputBuffer[i] = (lnputBuffer[i] && 0xFFFF) <. 16 >> 16 ;

)
)
void ReadAD(int.buf)
{
unsigned i;

for(i= 0; i< 240;i+r)
{

buf[i] = intermediate[i];
)

)
void WriteDA(int.buf)
{
unsigned i;

)

lr
r

,l

,l
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for(i= 0;¡< 240; ir-r)
{

intermediate[i] = buflil && Oxfftf ;

l
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/tttrr*rttttttttttrttttt 
rt rrrtrrtt rtrt*rrttr+ttrtrttttt*ttrtttrrtrttrrrrrrrttttrr*rrrrtrtrr&aril* 

|
r CELP.H 'l

l
r TMS32OC3O EVALUATION MODULE DATAACQUISITION PROGRAM 'I
f :TMS320C30 EXTERNALS, GLOBALS, MACROS, PROTOTYPES DEFINES 'l
r
r (c) 1990 TEXAS TNSTRUMENTS, HOUSTON

'l,l
lat*t
f FUI.¡CTOÌ.| PROTOTYPES

void main(void);
void c_int0S(void);
void init_anays(void) ;

void wait_buff e(void) ;

void command_¡orocess(void) ;

void SignAdjust(unsigned k, int'b1, int tb2);

void ReadAD(int.buf);
void WriteDA(int'buf) ;

extern void synthesizer(int'buffer9, int .buffe1240);

extern void analyze(int "buffer24O, int .butfer9);

extern void erase_buff ers(vo id) ;

li -_---___ ---__---_-rl
TGLOBALVARIÁBLES *I
/r-------- ----------t I

extern unsigned StackHolder;
extem ínt 

*ouÞut; f POINTER TO OUTPUT DATA ABRAY 'l
extem int'inpI; f POINTER TO INPUT DATAARRAY *l
elitem ir¡t .intermediate; f POINTEB TO DATA ARRAY FOR DMA ACCESS 'l
int butfer9[9];
int buffer240[2a0];
volatile int index = 0; f INDEX INTO INPUT AND OUTPUT DATA ARRAYS *l

r GLOBALVARIABLES

extem int buffer; f bbck size for PC data transfer

r AC CONTROLVARIABLES 'Ir--------- ------------Y
extem AIC_COMMAND_O aic_comrnand_0; f AC COMMAND WORD 0 */

ertem AIC_COMMAND_I a¡c_comrnand_1; f AC COMMAND WORD 1 'l
extemAIC_COMMAND_2 a'rc_comrnand_2; f ACCOMMANDWORD2 'l
extem AIC_COMMAND_3 aic_comrnand_3; f AC COMMAND WOBD 3 'l
extem volatile int send_command ; f FLAG TO SEND AIC COMMAND WORD 'l
extem volatile int secondary_transmit;f FLAG TO SEND SECONDARY TRANSMlT-/
extem int aic secordary; f COMMAND TO SEND ON SECONDARY TRANSMIT*/
/Erattrtttttttrtt 

t ttt ttttft ttrrrrtrrrtrrrrrrtrrrt ttrrrrrrtrttrrtt*rtrrrrttttrttrrttttrrtttrrrrrrrr/

r TMS32OC3O CONTROI- LOCATONS *l
rrrtrt rrrrrrtt tttrii iitrttrlrtrr 1*r rrrrr rr+rlrrii*rr+lriiiil+1i+ttttttttt*t*ttttttttttrrtttt*tt*t/

*l

r SERIAL PORT BASE LOCATIONI
r---------
extern volatile int (.serialjort)[1 6];

*l
*l

r---------
r DMABASE LOCAT]ON

,l
*l
,l

,.I
,l

,l

,l
'l
,l
*l

| -------
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extern volatile int'dma;

HOST COÀ/IM UNICATON REGISTER LOCAT]ON
I
I
I

!
tr

r
extern volatile int *host;
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/rrrrrrrrrrrrtt 
tt t tt t t**tttttttttttttttltttlt+t*t***tttt*ttt*t*t*t*ttttt*tt*tttttttttttt**tr*añr* /

r æ0.c 'l
r 'l
r TMS32OC3O EVALUATION MODULE TMS32OC3O SUPPORT PROGRAMS 'I
r'l
r (c) 1990TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, HOUSTON ',l
rtrr 

rrrrrrrarttrrrtrttt arrtttttatrrtt*tiltttlttr+rtttttttt*tttrrtttttttttttttttttttttltttt*talrr* |

#include <math.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include "q30_1.h"
#indude "c30_2.h" ,l

*l
'l

,l
*l
,l

'l
,l
,l
,l

,/

r FUNCTION PROTOTYPES, MACROS, STRUCTURES 'I
r GLOBALVARIABLES 'I

f C_INT110: DMA INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE
F___-___-I ::::::::

void c_int1 1(void)
(

while('host & 0xFÐ; f WAff FOR HOST TO WITHDRAW REQUEST*host 
= NONE; f ACKNOWLEDGE WITHDRAWL OF REQUEST

drna{GLOBALI = 0; f TURN OFF DMA

âsm(" fi¡¡P 0FFFFh,lE"); r TURN OFF DMA INTERRUPTS

)
t* ________/ ===============================----
f C-|NT990 : ERRON EOUS I NTERRU PT SERVICE ROUTIN E

r THIS ROUTINE IDLES AFTER RECEIVING AN UNEXPECTED INTERRUPT
l, ________, -==-===:
void c_int99(void)
{

l
t'
f INIT-EVMQ: INITIALIZE TMS320C30 EVALUATION MODULE
,r________
I :---:::-

void init_evm(void)
{

bus[EXPANSION]= 0x0; f ZERO WAIT STATES ON EXPANSION BUS
h.rs[PRIMARYI = 0x0; f ZERO WAIT STATES ON PRIMARY BUS
'host = NONE; f CLEAR AÌ.IYACKNOWLEDGEMENTTO HOST

asm('OR 800h,ST); r TURN ON CACHE

ltr________
I --------f lNlT_AlCQ: INITIALIZE COMMUNICATONS TO AIC
r NOTE: i lS AVOLATILE TO FORCE TIME DEI-AYS AND TO FORCE
r HEADS OF SERIAL PORT DATA RECEIVE BEGISTER TO CLEAR
r THE RECEIVE INTERRUFT FI-AG

r SETAIC CONFIGURATON CHIP
r 1. ALLOW 8 KHZ SAMPLING RATE AND 3.6 KHZ ANTIALIASING FILTER
r GVEN A7.5 MHZ MCLK TO THE AIC FROM A 30 MHZ TMS32OC3O
r 2. ENABLE A/Ð HIGHPASS FILTER
r 3. SET SYNCHRONOUS TRANSMIT AND RECEIVE

,l
*l

'l

,l
,l
,l

*l

,l
,l
*l
,l
*l

,t_____-__ ----------*l, --------
void init_aic(void)
II

volatile int i;
't
'l,l
*l
,l
,l
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r 4. EMBLE SINXD( D/A CORRECTION FILTER
f 5. SETAIC FOR +/- 1.5 V INPUT

aic_command_0.command = 0; f SETUP AIC COMMAND WORD ZERO
aic_command_0.ra = 13; r ADJUST SAMPLING RATE TO 8 kHz
aic_command_0.ta = 13; r AND 3.6 kHz ANTIALIAS FILTER
aic_command_l.command = 1; f SETUP DEFAULTAIC COMMAND WORD 1

aic_command_l.ra3rime = 1 ;

aic_command_1 .taJ¡rime -- 1 ;

aic_command_1.d_f = 0;
aic_command_2.command = 2; f SETUP DEFAULTAIC COMMANDWORD2
aic_command_2.tb = 36;
aic_command_2.tb = 36;
aic_command_3.command = 3;
A|C-COMMATTd_3.hþhPASS = ON; T TURN ON INPUT H]GHPASS FILTER
aic_command_3.loopback = OFF; f DISABLE AIC LOOPBACK
AíC_COMMANd_3.AUX = OFF; T DISABLEAUX INPUT
aic_command_3.sync = oN; r ENABLE SYNCHRONOUS A/D AND D/A
aic_command_3.gain = LINE_V; r SET FOR LINE-LEVEL ]NPUT
aic_command_3.sinx = oN; r ENABLE SIN x/x CORRECTION FILTER

'l*l
'l
'l

,l
*/
,l
*l
,l
,l

t-- ,l

*l
*l

'l

,l

r CO}{FIGURE TMER O TO ACT AS AIC MCLK
r THE TMER IS CONFIGURED IN THE FOLLOWING WAY
r 1. THE TIMER'S VALUE DRIVES AN ACTIVE.HIGH TCLK O PIN
r 2. THETIMER IS RESETAN,ID EMBLED
r 3. THETIMER'S IS IN PULSE MODE
r 4. THE TIMER HAS A PEBIOD OF TWO INSTRUCTION CYCLES

timer[O][PERIOD] = g¡1'
timer[O][GLOBAL] = 0x2C1 ;

r CONFIGURE SERIAL PORT O

1. EXTERNAL FSX, FSR, CLIC(, CLKR
2. VARIABLE DATA RATETRANSMITAND RECEIVE

3. HANDSHÁKE DISABLED
4. ACTIVE HIGH DATAAT{D CLK
5. ACTVE LOW FSX,FSR
6. 16 BITTRANSMITAND RECEIVEWORD
7. TRÁNSMIT INTERRUPT
8. RECEIVE INTERRUPT ENABLED/RECEIVE
9. FSX, FSR, CLIC(, CLKR, DX, DR CONFIGURED AS SERIAL
PORTPII,IS

,l
*l
*l
,l
,l
*l
*l

r
r
r

-l
'l,l
*l

'l,l
,l
,l
,l
,l
,l
*l
,l

,l

*l
,l
*l

,l

r
r
r
r
r
r--
serial3orI[0][X_PORTI = 0x1 1 1 ;

serialSort[0]tR-POBTI = 0x1 1 1 ;

asm(" LDl2,lOF'); f RESETAIC BY PULLING XFO ACTIVE-LOW

lor(i = 0; i < 50; i++); f KEEP RESET LOW FOR SOME PERIOD OF TIME
seriallrort[0][GlOBAL] = 0x0e970300; f WRITE SERIAL PORT CONTROL
serial+oil[0][X-DATA] = 0x0; f CLEAR SEBIAL TRANSMIT DATA

asm(" LDl6,lOF); r PULLAIC OUT OF RESET

asm("LDl 0,IP');fCLEARAI.IYINTERRUPTFLAGS 'l
asm(" LDl 410h,1E");f ENABLE DMA & SERIAL PORT 0 TRANSMIT INTERRUPTS'/
asm(" OR 2000h,ST');f SET GLOBAL INTERRUPT ENABLE BIT *l
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r------------
r MODIFY AIC CON FIGU RATOÌ{ *l

conf igure_aic(.((int .) &aic_command_O)) ;

_ configure_aic(t((int.) &aic_command_3));
)
f= = ==== = = = = = = ==== = ==== = = = = ==== ===== == = = = ========= =========== = ===t/r ooNFIGURE_AIC0'lNlÏATE AIC CONFTGURATTON WORD TRANSMTSSTON ON NEXT,l
r INTERRUPTAFTER ALL PREVIOUS COMMAT{DS ARE SENT 'Ilt ----____, ----------::::=================================================*/
void conf¡gure_aic(int ¡)

{
while(send_command 

| | secondary_transmit) ;
aic_secondary = i;
send_command = ON;

l
lt --------, -----------:::=================================================*/f RECORDINGQ:SEND DATA FOR STORAGE ON PC 'l/r--------, ---------:-::==================================================*/
void recordin g(u nsigned buff size, inl *sou 

rce, int rec_cmd)
{

asm(" AND OFFF8h,lF); f CLEAR ANY PENDtNc HOST |NTERRUpTS./
asm(" OR @_dma_int2,lE"); f SYNCHRONTZE DMAWITH pC READ tNT ,l

dma[SOURCE] = (iÍt) source; f READ FROM CODEWORD
dmdDES'I = (irtt) rþsr; f WRITE TO HOST
dma[RANSFER] = buffsize; r TRANSFER ENTIRE STRUCTURE
r-------------
r SETUP DMA FOR RECORDING
r 1. INCREMENT SOURCE ADDRESS ONLY ON EACH TRANSFERr 2. SYNCHRONIZE WRITES WITH DATA READ INTERBUPT FROM PCr FROTU PC
r 3. TRANSFER COUNTER STOPS UPON REACHING ZEROr 4. THE DMA INTERRUPTSOURCE IS ENABLED
r---------- at-------- /
dma[GLOBAL] = 0x0E13;
'host = r€c_crÌìdi f ACKNOWLEDGE REQUEST

)
/*===============================================================
f PLAYINGQ: RECEIVE RECORDED DATA FROM pC
/t===============================================================

void play¡ng(unsigned buffsize,int *dest,int play_cmd)
{

asm(" AND OFFF8h,lF'); f CLEAR ANY PENDTNG HOST INTEBRUpTSy
asm('OR @_dma_int1,lE'); f SYNCHRONTZE DMA W|TH pC WRTTE lNfl

,l
,l
,l

,l
*l
,l
,l
,l
,l

*l

,l
,l

,l

,l
,l
*l

'l,l
*l
,l
,l

dmaISOURCE¡ = (int) host;
dmdDESTJ = (¡nt) dest;
dma[RANSFER] = buffsize;

r READ FROM HOST
r WRITE TO CODEWORD

r TRANSFER ENTIRE STRUCTUREr--------- _____:l
r SETUP DMA FOR PI.AVNG
r 1. INCREMENT DESTINATION ADDRESS ONLY ON EACH TRANSFERr 2. SYNCHRONIZE WRITES WITH DATA WBITE INTERRUPT FROM PCr 3. TRAÀISFEB COUNTER STOPS UPON REACHING ZEBOr 4. THE DMA INTERBUPTSOURCE IS ENABLED

dma[GLOBAL] = 0x0D4il;
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= play_cmd; TACKNOWLEDGE REQUEST
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/Èrt 
t ittt tr*tl ttttttttt ttlttttttttt*rrrrt**rrrrrrrttt***irtttttr**ttt**t*ttttttrtttt*t*ttt* *rtraaa 

Ir æ0_1.H
r
r TMS32OC3O EVALUATION MODULE TMS32OC3O SUPPORT FILE 1f : FUNCTOI{ PROTOTYPES, MACROS, STRUCTURES

r TMS32OC3O MEMORY-MAPPED CONTROL REGISTER INDICES

*l
*l
,l
,l

f,l
r (o)1990TEXAS TNSTBUMENTS, HOUSTON *l
/rrt 

t rr rritlrt I ttttl ttlttitttat*itilli**ritttittr*rrtttftttttt**tttrrttttt*t*tttttttititt** rtt**r, 
I

/t FUNCTION PROTOTYpE$*================================ ==========' I
f ===================================================== ==========' I
void c_¡nt11(void);
void c_int99(void);
void init_evm(vo¡d);
void ¡n¡t_aic(void);
void conf igure_aic(int ¡) ;

void recording(unsigned butfsize,int'source, int rec_cmd);
void playíng(unsigned buffsize,int'dest, int play_cmd);

lt ===============================================================*/r MACHOS
t
== - = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = == = == === ==== ====== = = = = = = = ========= = = === = ===*/

/*===============================================================*/
#define OFF 0x00
#define ON 0x01
#define TOGGLE 0x01
#define NONE 0x00

r BIT-MASK TO TOGGLE BETWEEN ON AND OFF *I

,l
,l

,l
r EXTERNAL BUS CONTROL REGISTERS ,l
r ,l
#define EXPANISION 0
#define PRIMARY 4

f EXPAT\¡SION BUS
r PRIMARYBUS

,l
,l
*tt--

r SERIAL PORT CONTROL REGISTERS

#de{ine X_PORT 2
#define R_PORT 3
#defire X_DATA 8
#define R DATA 12

r TRANSMIT CONTROL
r RECEIVE CONTROL

TTH,ANSMITDATA
r RECEIVE DATA

,l
_____* |*l

'l,l
,l

r

r---------
r TMER CONTROL REGISTERS
r-
#define PERIOD 8

*l
*l

r PERIOD REGISTER
r

*l
,l
,l
,l

r DMACONTROL REGISTERS

#define SOURCE 4
#define DEST 6
#define TRANSFER B

r SOURCE ADDRESS REGISTER
r DESTINATION ADDRESS REGISTER

r TRANSFER COUNTEB REGISTER

,l
,l
,l

-----_-_a I*l
r-
rAJC VOLTAGE INPUTCONTROL MACRGS
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#define THREE_V 1

#define LINE_V 2

lì --______, -:::=:=--=======================================================
----__* I
------ 

I

l*
STR UCTU R f $*======================================================

F________, -:::::--========================================================
------r I

r AG COMMAI.¡D WORD BITFIELD ENCODING STBUCTURES ,l

----__r /
------ t

typedef struci
{

unsigned int command :2; f COMMAND BITS -- SHOULD BE SET TO 00./
unsigned inl ra :5; f RECEIVE COUNTER A LOAD VALUE
unsþned int d_78 2; f UNUSED - DONT CARES
unsigned int ta :5; f TRANSMIT COUNTER A LOAD VALUE
unsigned int d_ef 2; r UNUSED - DoNT CARES

)Arc_coMMAND_O;

typedef struct
{

unsigned int command :2; f COMMAND BITS --- SHOULD BE SETTO 01*/
signed int raJcrime :6; f RECEIVE COUNTER DELTA A' LOAD VALUE

unsþned irÌt d_8 :1; f UNUSED - DONT CARES
S¡gned int ta prime :6; /- RECEIVE COUNTER DELTA A'LOAD VALUE

unsþred int d_f :1; f UNUSED - DONT CARES
) Arc_coMMAND_1;

typedef strucl
{

unsigned int command :2; f COMMAND BITS -- SHOULD BE SET TO 1O'/
unsþned int rb :6; f RECEIVE COUNTER B LOAD VALUE
unsþned int d_8 :1; f UNUSED - DONT CARES
unsþned inttb :6; f TRANSMIT COUNTER B LOAD VALUE
unsþned int d_f :1; f UNUSED - DONT CARES

)Arc_coMMAND_2;

typedef struct
{

unsigned int command :2; f COMMAND BITS --- SHOULD BE SET TO 11y
unsþned int híghpass :1; f HIGHPASS FILTER ENABLE
unsigned int loopback :1; f LOOPBACK TEST ENABLE
ursþned int aux :1; f AUX INPUT ENABLE
unsigned int sync :1; f SYNCHRONOUS TRANSMTT/RECE|VE ENABLE
unsþned int gain :2: f GAN SELECTION BITS
unsþned ¡nt d_8 :1; f UNUSED - DONT CARES
unsþned int sinx :1; f SIN)(/X CORRECTION FTLTER ENABLE
unsigned int d_abcdef :1; f UNUSED - DONT CARES

)Arc_coMMAND_3;

,l

*l
,l
*l
,l

,/
,l
*l
*l

,l
,l
,l
,l

*l
,l
'l*l
,l
*l
,l
*l
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/trrrttrrrrrltlltt*ttlt*ltltttttttt*itttlttttittttttttt.ttttÙttttlittttltt*tttttttlttltittlt**rrrt/
r @-2.H :1,

rt
r TþTSSEOæO EVALUATION MODULETMSs2OC3OSUPPORTFILE2: 

,I

r :GLOBALVARIABLES
'l

r
'l

r (c) 1990TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, HOUSTON,l
¡.'*****'**''*tttttttttltttttttttttttttitt*tttttt*tlttttttatllttttlttt.it*ttttttttllttlltttt}},}}'I
r GLOBALVARIABLES
f =================== ========== ==================================
int hffer; f bbck size for PC dda transler

r }2-BTT DMA INTERRUPT ENABLE MASKS

r---------
int drna-int0 = 0x00010000;
int dma-int1 = 0x00020000;
int dma-inP = 0x00040000;
r---------
rAC CONTROLVARIABLES

,l
,l
*l

'l

r INTO
r NT1
r INT2

*l
*l
,l

r---------
Al C-COM M Al.t D-0 aic-command-0 ;

AIC-COMMAI.I D-1 ab-comrnand-1 ;

AIC-COMMAI l D-2 aic-comrnand-2 ;

Al C-COM MAN D-3 aic-command-3 ;

r AC COMMAT,IDWORD O

f AIC COMMAIID WORD 1

r AIC COMMAND WORD 2
f AG COMMATIID WORD 3

"äìînr 
¡ri-iäno_arr"no = OFF; r FLAG To SEND Alc COMMAND woRD

uólãi¡re ¡nt secoidary-transmit = oFF; r FLAG TO SENTSFSOIP4IITRANS.I4F/
int aic-secondâU = 0; r COMMAND TO SENTON SECONDARYTRANSMIT

r---------
rÏMER BASE LOCATION

volatile int ('timer)[16] = (volatile int (')[16]) 0x808020;
r---------
r BUS BASE LOCATION

volatile int *bus 
= (volatile int.) 0x808060;

r---------
r DMABA^SE LOCAT]ON
r---------
volatile int *dma 

= (volatile int.) 0x808000;

------' I

,l
*l

'l,l
*l
,l
,l
,l

,l

;;;;i---;;-;..1ir'** 
* **ir*trlrt rrrtr rrrr rrrrr*rrrrrtrrrrtrrrr*rr*r rr*rrrtrrrrr.rrrrrtltt*r rtìti" I

r TMS32OC3O COÌ.JTROL LOCATIONS
irrr*,*ii i**ii * *r**rrr* r *r*r r*rrt rrtrtrir*rrrrrrrr rr*rrr rr* rrrrrrrrrrrr**rtrrrrrtrr*rfitttrtrr**rr/

r--------- -----------alr SERIAL PORT BASE LOCATON * I
r--------- ----------*l
volatile int (.seriall¡ort)[16]= (volatile int (.)[16]) 0x808040;

*l
,l

,l
,l

,l
,l
,l

f HOST CS/IM UNICAT]ON REGISTER LOCATON
r NOTE: ONLY THE PC HOST CAN READ WHAT THE TMS32OC3O WRITES.

r CONVERSELYONLYTHETMSS2OC3OCANREADWHATTHEHOSTPC
r wRnES.

volatile int'host = (volatile int') 0x804000;

'l,l
,l
*l
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r 
t*i t t r t it r rtt tt t tt a tt t tt t t *t ttt ttt t tt * tt t tt i i +t * t*tt t* tt t tr I tt a t tt t tt t tr ttt t tt t rt r r tt ttitrrttrrr/

f ¡NIf'¡qSM *l
r EVM PROGRAM FOR DEFINING AND INITIALIZATION BUFFERS AND TABLES 'I
f PROGRAMMED BY ARMEIN t-Al.¡Gl,l
r IJNIVERSITYOFÍINNTTOBA 'I
r @1990,1991,1992 'l
l*rrltt)irt)a 

ttttatt ttt t ttttttt tttttttttttt**ttill rr*rrrltrrririrfrrrrrrtttttitttittttt *ttr )*ia*** 
I

FP .set AR3
.global_SCB
.global_ACB
.global _ACBGainTable
.global _SCBGainTable
.global _BandwídthExpanding Factor
.global _HammingWindowDala
.global _TableLSP
.global _DelayElements
.global _OriginalSpeech
.global_CELP
.global_LPC
.global _PreviousLSP
.global _FloatLSPP
.global _FloatLSPQ
.global _ExpandedLPC
.global _ACBSearchingTarget
.global _SCBSearchingTarget
.global _StackHolder
.global _Weightedl mpulse Response
.global _Excitation Pulses
.global _SyntheticSpeech

.data
_StackHolder

t.rr.'l?I1t.0.rr*trtrrrrtttrtrrr*r+rrrrrirrrr*rrrrr*t*r

.global _SynthDelayElements
_SynthDelayElements

trt.-'.tl3rttÎ-*6ir.****t.trrrrrtrrrtrrr*trrrrrrr*r*rt*rr

.global _SynthPreviousLSP
_SynthPreviousLSP

*.*-J:P.3.c-?.Ji.***r..r*.rrtrrrrrrrrrr**rr*r*rrtrrrr*t
.global _SynthLPC

_SynthLPC

t*t***sP*39SrJJ*********tri*irirttrrrrrrrr*rittrrrrt.i

.globàl 
-Synth 

FloatLSPP
_SynthFloatLSPP

.*.-;.t¿39-gr.9r*.******rr*rr*rrtr*rrtt*rirrrr*ùrrr*tr*r

.global _Synth FloatLSPQ
_SynthFloatLSPQ

tt..;ttl3-tr?*9*t*rr.**t*'.rrr*rrrrrrrrrr*rr***rtrriirrr

.global _SynthACB
_SynthACB
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..*r*'.sX3.tr9..1*Í;8*.****.**rrrrrrrr***r*r**rrrir*rtrr*

.global _SynthExcitationPulses
_Synth Excitation Pu lses

.***;tT3.c:r.6i***.***.r**rrrrr*rrrrarrrirr*rrri**rrrr

.global _SynthOELP
_SynthCELP

...*.'rtl3-c-?t t2i* *..**.r**rrr rr rtrrrr rrr rrrrrrrrr*r*rrr

.rt*-'i:Il..rrtr*arrrrtrtrrrrt*rrrrrrrr.rrt.rri*rttrrrr

.globl _PCMToFloat
;>>>> vo¡d PCMToFloat(int *pcm, float'Float)

iÌiÌì--TIls"igX;g*grii,*,**.*.*r*r*r*rr*r*t*r*r

:.FJll9Jl9,T.P,FI.;,rl.9]!lTgll*o*?!*.**.,*.,r***ti

_PCMToFloat:
PUSH FP
LDI SP,FP

LDI .-FP(3),AR1

LDt .-FP(2),ARo

LDt 239,RC
BPTB PTFLoopl
LDI 'AR0++(1),R0
LSH 16,R0
ASH -16,R0
FLOAT RO

PTFLoopl STF R0,'AR1++(1)

LDt .-FP(1),R1

BD R1

LDI *FP,FP

NOP
suBt z,sPtñ B R1 ;BRANCH OCCURS

.data
PTFConstant

.float 1.52587890625e-4 ;1

.text

ttt trrt tt tttr r rr r rrr ttt tttitr*t r tr t tt***t*r**itttrtttt

.global _Returnlnteger
_Returnlnteger:

PUSH FP
LDI SP,FP

LDt '-FP(3),AR1
LDt '-FP(2),ARo
LDI 8,BC
RPTB RlLoopl
LDI *ABO++(1),R0
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RlLoopl
STI RO,'AR1++(1)

LDI '-FP(1),R1
BD R1
LDI 'FP,FP
NOP
suBl 2,sPtÈ B R1 ;BRANCH OCCURS

ttttttlttttt t ttl lttt ttttttttttt t ttt tt*tttitttttÊtttt*t

.global _ReturnFloat
_ReturnFloat:

PUSH FP
LDI SP,FP
LDt .-FP(3),4R1

LDt '-FP(2),4R0
LDF @lntegerToFloatconstant,Rl
LDI 8,RC
RPTB RFLoopl
LDF 'AR0++(1),R0
MPYF R1,RO
FIX RO,RO

RFLoopl
STI R0,.AR1++(1)

LDI '-FP(1),R1 :

BD R1

LDI *FP,FP

NOP
SUBI 2,SPtn B R1 ;BRANCH OCCURS
.data

I ntegerTo FloatOonstant
.float 6553.6

.***;*tPIl*** r trtrrrt* r ttr rirrriirrrrrrrtti*tt*t**ttú t

.global _EraseBuffers
_EraseBuffers:

PUSH FP
PUSH DP

LDP _ACB,DP

LDI @ACBAddr,ARO
LDF O.OO,RO

LDt 146,RC
RPTB EBLoopl

EBLoopl STF R0,'AR0++(1)

LDI @OriginalSpeechAddr,AR0
LDt 359,RC
RPTB EBLoop2

EBLoop2STF R0,*ARO++(1)

LDI @DelayElementsAddr,AR0
LDI g,RC

RPTB EBLoop3
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EBLoop3STF R0,.AR0++(1)

LD I @PreviousLSPAddr,AR0
LDIO,RO
LDI9,RC
RPTB EBLoop4

EBLoop4 STF R0,'AR0++(1 )

POP DP
POP FP
RETSU
.data

ACBAddr.word _ACB
OriginalSpeechAddr

.word _OriginalSpeech
DelayElementsAddr

.word _DelayElements
PreviousLSPAddr

.word _PreviousLSP

t**r;*tgIl***lrr*trtrtrrrttttrirrrttrrrr*rt*rrrrrr*rrr

. global _l nitializeAllParameters

_lnitializeAll Paramete rs :

NOP
RETSU

*r**;*q113*.*rrr r*t rrr *rr r tr r rrr*rr rrrrtrrrr**rrr**rr*

_PreviousLSP

-. r..'-tl3-t: r.1i*. * *. * * * * r r r r r r + r r r r r r r r r r r r r * r r r r t t r t

_CELP .space 26
t tarrrr trt ttt rtt I t* I r* rt* r rt r tt rrr rtt i tt ttt*t**ti*t*tr

_LPC .space 11
tr** rrt *i ttttt ttrir t ttrt*rt*r ti*t**tl ttrrtittttttt*tt*

_DelayElements
.space 11

t+tttit** r r*t I tÈrrr r****t t t* r rtitti tt ttrttt*i*ir ttttù*

_OriginalSpeech
.space 360

It**t*tttttttttt*tt*tttttt*tltttttttttttttttttrttttitt

_FloatLSPP

t.-t;:P.39S..6*.r *r ***. "* rr rrr r rrr rr rrr*r*rr*rrtr rtr r

_FIoatLSPQ
.space 6

tttt tt tttttitt t*t tt t*tttt t tttttt t*tt*ttiittt t tt tttt*tt

_ExpandedLPC
.space 11

Ir*t*ttirrrtrr*rirrttttttrtrritt*ttittÊrttttttt*tttt**

_ACBSearchingTarget
.space 60

tt* ùr*tttt tt ttr* t rtttr rtt t*t r*+t tt t t*ttrrtitt*rrrt tttr

_SCBSearchingTarget
.space 60

tt* t tttttt ttt**rtttt tt I ttt trrrt tttttt t *i t r rtttt t t*tttt
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_Weightedl mpu lse Respo nse

**.t;rtl.3*tÎ-*6it....**r.*rrrrrarr.r**rrriirrar*****r*

_ExcitatíonPulses

***t;.sPt3*.*6i.t*...tr.*rrrtrrr*r*ririrtrrr***rrrt

_SyntheticSpeech

tttt.'.tPt3.T.9i..t**..t..trrrrrr**irirrrrrrrrrtrrrttr

_HammingWindowData
.float 0.080000

.float 0.080158

.float 0.080630

.float 0.081418

.lloat 0.082520

.float 0.083935

.float 0.085663

.float 0.087703

.float 0.090052

.float 0.092710

.float 0.095674

.float 0.098943

.float 0.102514

.float 0.106385

.float 0.110553

.float 0.1 15015

.f loat 0.1 19769

.float 0.124811

.float 0.130137

.float 0.135744

.float 0.141628

.lloat 0j47786

.lloal 0.154212

.float 0.160902

.float 0.167852

.float 0.175057

.float 0.182513

.float 0.190213

.float 0.198153

.float 0.206328

.lloal 0.214731

.float 0.223357

.lloat 0.232200

.lloal 0.241254

.float 0.250513

.float 0.259970

.float 0.269619

.float 0.279453

.float 0.289466

.float 0.299651

.float 0.310000

.float 0.320507

.f loat 0.331 164

.float 0.341965

.float 0.352901

.float 0.363966

.float 0.375151
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.float 0.386449

.float 0.397852

.float 0.409353

.float 0.420943

.float 0.4Í|2615

.float 0.444161

.lloal 0.456172

.float 0.468040

.float 0.479958

.lloat 0.491917

.float 0.503909

.float 0.515925

.float 0.527959

.float 0.540000

.float 0.552041

.float 0.564075

.float 0.576091

.float 0.588083

.float 0.600042

.float 0.611960

.float 0.623828

.float 0.635639

.float 0.647385

.float 0.659057

.float 0.670647

.float 0.682148

.float 0.693551

.float 0.704849

.float 0.716034

.float 0.727099

.float 0.738035

.float 0.748836

.float 0.759493

.float 0.770000

.lloat 0.780349

.float 0.790534

.float 0.800547

.float 0.810381

.float 0.820030

.lloat 0.829487

.float 0.838746

.float 0.847800

.float 0.856643

.float 0.865269

.float 0.873672

.float 0.881847

.float 0.889787

.float 0.8974B7

.floal 0.904943

.float 0.912148

.float 0.919098

.float 0.925788

.lloal 0.932214

.float 0.938372

.float 0.944256

.float 0.949863

.float 0.955189

.float 0.960231
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.float 0.964985

.float 0.969447

.float 0.973615

.float 0.977486

.float 0.981057

.float 0.984Í126

.float 0.987290

.float 0.989948

.lloal 0.992297

.float 0.994Í137

.float 0.996065

.float 0.997480

.float 0.998582

.float 0.999370

.float 0.999842

.float 1.000000

.float 0.999842

.float 0.999370

.float 0.998582

.float 0.997480

.float 0.996065

.float 0.994Í!37

.float 0.992297

.float 0.989948

.float 0.987290

.float 0.9843Ì26

.float 0.981057

.float 0.977486

.float 0.973615

.float 0.969447

.float 0.964985

.float 0.960231

.float 0.955189

.float 0.949863

.lloat 0.944256

.float 0.938372

.float 0.932214

.float 0.925788

.float 0.919098

.float 0.912148

.float 0.904943

.lloat 0.897487

.float 0.889787

.float 0.881847

.float 0.873672

.float 0.865269

.float 0.856643

.float 0.847800

.float 0.838746

.float 0.829487

.float 0.820030

.float 0.810381

.float 0.800547

.float 0.790534

.float 0.780349

.float 0.770000

.float 0.759493
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.float 0.748836

.float 0.738035

.float 0.727099

.float 0.716034

.float 0.704849

.float 0.693551

.float 0.682148

.float 0.670647

.float 0.659057

.float 0.647385

.float 0.635639

.float 0.623828

.float 0.611960

.float 0.600042

.float 0.588083

.float 0.576091

.float 0.564075

.float 0.552041

.float 0.540000

.float 0.527959

.float 0.515926

.float 0.503909

.float 0.491917

.float 0.479958

.float 0.468040

.float 0.456172

.float 0.444ÍÌ61

.float 0.4Í|2615

.float 0.420943

.float 0.409353

.float 0.397852

.float 0.386449

.float 0.375151

.float 0.363966

.float 0.352901

.float 0.341965

.f loat 0.331 164

.float 0.320507

.float 0.310000

.float 0.299651

.float 0.289466

.float 0.279453

.float 0.269619

.float 0.259970

.float 0.250513

.lloal 0.241254

.float 0.232200

.float 0.223357

.lloal 0.214731

.float 0.206328

.float 0.198153

.float 0.190213

.float 0.182513

.float 0.175057

.float 0.167852

.float 0.160902

.lloal 0.154212
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.float 0.147786

.float 0.141628

.float 0.135744

.float 0.130137

.float 0.124811

.float 0.1 19769

.float 0.115015

.float 0.110553

.float 0.106385

.float 0.102514

.float 0.098943

.float 0.095674

.float 0.092710

.lloat 0.090052

.float 0.087703

.float 0.085663

.float 0.083935

.float 0.082520

.float 0.081418

.float 0.080630

. - -. -'i L? 3i - i;99i'1I.9- -. - t t t r r r t t t t t t t t t * * t t t t t t t r t r t t t t t t t t t t t i t t r t r t t. t

_TableLSP
.float 0.996917
.float 0.991 100
.11oa10.984427
.float 0.980785
.float 0.975917
.float 0.964557
.float 0.946085
.float 0.923880
.space I

lsp2 .float 0.98ô429
.float 0.983016
.float 0.978419
.float 0.973279
.float 0.967599
.float 0.960294
.float 0.951057
.float 0.940881
.float 0.929776
.lloal 0.917755
.float 0.904827
.float 0.887413
.float 0.864713
.floal 0.835807
.float 0.804376
.float 0.770513

lsp3 .float 0.946085
.float 0.935444
.float 0.923880
.float 0.91 1403
.lloat 0.896293
.float 0.876307
.float 0.850582
.lloat 0.820401
.float 0.785317
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.lloat 0.734323

.float 0.678801

.float 0.619094

.float 0.555570

.float 0.488621

.float 0.418660

.float 0.346117
lsp4 .float 0.883766

.float 0.868632

.float 0.844328

.float 0.81 1319

.float 0.770513

.11oa10.723570

.float 0.661312

.float 0.606682

.t\oa|0.542442

.float 0.474856

.t\oat 0.404344

.float 0.331338

.float 0.256289

.float 0.179661

.float 0.101925

.float 0.023560
lspS .1bat0.707107

.float 0.678801

.floal 0.631353

.float 0.581413

.float 0.532507

.float 0.488621

.float 0.432873

.lloat 0.375416

.float 0.316477

.float 0.256289

.float 0.195090

.float 0.117537

.float 0.039260

.float -0.039260

.float -0.117537

.lloat -0.195090

lsp6 .float 0.404344
.float 0.331338
.float 0.241075
.float 0.133121
.float 0.000000
.float -0.156434
.flbat -0.309017
.float -0.453990
.space 8

lspT .fbat 0.15ô435
.float 0.094108
.f loat 0.03141 1

.float -0.078459

.float -0.233445

.float -0.368124

.float -0.522498
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bp8

lsp9

.float -0.649448

.space I
.fþat -0.175796

.float -0.309017

.float -0.400749

.float -0.488621

.float -0.587785

.float -0.678801

.float -0.785317

.float -0.872496

.space 8

.float -0.562083
.lloal -0.637424
.lloal -0.707107
.float -0.760406
.float -0.809017
.float -0.856717
.float -0.901455
.float -0.938191
.space I

lspl0 .float -0.804376
.float -0.840093
.float -0.872496
.float -0.898028
.lloat -0.920845
.float -0.948600
.float -0.974173
.float -0.991 100
.space 8

tlttttrrttrtttlttrtf trtttttrrrttltrttttt*iit*ttttttttirttrrtrrtttttttttttt

ACBGainTable
.float -0.993000

.float -0.831000

.float -0.693000

.float -0.555000

.float -0.414000

.float -0.229000

.float 0.000000

.float 0.193000

.float 0.255000

.float 0.368000

.float 0.457000

.float 0.531000

.float 0.601000

.float 0.653000

.float 0.702000

.float 0.745000

.float 0.780000

.float 0.816000

.float 0.850000

.float 0.881000

.float 0.915000

.float 0.948000

.float 0.983000
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.float 1.020000

.float 1.062000

.float 1.117000

.float 1 .193000

.float 1.289000

.float 1.394000

.float 1.540000

.float 1.765000

.float 1.991000

_SCBGainTable
.float -1300

.float -870

.float -660

.float -520

.float -418

.float -340

.floal -278

.lloal -224

.float -178

.float -136

.float -98

.float -64

.float -35

.float -13

.float -3

.float -1

.float 1

.lloat 3

.lloat 13

.float 35

.float 64

.lloat 98

.float 136

.float 178

.lloal224

.float 278

.float 340

.float 418

.float 520

.float 660

.float 870

****t* *.*if]*o*11 *1:9it. *rr.. r rrr rr trtrrrrrrrr**r**ttrttt ttttttrtttrttt*tti

_SCB .float 0
.float 0
.float 0
.float 0
.float 0
.float -1

.float 0

.float -1

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0
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.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 1

.float 0

.lbat 0

.lloat 0

.fþat 0

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 1

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.fbal 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float -1

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0
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.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.fbat -1

.float 1

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float -1

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.float -1

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float -1

.float 0

.fbal 0

.float 0
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.float 0

.float 0

.float 1

.floal 0

.fbat -1

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.lbat 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float -1

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.floal 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.lbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 1

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0
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.float 0

.fbat 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.float 1

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 1

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 1

.float 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 1

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0
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.float 0

.lbat 0

.fbat 0

.tloat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 1

.float 0

.float 0

.floal 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat -1

.float 0

.float 0

.float 1

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 1

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 1

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.tloat 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 1

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0
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.tbat 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 1

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.lloat 0

.fbat -1

.fbat 1

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat -1

.float 0

.float 0

.lbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float -1

.float 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.lbat 0

.float 0
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.float 0

.lloat 0

.fbat 0

.floêrt 0

.float -1

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.lþat 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float -1

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.lbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.floal 1

.float 0

.float 0

.float -1

.float 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.float 1

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.floal 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0
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.float 0

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.lbat 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.float 1

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float -1

.float 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.float I

.float 1

.lloat 0

.fbat 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 1

.fbat 0

.float 1

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 1

.float 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.float 1

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float -1

.float 0
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.float 0

.floal 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.lloat 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float -1

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.lbat 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float -1

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.floal 0

.float 0

.fbat -1

.fbat 0

.fbat 1

.float 0

.float 0
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.float 0

.float 0

.fþat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.floal 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 1

.float 0

.float 0

.float -1

.float 0

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.tloat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float -1

.float 0

.float 1

.float 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fþat 0

.float 0

.floal 0

.float 0

.tbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0
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.lloat 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.fbat -1

.float -1

.fbat 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.floal 0

.float 1

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.lbat 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.floal 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbal 0

.float 1

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0
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.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.tloat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.floal 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 1

.float 0

.fbat 0

.fbat 1

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 1

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.lloat -1

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.lloat 0
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.float 0

.float 0

.tloat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.lbat 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.fbal 0

.float 0

.fþat 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.floal 0

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.lloal 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 1

.float 0

.lloat -1

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.lloal 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.fþat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0
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.lloat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 1

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.floal 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float -1

.fbat -1

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 1

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 1

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0
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.float 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.float -1

.float 0

.lloat 0

.float 1

.float 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.floal 0

.lbat 0

.tloat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float -1

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 1

.lloat 0

.float 0

.float -1

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 1

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 1

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.float -1

.float -1

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0
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.fþat 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.tloat 0

.lloat 0

.float -1

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.floal 1

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.lbat 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fþat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float -1

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.float 1

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float -1

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0
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0 lPott'
0 lPqf
0 leql
0 leotI
0 tPoll
0 lPoil'
0 teoll'
0 lPoil'
0 lEoll'
0 tPolr
0 lEo,lt'
! leqt'
0 tPotr
0 lPoil'
0 ¡Pql'
0 tPqt'
t- lPqf
0 tEott'
0 lPotr
0 ÌPqf
0 lPql'
0 leott'
L- lEolt'
0 leql'
l- tPo['
0 tPoil'
0 lPoll
0 lEot¡'
0 tEotl
0 lPql'
0 lPqr'
t- lPqt'
0 tpoll'
0 leoll'
0 lPot¡'
0 lPott'
O ¡EqT
0 leott'
0 ¡Potr
O leOIT
0 lEoll'
0 lPql'
0 ¡Poll'
0 tPoil'
0 lPoll'
0 lPoil'
0 tPoü'
0 lPolt'
0 lPotr
0 lPoil'
0 lPott'
0 lPqt'
0 lEott'
T IPOIT

O lEqT
0 lBolf
0 lEott'

uur8or¿ W^iI
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.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.tloat 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float -1

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float -1

.float -1

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.fbar 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float -1

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 1

.fbat 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.float -1

.fbat -1

.float -1

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.lloat 1

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0
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.float 0

.float 0

.f¡oat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.fbat 0

.float -1

.float 1

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.lloat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.fbat 0

.float 0

.fbal 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 0

.float 1

.fbat 0

.float 0

.float -1

ttrrrrttr *tt t *trtiitttrtrrrr r rrrttttttttt*r titt ttf tttt*trtttttitt**tttt ttt

_ACB .space 148
ttttttittttttttttt+tlttttt*ttttittti***t*tÊt**ittt**ttttt*tttttt*tttttti*t

_BandwidthExpanding Factor
.float 0.994

-... JIlto-31.-0.*8.r**.* **..*rr*rrt rrr r rrrtrr**rrr rrrrtrtrtrt+rrri*rrrrrrrtttr

lll rtlr*r rr*trttttttttt ttt it ttt tririititttitttttrtttrt

.asect "vecs",Oh ; interrupt and reset vectors

.ref _c_int0O ; compiler delined C initialization reset

.ref _c_int0S ; serial port transmit interrupt routine

.ref _c_ínt11 ; DMA counter interrupt

.ref _c_int99 ; unexpected ¡nterrupt handler

reset: .word _c_intOO
int0: .word _c_int99
intl: .word _c_int99
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int2: .word _c_int99
int3: .word _c_int99
xintO: .word _c_int0S
rintO: .word _c_int99
xintl: .word _c_int99
rintl: .word _c_int99
tintO: .word _c_int99
tintl: .word _c_int99
dint: .word _c_ínt11

.data

_intermediate
.word buffl

_input .word bull2
_output .word buff3
buffl .space 240
butl2 .space 240
buff3 .space 240

.global _intermediate, _ínpul, _output,

.global _buffe1360

tt*t***tttt**tt*t*ttitttt*tttt**trt*ttr*rttttt*tttttt*

.end
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Itat 
t ì|rt aaut r alrrrrt ttttrrrrrrrtrrrrrrrrrtrfririt*ttttt*ttttttitt**tttttartararrttrrtrtr*rtaiiatr 

I

f Æ,¡ALYZE.C 'l
f EVM PROGRAM FOR ANALYZING 240 SAMPLES OF SPEECH ]NTO 1¿14 BITS *l
r (9 woRDS) CELP PARAMETERS, READY FOR TRANSMTSSTON 'l
r PROGRqMMED BYAFI/IEIN I.AAIGI
r UNVERSITYOFMANITOBA
r @ 1990,1991,1æ2

#irrclude "anaþel.h"
#irrclude "analyze2.h"

r DEFINE GLOBAL DATA
r DEFINE PROTOWPES

,l
'l*l

rrrtrÊtrtt 
trt rt* tttttttrrrrartttrrrrrr i*r*r*r*lrarirrritrrrrtr*ttttrrrrt*tt*t*ttrtttttttttl*tr|*, 

I

f pcmü lS THE SPEECH
f slreanfl lS THE CELP

SAtvIPLES
PARAMETERS

,l
*l

*l
,l
,l
,l

void Analyze(int'pcm, unsigned *stream)

{
unsigned i;

PCMToFloat(pcm,&OriginalSpeech[1 20]) ;

AnalyzeLPC(&OriginalSpeech[1 20], HammingWindowData,LPC) ;

ExpandBandwidth(&BandwidthExpandingFactor[0],LPC, LPC) ;

ConvertToLS P(LPC, CELP,TableLS P) ;
CheckLSPStab¡lily(CELP, PreviousLS P,TableLSP) ;

CodebookSearching (OriginalSpeech, CELP) ;

ConvertTo DataStream (C ELP,stream) ;

ShittTheOriginalSpeech(OriginalSpeech) ;

Update PreviousLS P(CELP, PreviousLSP) ;

)

r---------
r ROUTINE FOR CODE BOOK SEARCHING
f ospeechfl lS THE ORIGII\.IAL SPEECH
f lntrCELP[ lS THE 26 CELP PARAMETERS
r---------
void CodebookSearching(float .ospeech,unsigned .lntrCELP)

{
unsigned SubFrame;

fo(SubFrams = Q; SubFrame < 4;SubFrame ++)
{

lnterpolateLSP(TableLSP, lntrOELP, PreviousLSP, Sub Frame,
FloatLSPP, FloatLSPQ) ;

ConvertLSPToLPC(FloatLSPP, FloatLSPQ, LPC,TableLSP);
ExpandBandwidth(&BandwidthExpanding Factor[1 ], LPC, ExpandedLPC) ;

Findl mpulseResponse(LPC,Weightedl mpulseResponse) ;

FindAC BSearchingTarget(Sub Frame, LPC, ExpandedLPC,ospeech,
DelayElements,ACBSearchingTarget) ;

if(SubFrame == 0 ll SubFrame == 2)

{
ACBSearchingOdd(ACBGainTable,Weightedl mpulse Response,ACB,

ACBSearchingTarget, I ntrCELP+1 8+Sub Frame,
lntrcELP+22+SubFrame) ;

)
else
{

'l,l
*l
,l
*l
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ACBSearching Even(ACBGainTable,Weightedl mpu lse Response,ACB,
ACBSearch¡ngTarget, lntrCELP+1 8+SubFrame,
lntrCELP+22+SubFrame) ;

)
FindSCBSearchingTarget(ACBGainTable, lntrCELP+1 8+SubFrame,

lntrCELP+22+SubFrame, ACB,Weightedl mpulseResponse,
ACBSearchingTarget, SCBSearchingTarget, Excitation Pulses) ;

SCBSearching(SCBGainTable, SCB,Weighted lmpulse Response,
SCBSearchingTarget, lntrOELP+1 0+SubFrame,
lntrCELP+1 4+SubFrame) ;

UpdateACB(ACBGainTable,SCBGaínTable, LPC, lntrCELP+1 0+SubFrame,
ACB,SCB, Excitation Pulses) ;

GetDelayElement(LPC,ExcitationPulses,DelayElements,SyntheticSpeech);
lntroELP[18+SubFrame] = lntroELP[lSrSubFrame] - 20;

if(SubFrame == 1 llSubFrame == 3)
{

DeltaEncodingACB(l ntrCELP+1 8+SubFrame) ;

)

)

r -_, I
r EXPANDING BANDWIDTH OF LP PARAMETERS, CALLED TWICE FOR
r (1) AVO|D TNSTABTLTTY CAUSTNG BYTHE LSP QUAi{T|ZAT|ON
r (2) PERCEPTUALLY WETGHTING
f þamma HOLDS THE EXPANSION FACTOR
r a[ ISTHE INPUTLP PARAMETERS
f aoufl lS THE EXPATIDED LP PARAMETERS

void ExpandBandwidth(floal *gamma, float *al, float .aout)

{
unsigned i;
float beta;
float Gamma;

/' Bandwidlh expansion */

beta = (ftoat) 1;
Gamrna - *gamma;

for(i = 0; i<11; i++)
t

aoutli]= al[i]. beta;
beta = Gamma'beta;

)

'l
*l

'l*l
,l
'l
't------- I

)

r ,l
r SHIMNGTHESPEECH DATA
r THIS IS USED TO PERFORM SMOOTH LP ANALYSIS WHERE THE INPUT
r OF LP ANALYSIS IS HALF OF CURRENT FRAME AND HALF OF THE NEXT
r FRAME

'l,l
,l
,l
,l

void ShiftTheOriginalSpeech(f loat *ospeech)

{
unsigned i;

for(i= 0; i< 120; i+r)
{

ospeech[i] = osPeech[24o + i];
)
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)

I ------
r DELTA ENCODING TO REPRESENT THE ACB ENTRIES OF EVEN FRAME IN
r A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE ACTUAL ENTRIES AND PREVIOUS ENTRIES

'l*l

*l

r----- ,l
void DeltaEncodingACB(unsigned .inlrcelp)

{
if(.(intrcelp-1) > 31 &&.(intrcelp-1) <95)

t *intrcelp 
= 31 + *intrcelp -'(intrcelp-1);

)
if (.(intrcelp-1) >= 95)
{ tintrcelp ='intrcelp - 64;

l

)

*l

r WE PRESERVE THE PREVIOUS LSP PARAMETERS FOR:
r (1) TNTERPOT-Aï]ON
r (2) srABrLnYRULE

void UpdatePreviousLSP(unsigned tlntrOELP,unsigned'OldLSP)

{
unsigned i;

for(i= 0; i< 10;i++)
{

OldLSPlil = lntrQELPlil;
)

)

'l,l
'l

----* |
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rrtt 
rt*ttrt*ttttt ttttt t tttttt*ttttttitit*ttltt ***lr**tttttrrrtrtra+irtrttitttttttttttrtttt tìr*u*r 

I
r ANAL\ZE1.H
f NCLUDE FILE FORAÌ.IAL\ZE.C
r DEFINING GLOBAL DATA
r PROGRAMMED BYAFI/IEIN I-AÀIGI
r UNMERSITYOFMANrIOBA

extemlloat SCB[1082]; fSourceofsOB
extemfloat ACB[144; fSourceofAOB
extem float BandwidthExpandingFadorl2]; /' For LPC Bandwidth Expansion
extern float HammingWindowData[240] ;

elitem fbat TableLSP[160]; f FS-1016 LSP Table
extem float ACBGainTable[32]; F FS-1016 ACB Gain Table
extem float SOBGainTable[32]i f FS-1016 SCB Gain Table

extem float DelayElements[11]; f Storage of LP Filter
extern float OriginalSpeech[360];
extemfloat LPC[11]; f LPC Parameters
extern float ExpandedlPO[11];
extern float WeightedlmpulseResponse[60];
extern float ACBSearchingTargetl60];
extern float SCBSearchingTarget[60];
extern float ExcitationPulses[60];
externint SyntheticSpeech[60];
extem unsþned CELP[26]; f CELP Parameters
f CELP[O - 9] = 10 LSP entries

CELPI10 - 13] = SCB entries for frame 1 - 4
CELP[14 - 14 = SCB gain forframe 1 - 4
CELP[18 - 21] = ACB entries for frame 1 - 4
CELPI2? - 251 = ACB gain forfram 1 - 4*l

extern float FloatLSPP[6]; f Real value of LSP used to find LPC back
extern float FloatLSPQ[6]; I ldem for interleave LSP

extern unsigned PreviouslSP[10]; f LSPs of previous frame

,l
,l
'l,l
,l

f @1990,1991,1992 'l
llaarlj|ùt*jJ 

ttt* ttttt* tttttitt ttt*ttttrrlrrr*trt*tltttttrrttrtr*trrrrtrltlrtttttttttitrtttilrrrrr/

,l
,l
,l

*l
'l,l

,l

,l

'l

,l
,l

,l
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/Éirr 
trtrrrtiitttttl*tltitattt+ttt t*tti*t*tttt+tttttllillt*ttt*tttttt*+ttttlittttttttitttttrrrrtrt/

r AT¿ALYZE2.H
r NCLUDE FILE FOR AAIALYZE.C
r DEFINING PROTOTYPES
r PROGRAMMED BY ARMEIN I.AI{GI
r UNVERSÍTY OF MAI,¡ÍTOBA
r @1990,1991,1æ2

,l
,l
,l
,l
*l
,l

ruirlrrralr, 
tt rrtlrlrlltlttrtttt tttr*rrr**rttttt*tttftt*t*t**rtrrtrr*rtttt*trttttr*tttr+rt ì+*au** 

|

void PCMToFloat(int *pcm, float .ospeech);

void AnalyzeLPC(float'ospeech,float *hw,float *al);

voíd ExpandBandwidth(float'gamma, float'al, float'aout) ;

void ConvertToLSP(floal *a_en, unsigned *w,float *lsp);

void CodebookSearching(float *ospeech,unsigned .lntrCELP);

void lnterpolateLSP(f loat'LSP,unsigned'NewLSP, u nsigned *OldLSP,

unsigned SubFrame, float *xp, float *xq);

void ConvertlSPToLPC(float *xp, float *xq, float *a_de,float *lsp);

void ShiftTheOriginalSpeech(float .ospeech);

void UpdatePreviousLSP(unsigned .lntrOELP,unsigned .OldLSP);

void ConvertFromStream(unsigned's, unsigned *t);

void ConvertToDataStream(unsigned't, unsigned *s);

void FindlmpulseResponse(float .c, float .h);

void FindACBSearchingTarget(unsigned k,float *a,float *c,

float *ospeech, float *delay, float.y);
void ACBSearchin gOdd (f loat'a_gain,f loat *h,f loat *acb,f loat *ya,

unsigned *Entry,unsigned'Gain);

void AOBSearchingEven(float'a gain,float'h,float'acb,float *ya,

unsigned .Entry,unsigned'Gain);

void FindSOBSearchingTarget(float *a gain,unsigned .ACBEntry,unsigned'acb3,
float'acb, float'h,float *ya,float *ys,float .ex);

void SCBSearching(float .s_gain,float'scb,float *h,float *xs,

unsigned *SCBEntry, unsigned .SCBGain);

void UpdateACB(float "again,float's_gain,float *trcelp,unsigned .SCBEntry,

f loat *acb,f loat'scb,float *ex) 
;

void GetDelayElement(float *a,float'ex,float .yl,int *sspeech);

void DeltaEncodingACB(unsigned *intrcelp);

void GenerateHammingData(float .hw);

void GenerateTableLSP(f loat'lsp) ;

void GenerateTableGain(f loat'a3ain,f loat .s_gain) 
;

void GetSCBSource(f loat'scb) ;

void CheckLSPStability(unsigned *w,unsigned'old, float .ls);
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rtrrrrtrtrrtrttttlt 
t ttttt tt tttt***tt tttttttttt*ttttttttittrrtttrtttrr+rtt**tttttttttttttttrtrrrtr/

r LPC.C
r EVM PROGRAM FOR ANALWING 240 SAMPLES OF SPEECH INTO 11 LP
r PARAMETEBS
r PROGRAMMED BY ARMEIN I.AT{GI
r UNVERSTTYOFMAT{ITæA
r @1990,1991,1992
rttttt*rtatitttttttttt*ttttttttf 

trtittttttttrr+itttttttttt*ar

,l
*l
*l
,/
'l
'l

r
rr GLOBAL DATA & PROTOTYPES

,l
'l*l

f loat WindowedSpeechlzaü;
f loat Correlationooeff ic¡e nts[1 1 ] ;

int LevinsonDurbin(float'r, float *al) 
;

r---------
r LPC AI..IALYSIS PROGRAM
f ospeechfl lS THE ORIGINAL SPEECH
f trvfl BTHE HÁMMlt\¡G WNDOWS
r a[ lS THE LP PARAMETERS

*l

'l,l
*l
*l
,/

void AnalyzeLPC(float *ospeech,float *hw,float *al)

t
unsigned i,k;
int flag;
float sum;

r
r
r

Wirdow with Hanmirg lflindow

,l
,l
,l

for(i= 0; i<240; i++)
{

WindowedSpeech[i] = osPeechlil ;/' ' hw[i];
l

,l

,l
'l,l

r
r
r

Get the conelation coefficients

for (i= 0; i<= 10; i+r)
{

sutl = (float) 0;
for 1k = 0; k<= 239 -i; k++)

{
surTì = sum + WindowedSpeech[k] .

WindowedSpeech[k + i];
)
Correlationooeff icients[i] = su fiìi

)
f lag = ¡sv¡¡sonDurbin(CorrelationCoeff icients,al) ;

if(flag l= 0)

{
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r--------
f LEvlNSOl.¡ DURBIN ALGORITHM
r TO SOLVE A SYSTEM OF UNEAR EQUATIONS
r-----------
int LevinsonDurbin(float *r, lloat *al)

{
fbat sum;
float pe;
float ald<, ai,a¡,ra;
int ij,k;
¡nt pre_er;

pe = r[0];
al[0] = (float) 1;
for (k = 1;k <= t0;k+r)
{

SUtr = (float) 0;
for (i = 1; i <= k; i++)

{

SU]T = sum - al[k - iJ. r[il;
)
akk = sunVPe;
al[k] = ¿¡4¡'
for (i= 1; i<= WZ;i++)
{

ai= ¿¡¡¡'
aj= allk-il;
al[i] = ¿i + a]d<. aj;
allk-iJ=aj+akk'ai;

)
pe = pê' (1 - akk'"*)'
/'printf('\npe = o/o1", Pê);'l
if (pe <= (float) 0)

{

Prê-êÍ = 1;

)

)
if (Pre-err == 1)

{
return -1;

return 0;

FIND THE IMPULSE RESPONSE OF AN ALL POLE FILTER
USED FOR BULIDING A MATRIX REPRESENTATION OF fiE FILTER

tt
-------- I

*l
,l
*l
,l

)
else
{

)

r
r
r

,l
,l
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void FindlmpulseResponse(float *c, float'h)
{
unsigned i,j;
float yz[11];

for(i=1 ;i<11;i++)
{

yz[i]= (float) 0;
)

h[0] = (float) 1;
yz[1] = (lloat) 1;
for(i= 1; i< 60; i++)
{

yz[O]= (float) 0;
for(=1;j<11;j++)
{

yzl}l= )ztOl- clilt yzUI;

)
h[i] = yz[O];
for(j = 1;j <11;j++)
{

yzl11-jl = yz[10-j];
)

)
)
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r*rttttttttttlrt 
rrtr**rtl t ttttttt tttt**lllrr****rlrr*riirir*rr* tiir*+rrrr*rirrrtrt**ittr*tfirrlrr/

r NND_LSP.C
r EVM PROGRAM FOR CONVERSIONS OF LPC AND LSP PARAMETERS
f PROGRÁMMED BY ARMEIN l-Al.lcl
r UNVERSTTYOFMANIIOBA
r @1990,1991,1992

,l
,l
,l
*l
*l

rtritrrrrrrttttr*lrt 
rrrtlrttrr*rrr*ttrtrtrrrrttrtirrrtttattrttttttttttltrtrtrritttrrittrrtti*,ts, 

I

#include <float.h>
#include <math.h>

float sumpq(f loat x,float .c) 
;

,l
r TH|S IS FOR COI.TVERSION FROM LSP TO LPC
f HOWEVER, YOU MUST RUN interpolateLsPQ BEFORE USING THIS
f xpfi lS THE COSINE OF ANGLES OF ZEROS OF P(z)
f xqfl lS THE COSINE OF ANGLES OF ZEROS OF O(z)
f a_de[ lS THE LPC PARAMETERS
f bpü A QUANTIZATION TABLE OF FS-1016 LSP

void ConvertlS PToLPC(tloat "xp, f loat'xq, f loat .a_de,f loat .lsp)

{
unsigned int i,j,m,n;
froar p[61,q[6],b[6];

for(i=0; i<6;i++)
{

p[i]= (float) 0;
q[i]= (lloat) 0;
b[i]= (float) 0;

)

b[5] = (float) 32;

b[4] = (float) 0;
for(i= 0; i<5; i++)

t
b[a]=6¡a¡-xPli+11;

l
b[4] =b[5].blal;

b[3]= (float) 0;

for(i=1;i<5;i++)
{

forg=¡.'1;i<6;j++)
{

b[3] = b[3] +xp[i].xp[i];
)

)
b[3] =b[5].b[3];

(float) 0;
1;i<4;i++)

'l
'l,l
'l,l
'l
'l

b[2]=
lor(i=
{
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forfi=i+1;j<5;j++)
{

for(m=j+1;m<6;m++)
{

b[2] = b[2] -xp[i].xPUl'xplml;;
)

)

l
b[2] - b[5]'b[2];

b[1] = (float) 0;
for(i= l; i < 3; i++)

{
for(=i+1;j<4;j++)
{

for(m=j+1;m<5;m++)
{

for(n=m+1;n<6;n++)
{

b[1] = b[1] +xp[i].xp[]. xp[m].xp[n];;
)

)

)
l
b[1] = b[1]'b[5];

b[0] = -b[5] . xp[1] . xp[2]. xp[3]. xp[4]. xP[S];

p[1] = b[4]/16;
p[2] = (b[3]+a0)/8;
p[3] = (b[2]+1 6.p[1])/4;
p[4] = (b[1]+6.p[2]-101t2;
p[5] = b[o] + 2'P[3] - 2.P[1];

b[5]= (float) 32;

b[4]= (float) 0;
fo(i= 0;i<5; i++)

{
b[4]=b[4]-xqli+11;

)
b[4] = b[5]. b[a];

b[3]= (float) 0;

for(i= 1; i< 5; i++)

{
for(j=i+1;j<6;j++)
{

b[3] = b[3] +xq[i].xq[i];
)

)
b[3] = 6¡5¡'b[3];
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b[2]= (float) 0;
for(i=1;i<4;i++)
{

forfi=i+1;j<5;j++)
{

lor(m=j+1;m<6;m++)
{

b[2] = b[2] -xq[i].xqfl. xq[m];;
)

)

)
b[2] = b[5]. b[2];

b[1]= (float) 0;
for(i= 1;i< 3; i++)

{
for(=i+1;j<4;j++)
{

for(m=j+1;m<5;m++)
{

for(n=m+1;n<6;n++)
{

b[1] = b[1] +xq[i].xq[i]. xq[m].xq[n];;
)

l
)

)
b[1] =b[1]'b[5];

b[0] = -b[5] . xq[1] . xq[2]. xq[3]. xq[4]. xQ[S];

Q[1] = b[4]/16;
Q[2] = (b[3]+40)/8;
Q[3] = (b[2]+16.q[1])/4;
Q[4] = (b[1]+6.q[2]-10)t2;
Q[5] = b[o] + 2'q[3]- 2.q[1];

a_de[0] = (float) 1;

p[0] = q[0] = (float) 1;

for(i=1;i<6;i++)
{

a_de[i] = (p[i-1]+p[i] + q[i]-q[i-1])/2;
a_de[1 1 -i] = (p[i-1]+p[i]+q[i-1]-q[i])/2;

)

)

r
f THIS lS FOR CONVERSIOI,¡ FROM LPC TO LSP
f a_efl lS THE LPC PARAMETERS
rwfl lSTHE LSP PARAMETERS
r bpil A QUANTIZATION TABLE OF FS-1016 LSP

,l
*l
,l
,l
+t

----- 
Ir---------

void ConvertToLSP(float *a-en, unsigned .w,float tlsp)

{
unsigned int i,j,m,flag,con,SpecialFlag;

float b[5],c[5],p[6], q[6], x5, x4, x3, x2;
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lloat x,lastxp, lastxq, sump1,sump2, sunrql, sumq2;

for(i= 0;i< 6; i++)
{

p[i]= (ftoat) 0;
q[i]= (float) 0;

)
for(i = 0; i< 5; i++)
{

w[¡] = 0'
w[9-i] = Q;

)
p[0] = q[0] = (lloat) 1;
for(i= 1;i< 6;i++)
{

Plil = a-en[i] + a-en[1 1 - ¡] - p[i-1];
Q[il = a-enli] - a-en[11 - i] + q[i-1];

)

b[4] = 15. P[1];
b[3]= I. (P[2]-5);
b[2] = 4.(P[3]-4'P[1 ]) ;

b[1] = 2.(p[4]-3'p[2]+5);
b[0] = p[5] - 2.p[3] + 2.p[1];

c[4]= 16.9[1];
c[3] = 8. (q[2]-5);
c[2] = 4.1q131-4'q[1]);
c[1] = 2t(q[4]-3.q[2]+5);
c[0] = q[5] - 2.q[3] + 2.q[1];

sump2 = sumg2 = (float) 0;
x = (float) 1;
sumpl = sumpQ(x,b);
sumql = sumpq(x,c);
lastxP = lastxq = (float) 1;

i=0;
SpecialFlag = Q;

while(i<5)
{

if(¡==1 ll i==2)

{
m=16:

flag=g;
x=lsp[j+(32.i)l;
if(xclastxp)
{

sump2 = sumpq(x,b);

)
else
{

m=8i
)
forlj=0'¡.t'¡**,
{
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if(sump1 t= (ftoat) 0 &&
sumpl 'sump2 <= (float) 0.0 )

{
if(SpecialFlag == 0)

{
flag = 1;
if (sump2.sump2<=sumpl'sump1 )
{

w[i.2]= i;
)
else
{

w[i.2]= j- 1;

)

if( == g¡

{

, w[i.2]= j;

l
)
else
{

SPecialFlag = 0;
)
lasuP = ¡;

)
sumpl =Sump2i

)
if(flag==1¡ break;

)
if(flagl=1)
{

j=0;
w[i.2]=¡¡-1'
lastxP=¡;
sumPl = sumpQ(x,b)i

SPecialFlag = 1;
r if( t=4)

{
while(xclsp[j+(i+1 )"32])
{

j++;
)
lastxp=l5p¡.'(i+1 ).321 ;

x=laStxÞi

sumpl = sumpQ(x,b)i

*/

)
i=i+1;

)

i=0;
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while(i<5)
{

if(i==ollÊ=1)
{

m=16;
)
else
{

m=8,
)
flag = 9;
lasüq = lsp[w[i'2]+ i.321;
if(i<4)

lastxp = lsp[w[(i+1 ).21 + (i+1 ).32];
sumql = sumpq(lasüq,c);
sumpl = sumpq(lasüp,c);
if(sumpl . sumql > (fbat) 0 && i<4 )

{
w[í.2+1]= 0;
while(lsp[w[i.2+1] + i'32 +161 >= lastxg)
{

w[i.2+1]++;
)

i= 0;
while(flag == Q)

{
x = fspU+i.32+161;
if(xclastxq)
{

sumq2 = sumpq(x,c);
if(sumq1.sumq2 <= (float) 0)

{
flag = 1'
if(sumq1.sumq1 > sumq2.sumq2)
{

w[i'2+1]= j;
)
else
t

w[i.2+1] = j-1;
)
if(lsp[w[i.2+1] + it32 +161 >=

lastxq)

w[i'2+1]++;

if(w[i.2+1] > m)

{
w[i.2+1]= j;

)
lastxq = ¡;

l
else
{
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sumql = sufrq2l
)

il( == ¡¡ - 1 && flag == g¡

{
flag == 1'
w[i.2+1] = j ;

)
¡ = j+1;

l

r--
r THts ts A RouTtNE To EVALUATE THE pOLyNOMtAL p(Z) OR O(Z)r FOR A GIVEN COSINE OF ANGLES x IN PoI.A,R cooRDIÑÁTE
r THE X THAT GIVE O EVALUATION IS THE COSINE OF THE ANGLES OF A
r ZERO OFTHE POLY\OI4LqL
r { ts coEFFtctENT oF THE POLV\OM|AL

,l
,l
'l*l
,l

r---------- -----------7float sumpq(float x,float .c)

{
float sumq2, x5, x4, x3, x2;

- x?=x'x;
x3 = x*x2;
x4 = x'x3;
x5 = x'x4;

sumq2 = (32.xS) + (c[4].x4)
+ (c{31'x3) + (c[2]tx2)
+ (c[1]'x) + c[0];

return sumq2;
l

r--------- ---------yr THIS IS A ROUTINE IS TO INTERPOLATE THE LSP PARAMETERS ,I
r THE RESULTS ARE THE COSINE OF ANGLES OF POLYNOMIAL P(Z) AND O(Z) 'Ir HERE LSp0 tS ATABLE OF QUAI{T|ZED US_FS_1016 LSp \-', ' --- -\-', ./r-------- _________Y
void I nterpolateLSP(f loat'LSP,u nsigned .NewLSp, 

u nsigned .oldlsp,
unsigned SubFrame, float .xp, float'xq)
{
unsigned i,j,m,n;

for(n=0;n<5;n++)
{

i= OIdLSP[2*n]+ 32 * n;
j = NewLSP[2.n]+ 32 * n;
xp[n+1]= t-Slt¡!-' (tloat) (9 - 2. (SubFrame + 1));
xp[n+1] += LSpül' (ftoat) ((SubFrame+1) . 2 _ 1),
xP[n+1] = xpln+11/ (float) 8;
i = OIdLSP[2*n+1] + 32 * n + 16;
j = NewLSP[2"n+1] + 32* n + 16;
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xq[n+1]= LSP[í]' (fbat) (9 - 2. (SubFrame + 1));
xq[n+1]+= LSPü]' (float) ((SubFrame+1) .2 - 1);
xq[n+1] = xq[n+l] / (float) 8;

-----_* 

|
THIS ROUTINE TEST THE MONOTONICITY OF THE LSP ACCORDING *I

TO THE STABILITY RULE. IF THE LSP FAIL, IT IS REPLACED BY THE 'I
'l:_11j95_9:_ ___,,

void CheckLSPStability(unsigned *w,unsigned told, float *ls)

{
unsigned i,flag;
float now,before;

before = (float) 1.0;
flag = 9;
i= 0;
do
{

now=lSIi*16+w[i]l;
if(now > before)
{

flag = 1;

)
before = oowi
i= i+ 1;

)while(flag == 0 && i< 10);

if(flag == 1¡

{
for(i= 0;i< 10;i++)
{

w[i]= old[i]'
)

)

)
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rrt*f***rtrrttttttttiittrttttttttrtrttt ttt*t*tt*t*t*ttttttttittrrlt*ttttttttttttttttt*tttt trttr*) 
|r FND_ACB.C

r EVM PROGRAM FOR SEARCHING ACB PAR,AMETERS
r PROGRAMMED BY ARMEIN I.AI.¡GI
r UNVERSMYOFMAT{TTOBA
r @ 1990,1æ1,1992

a_-ga¡rfl lS ATABLE OF QUANTZED GAIN
h0 ARE THE TMPULSE RESPONSES OF THE FTLTER W
acql BTtIEACB
yafl lS THE SEARCIIING TARGET
entry AND Gain ARE THE SEARCHING RESULTS

,/
'l*l
'l,l

rrrtttttttrtttti*ttl ttt taattittttttlttttt**irttt*tttttttttttt+t*tÊ+ttùtttttttrtartttittttt trraltt 
I

float bestPeak,va[18fl ,vas[99];

void find_code 20(float .acb,float "va,float *vas,float *h);

void find_code_big(unsigned code,float *acb,float'va,float *h);

void find_code_small(unsigned code,lloat *acb,float'va,float *vas,float'h);
void joint_op(tloat ttable_gain,unsigned int entry,float'y,float'v,unsigned
'bestPC,unsigned'inbestGain,f loat .bestPeak) 

;

THIS IS FOR EVEN SUBFRÁMES
r
r
r
r
r
r
rr

,l
'l,l
,l
,l
'l
'/

void AOBSearchingEven(float .a gain,f loat *h,float tacb,f loat'ya,
unsigned .Entry,unsigned .Gain)

{
unsigned int code,i;

bestpeak = (float) 0;*Entry 
= 29'

'Gain = 6;
for(i= 0; i<187; i++)
{

va[i]= (float) 0;

)
for(i = 0; i< 99; i++)
{

vas[i]= (float) 0;

)
if(.(Entry-1) <=31)
{

find_code 20(acb,va,vas,h);
joint_op(a_gain,20,ya,vas+39, Entry,Gain,&bestPeak) ;

for(code = 21; code < 60; code++)
{

f i nd_code_small (code,acb,va,vas, h) ;
joint_op(a gain,code,ya,vas+59-code, Entry,Gain,&bestPeak) ;

)
lo(code = 60; code < 84; code++)
{

f ind_code_bi g (code, acb,va, h) ;
joint_op(a_gain,code,ya,va+1 47 -code, Entry,Gain,&bestPeak) ;

)
)
if(.(Entry-1) >31 &&.(Entry-1) <71)
{

find_code 20(acb,va,vas,h);
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for(code=21 ;code <'(Entry-l)-1 1 ; code++)
{

find_code small(code,acb,va,vas,h);
)
for(code = '(Entry-1)-11;code < 60; code++)
{

lind_code_small(code,acb,va,vas,h) ;
joint_op(a gain,code,ya,vas+S9-code, Entry,Gain,&bestPeak) ;

l
for(code = 60; code < t(Entry-1)+53; code++)
{

f ind_code_big(code,acb,va, h) ;

joint_op(a gain,code,ya,va+1 47 -æde, Entry,Ga¡n,&bestPeak) ;

)

)
if ('(Entry-1) ,=71 && '(Entry-1) <95)
t

find_code 20(acb,va,vas,h);
for(code=21;code < 60; code++)
(

f ind_code_small (code, acb,va,vas, h) ;
)
for(code = 60; code <.(Entry-1)-11;code++)
{

f i nd_cod e_big (code, acb,va, h) ;

)
for(code = '(Entry-1)-11 ; code < .(Entry-1)+53; code++)
{

f ind_code_big(code, acb,va,h) ;
joint_op(a_gain,code,ya,v a+1 47 -code, Entry,Gain,&bestPeak) ;

)

)
if(.(Enlry-1) >=95)
{

find_code 20(acb,va,vas,h);
lor(code = 21; code < 60; code++)
{

f ind_code small(code,acb,va,vas,h) ;

)
for(code = 60; code < 84; code++)
{

f i nd_cod e_bi g (code, acb,va, h) ;

)
for(code = 84;code <148; code++)
{ . find_code_big(code,acb,va,h) ;

joint_op(a_gain,code,ya,v a+1 47 -code, Entry,Gain,&bestPeak) ;

)
)

)

r- ,l
r THF IS FOR ODD SUBFRAMES
f a3air{ lS ATABLE OF QUANÏZED GAIN
r h[ ARE THE IMPULSE RESPONSES OF THE FILTER W
f acbfl lS THE ACB
f yafi lS THE SEARCHING TARGET

,l
,l
,l
,l
,l
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f entry Al'llD Gain ARE THE SEARCHING RESULTS

void AOBSearchingOdd(float .a gain,float *h,float *acb,float *ya,

unsigned .Entry,unsigned .Gain)

{
unsigned code,i;

bestPeak = (float) 0;*Entry 
= 29'

'Gain = 6;
lor(i= 0; i<l87;i++)
{

v4il = (float) 0;
)
for(í= 0; i< 99; i++)
{

vas[i]= (float) 0;
l

find_code 20(acb,va,vas,h);
joint_op(a_gain,20,ya,vas+39, Entry, Gain,&bestPeak) ;

fo(code = 21; code < 60; code++)
{

f ind_code_small(code,acb,va,vas, h) ;

joint_op(a gain,code,ya,vas+59-code, Entry, Gain,&bestpeak) ;

)

fo(code = 60; code < 148; code++)
{

f ind_code_big(code, acb,va, h) ;

joint_op(a_gain,code,y a,v a+1 47 -code, Entry,Gain, &bestpeak) ;

)

*/
*l

l

| ---- t

r CONVOLUTION OF THE FIRST ENTRY

void find_code_2O(float .acb,float *va,float *vas,float *h)

{
unsigned int i,j;
float c;

for(¡ = g' j<20 ;j++)
{

6 = (float) acb[127+j];

fo(i=¡ ;i< 60;i+-r)
{

'(va+1 27+i) =' (va+127 +i)+h[i-j] . c;
'(vas+39+i) = 

* 
(v a+1 27 +i) ;

)

)

for(j = 29'¡.49'¡**¡
{

I
I
I

t

t
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.(vas+39+j) 
= "(vas+39+j)+'(va+j+1 07) ;

)

forú=40;j<60;j++)
{

. (vas+39+j) =' (vas+.39+j)+' (va+j+ 1 07) +'(va+j+87) ;

l

)

r------------
r CONVOLUTIO¡I OF THE ENTRIES >= 60

void find_code_big(unsigned code,float "acb,float *v,float *h)

{
unsigned int i,dums;

float c,sum;
dums = 147-code;
6 = (float) acb[dums];
for(i= 0; i<60;i++)
{

sum= h[i].c;
gg¡= '(v+dums+i)+sum;.(v+dums+i)= Suflìi
SUÍTì = SUfTli

)

r CONVOLUTION OF THE ENTRIES > 20 AT{D < 60

void find_code_small(unsigned code,float'acb,float *va,float *vas,float *h)

{
unsigned int codel,codez,j,dums;

float c;
codel = code*2;
dums=147-code;

6 = (float) acb[dums];
forfi=9;j<60;j++)
{ *(va+dums+j) 

= '(va+dums+j)+hül . c;*(vas+dums-88+j) 
= 

.(va+dums+j) 
;

)

if (code1<60)
{

code2 = codel;
)
else
{

code2 = 60;
)

for(j = code; j < code2; j++)

{ *(vas+dums-88+j) 
= 

t(vas+dums-98+j)+ *(va+dums+j-code);

,l
,l

*/

*l
,l
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)

if (codel <60)
{

for0=6sfls1; j<60; j++)

{ *(vas+du ms-88+j) = 
*(vas+du ms-88+j)+'(va+du ms+j-code 1 )+ 

* (vardums+i-
code);

,l
r HND THE ACB SEARCHTNG TARGETÍI
f FORGIVEN:
fk=SUBFRAME#
fA=LPFILTER
rC = WEIGHTED LP FILTER
f ospeech = ORIGINAL SPEECH
f delay = DELAY ELEMENTS OF THE SV\THESIZER
r---------

,l
,l
'l,l
,l
,l
,l
,l

void FindACBsearchingTarget(unsigned k,float *a,float *c, 
f loat *ospeech,

float *delay, float "y)

{
unsigned i,j;
float yk[11];

for(i = 0; i <11; i++)

{
Yk{il = delaY[i];

)

for(i= 0; i< 60; i++)

{
yk[O]= (float) 0;
fo(j=1;1.11;j++)
{

yk[0] = yk[0]- aü]. yklll;
)

ylil = ospeech[i+(60.k)] - yk[O];

forfi=1;j<11;j++)
{

yk[1 1-j] = yk[10-j];

)
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rrrttt*r 
ttr ttttttrt tttr *tftlrrr*tttrrtt*tttttiill***ttt ttttttttttttl*lttttttittttttt**ttttfitrtrr/

r RND_SCB.C , 'l
r EVM PROGRAM FOR SEARCHING SCB PARAMETERS ,I

f PROGRÁMMEDBYARMEINI-AI'¡GI 'l
f UNIVERSITYOFMAI.IITOBA 'l
r @tgg0,1991,1992
¡*iaar 

t.**ittr*ri*r.*trrrtrrrrrtrrrrrt*trlrrrttrrrttt*ttttttttttttttttttttt*lttt**ttttltttt,ttla I

float vh[1082];
lloat xa[60];

void joint-op(float'table-gain,unsigned int entry,float'y,float *v,unsigned

'bestPC,unsigned'inbestGain,float'bestPeak);
void f ¡nd-entfu-more(unsigned int entry,float *scb,f loat *vh,float th);

void find-entry-0(float'scb, float'vh,float'h);
void Quaitize-gain(f loat bestgain,f loat *a gain, unsigned'intrce lp) ;

*l

'l,l
'l,l
,l
,l

void SCBSearching(f loat *s3ain,float *scb,float *h,float *xs,

unsigned'SCBEntry, unsigned .SCBGain)

{

unsigned int entry;
float bestPeak;
unsigned i;

bestpeak = (ftoat) 0;
.SCBEntry 

= Q;
.SCBGa¡n 

= 16;
for(i= 0;i< 1082; i++)

{
vh[i]=(float) 0;

)

f ind_entry_O (scb,vh, h) ;
joinlop(s-Sàin, 0,xs,vh+(2.51 1 ),SCB Entry,SCBGain,&best Peak) ;

fo(entry = 1; entry <512; entry++)

{
f ind-e ntry-mo re (e ntry,scb,vh,h) ;

joint-op(s-gain,entry,xs,vh+(2'(51 1 -entry)),SCBEntry,
SCBGain,&bestPeak);

)

f sgair{ lS ATABLE OF QUATITIZED GAIN
r hT ARE THE IMPULSE RESPONSES OF THE FILTER W
f scbü lS THE SCB
f x{ lS THE SEARCHING TARGET
f SõBentry AND SCBGain ARE THE SEARCHING RESULTS

r JONT OPTIMIZATIO\I SCHEME
f table3ain[ lS ATABLE OF QUANTIZED GAIN
r t ABETHE lUpUlSe RESPONSES OFTHE FILTER W
f v[ E THE CONVOLUTION RESULT OF ENTRY entry
f yfl E THE SEABCHING TARGET

*l
'l*l
,l
,l
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f bestPO, inbestGain, and bestPeak ARE THE WINNER OF COMPETITION
f OestpC.HOLDS THE BEST entry THAT 1S THE CANDIDATE OF THE WINNER

f inbESIGAíN HOLDS THE WINNING ENTRY OF GAIN TABLE.
f bestPeak HOLDS THE BEST SCORE OF THE WINNING ENTRY

void joi nt-op(lloat'table3ain,u nsig ned int entry,f loat tyJloat.'v,

únsigned *bestPC,unsigned'inbestGain,float .bestPeak)

{
float gain,pc,iP1,iP2;
unsþned i,j;

ip1 =ip1 +y[i].v[i];
ip? =ip? + v[i]'v[i];

)

if(ip2 == (float) 0 )
{

gain = (float) 0;
Quantize3ain(gain,table3ain,&j) ;

pc=gain'ip1;
if (pc >= "bestPeak)
{

'bestPO = entrYi
'inbestGain = i;
'bestPeâk = pci

)-' printf('\n%d"/"d%d Energy = 0 BestPC = 
o/d",l,k,entry,bestPO );

ga¡n = ipllip?;
Quantize-gain(gain,table-gain'&j) ;

gain=table3ain[j];
pc = (2.ip1 - ga¡n' iP2) ' gain;
if (pc > .bestPeak)

{
'bestPO = entUi
.inbestGain 

= j;
'bestPeak = pci

)
I' printfl"k=%u pc=7J gain=7of bestPC=%u\n",entry,pc,gain,'bestPC);

*l

)

)

r---------
r CONVOLUTION OFTHE FIRST ENTRY
r---------
void find-entry-O(f loat 'scb,lloat *v,float *h1)

,l
,l
,l
'l

ip1 = (float) 0;
ip2 = (float) 0;
for(i=0;i<60;i+r)
{

*l

)
else
{

,l
,l
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{
unsigned int dums,i,j;

fbat b;
dums = 2'511;
forfi = 9' j<60 ;j++)
t

b = (lloat) scb[j+dums];
if (b > (float) 0)
{

fo(i=j;i<60;i++)
{

'(v+dums+i) ='(v+dums+i)+h1 [i-il ;

)
)
if (b < (float) 0)
{

fo(i=j;i<60;i++)
{ .(vrdums+i) 

='(v+dums+¡)-h1 [i-j];
)

)

)

)

r
r

'l
COilIVOLUTION OFTHE ENTRIES > O

*l
,l

vo¡d f ¡nd_entry_more(unsigned int entry,f loat *scb,float *vh,float'h)

{
float b;
unsigned int i,j,dums;

dums = 2'(511-entry);

forfi=g;j<2;j++)
{

b = (float) scb[j+dums];
if (b > (float) 0)
{

fo(¡=j;i<60;i++)
{ .(vh+dums+i) 

='(vh+dums+i)+h[i-j];
)

)
if (b < (float) 0)

{
fo(¡=j;i<60;i+r)
{ *(vh+du ms+i) ='(vh+dums+i)-h[i-fl ;

)

)

)

)

r
r HND THE SCB SEARCHING TARGETyS[
f FORGIVEN:

,l
,l
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f a_gan=ACBGAINTABLE
f ACBEnry= ACB ENTRY
f ù_9=ACB GAIN
f d=ACB
f h = IMPULSE RESPONSES OF FILTER W
f ya = ACB SEARCHING TARGET
f !¡s= scB SEARoHINGTARGET
r HERE, ex lS A HELPING BUFFER TO STOBE THE EXCITATION FROM ACBr

EVIvf Program

,l
,l
,l
,l
,l
,l
'l,l
,l

void FindSOBSearchingTarget(float *a gain,unsigned'ACBEntry,
unsigned "acb3,float *acb, float *h,float *ya,float *ys,float *ex)

{
unsþned i,j,dums;
float ACBGain;

ACBGain = a_gain[.acb_g];
if(.ACBEntry<60)
{

(urns=147 - .ACBEntry;

j=0;
for(i=0;i<60;i++)
t

if(j+dums >146) j=Q;
ex[i]=AOBcain *'(acb+dums+i) 

;

¡=j+1;

dums=147- .ACBEntry;

for(i=0;iç69'¡**¡
{

ex[i]=.(acb+dums+i) * ACBGain ;

l
)

for(i=0;i<60;i++)
{

xa[i]= (float) 0;
forfi=0;jci+1 ;j++)
{

xa[i]=x¿[i]'r¡[i- j].ex[j] ;

)
ys[i]=ya[i]-xa[i];

)

)

)
else
{

,l
r QUA}.JTIZATION OF GAIN
r SELECTONE OF32 ENTRIES
f bestgnin lS THE UNQUANTIZED GAIN
f g ISACIAJNTABLE
f ingain THE BEST ENTRY CORRESPONDING TO THE bestgain

,l
,l
,l
'l,l
,lr------------
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void Quantize3ain(float bestgain,float "g,unsigned .ingain)

{
unsigned i,j;

*ingaín=0;

if(bestgain ¡= g[16])

{
'ingain=16;

)
if (bestgain ¡= g[.ingain+8])
{

'ingain=*ingain+8;
)
if (bestgain >= g[.ingainr4])
{ *ingain='ingain+4;

)
if (bestgain >= g['ingain+2])
{

'ingain=*ing ain+Z;
)
if(bestgain ¡= g[.ingain+1 ])
{ tingain=*ingain+1 

;

l
if(.ingainl=31)
{

if (bestgain-g[.ingain]>g[*ingain+1 ]-bestgain)
{

'ingain='íngain+1 ;

)
)

)
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/'ttrttttlr*ttt 
tt*t t* t r*rtttrtt r rtttttttrl*i*tllt**tti*tt ttttll*lltttttt t*ttttta*tattttittttlrilr*t 

I

f STREAIvI.C 'l
r EVM PBOGRAM FOR CONVERSIONS CELP PARAMETERS AND DATA STREAM

,l
r PROGRAMMED BY ARMEIN I.AI{GI
f UNfVERSffY OF MAI'¡ITOBA
r @1990,1991,1992 'l
¡ttti 

rr rrrrrrttrtttirtt r rrr t tt tttt*tttrtrt*tttttttttttt ttt tttttttt*ttttttttttt**lttttitttttrtt*rrr/

r----------

,l
,l
,l
,l
'l

,l
'l

f CELP PARAMETERS TO FS-1016 DATASTREAÀ,|
r t ARE THE CELP PARAMETERS
f SARE DATASTREA¡,I

vo¡d ConvertToDatastream(uns¡gned't, unsigned's)
{
uns¡gned ¡;

uns¡gned e;
e=01

s[0]= (t[25] & 16) >> 4 |

Gt20l a 16) >> 3 |

({01 & 2) ..1 I

(tt15la 16) >> 1 |

(t[12]& 8) << 1 |

({101 & 256) >> 3 |

(tt21la 1) << 6 |

(q4 & 1) ..71
(t[23] & 8) << 5 |

(t[16] & 1) << I I

(r[18] & 32) << s I

fi21 a8) <<81
(tt11l & 8) << 9 |

(rl13la 16) << 9 |

(ll19l& 2) .. 131

(rtgl a 1) << 15;

s[1] = (t[22] & 8) >> 3 |

fi14 41) << 1 
1

(tt4l a 4) |

(t[20] & 1) << 3 I

(e &1) <<41
(r[10]& 2) << 4 |

(r[13]A 256) >> 2 |

(q1l A 4) ..5 I

$I24lA2) <<7 |

(t[21] & 32) << 4 |

(r[1414 8) <<7 |

0[12] A 32) << 6 |

(tt6l a 1) << 12 |

(t[11] & 2) .< 12 I

({2014 128) <<7 |

({1014 1) << 15;

s[2]= (t[25]& 1) |

fi3148) >>21
(t[16] &2) <<11
(t[10] a 32) >> 2l
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0t191 a1) ..41
({r3l& 2) << 4 |

0[8]a 1) << 6 |

fi121 A 256) >> 1 |

fi[22]A 16) << 4 |

(tt1sl& 4l ..71
0[181a 8) <<7 |

(ttsla 2) .. 10 
I

(t[12] & 16) << I I

({1U a 4) .< 11 
I

(tl14l a 16)<< 10 |
(rt19l& 8) <<12;

s[3] = ({01 & 4) >> 2 |

({241A 4) >> 1 |

fi01 a2) .<11
(rt20l& 2) <<21
Gt14 A8) <<11
(tm&2) <<41
({241A 1)<< 6l
(r[11] A 256) >> 1 |

(t[21]& 2) <<7 |

(tl13l & 1) ..9 I

ft[2]44) <<81
(r[23] & 1) << 11 |

(tt18l a ô4) .< 6 I

(tt1sl& 1) .. 13 I

(t[12] a ô4) ..8 I

(ttgl & 2) << 14;

s[4] = (t[22] & 2) >> 1 |

fi[13] A 128) >> 6 I

(r[20] a 8) >> 1 |

(t[14]& 4) << 1 |

({41 a8) <<11
fi1014 64) >> 1

(r[1]& 1) << 6 |

fi[24] A 16) <<3
(rt18l a 16) << 4
(t[16]a q ..71
(r[6] & 2) << I I

(t[11] & 128) << 4 |

(r[12] & 1) << 12 |

(r[19]A 32) << I I

(tt3l& 2) .. 13 I

(t[14]& 1) << 15;

s[5] = (r[25] & 8) >> 3 |

fi8la 2) |

(t[20] & M) >> 4 |

(tt10la 16) >> 1 |

(t[15] A 2) << 3 |

(r[5] & 4) << 3 |

(t[13]& 8) ..3 I

(r[23] & 4) << 5 I

(r[21]& 8) << s I

(r[0]& 1) << 9 |
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(rt14 & 4) << I I

(r[4&4) <<el
(r[11] a 16) << I I

(eA4) .<111
fit191 a 4) <<121
(rl2l& 1) << 15;

s[6] = (t[22] &4) >> 2 |

fi161A 16) >> 3 I

(rtel & 4) |

(t[13] & 32) >> 2 |

fi11] A1) <<41
(tl18l& 4) << 3 |

(t[4] & 2) << s I

(e) I

fil2sla 4) ..61
(t[1s]& 8) << 6l
(r[1] & 2) << 9 |

(t[21]& 16) << 7l
fi101 & 4) << 10 |

ßI23la2)..121
({121 A 128) << 7 |

(tt3l & 1) << 15;

s[{ = (t[11] & 32) >> 5 I

(t[18]A 128) >>6 |

(tl22l &.1) ..2 I

(r[14 & 16) >> 1 |

fi41 &1) <.41
(r[21]& 4) << 3 |

filr0] a 8) << 3 I

fi121 A2) <<61
(tt6l& 4) << 6 |

0t13la q <<71
(tt18l & 2) << I I

(r[23]& 16) <<7 |
(tt16l & 8) <. I I

(rt2l a 4 <<121
(r[10]a 128) <<7 |

({201 a 4) << 13 ;

s[8]= fi111 & 64) >> 6 I

(rl8l & 4) >> 1 |

(t[2s] a 2) .. 1 I

(t[14] A 2) << 2 |

(t[1e] & 16) I

(e)l
(r[5] & 1) << 6 |

(t[24] & 8) << 4 I

(t[13]& 64) <<21
(rt18l& 1) << 9 I

(t[1]& 8) << 7 |

fi14 A 2) <.10 I

0[12]A4) <<101
(rt3l & 4) << 11 I

(r[20] & 32) << 9 |

(e);
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)

I 
----r FS-l016 DATASTRÊAM TO CELP PARAMETERS

r t ARE THE CELP PARAMETERS
f sARE DATASTRFÁiJ
r-------
void ConvertFromStream(unsigned 

*s, unsigned't)
{

t[0]= (s[5]& 512) >> I | (s[0] & 4) " 1 | (sl3l& 1)<< 2;
t[1]= (s[4] & æ) >> 6 | (st6l& 1024) >> I I

(s[1] & 128) >> 5 | (s[8] &1024) >>7;
t¡e¡ = (unsigned) (s[5] & (unsigned) 327681>t 15 I (s[4e (unsigned) 81921>> 121

(s[3] & (unsigned) 10241 >> 8 | (st0l & (unsigned) 2048) >> 8;
t[3]= (s[6]& (unsigned)327æ') >> 15I (s[4] A 1æ84) tt 13I

(s[8] & 8192) >> 11 | (s[2] &21 <<2;
{al = (s[{ & 16) >> 4 | (s[6] & 64) >> 5 |

(s[1] a +) | (s[4] & 16) >> 1;
t[5]= (s[8] & 64) " 6 | (s[2]a 2048) " 10 I

(s[5]& 32) >> 3 ;

t[6] = (s[1] & 4096) ,, 121(s[4] & 1024) >> I I

(sØ A 256) >> 6;
l[4 = (s[0] & 128) >> 7 | (s[3]& 32) >> 4 | (s[5]& 2048) >>9;
t[8] = (s[2] & 64) " 6 | (stsl & 2) | (s[8] & 2) << 1;

t[9] = (s[0]& (unsigned)32768) tt 15 I

(s[3] A (unsigned) 327æ) ,, 141(s[6] A 4);

t[1 0] = (s[1] & (unsigned) 327æ)'> 15 I (s[1] A 34 >> 4 |

s[6] a 4096) " 10 I (s[4 A ô4) >> 3 I

s[5]& 8) << 1 | (s[2]& 8)<< 2 |

s[4]& 32) .. 1 I (s[4 & 1æ84) >> 7 |

s[0]& 32) << 3 ;

t[11] = (s[6]& 16) >> 4 I (s[1]A 8192) ,r 12i.
(s[2] & 8192) >> 11 | (s[0] & 4096) >> I I

(s[5] a 40eo) >> I I (st4 & 1) << 5 |

(s[8] & 1) ..6 | (s[4]a 20Æ) >> 4l
(s[3] & 128) << 1 ;

t[12]= (s[4]& 4096) >> 12 l(st4 & 128) >> 6 |

(s[8] & 4096) >> 10 I (s[0] & 16) >> 1 I

(s[2] & 4096) >> I | (s[1]& 2048) >> 6 |

(s[3]& 1æ84) >> 8 | (s[6]& 16384) >> 7 |

(s[2]& 128)<< 1 ;

t[13] = (s[3] & s12) >> I | (s[2] & 32) >> 4 I

(s[4 a s12) >> 7 | (st5]& 64) >> 3 |

(s[0] & 8192) >> I | (s[6] & 8) << 2 I

(s[8]a 256) >> 2 | (s[4]& 2) << 6 |

(s[1]a 64) <<2:

t[14] = (s[4] & (unsigned) 32768) "15 I (s[8]A 8) >'2 I

(s[4] & 8) >' 1 | (s[1] & 1024) >>7 I

(s[2] A 1æ84) >> 10;

{151= (s[3]a 8192) >>13 I (s[5]a 16)>>3 |

(s[2] & 512) >> 7 | (s[6]& 512) >> 6 |
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(s[OlA 8) << 1;

t[16]= (s[0]& 512) >>9 | (s[2]& 4) "1 I

(s[4]a s12)>> 7l (s[4 & 4096) >> I I

(s[6]A 2) <<3;

t[14 = (s[1] A 2) >> 1 | (s[8] A 20¿lt]) >> 10 |

(s[5] a 1024) >>8 | (st3l & 16) >> 1 |

(s[4 a 8) << 1;

t[18] = (s[8] A 512) >> 9 I (stfl & 1024) >> 9 |

(s[6] & 32l rr 3 | (sl2l &1024) >>7 |

(s[4] & 256) >> 4 | (s[0] & 1024) >> 5 |

(s[3]& 4096) >> 6l (st4 & 2) << 6;

t[19]= (s[2]& 16) >'4 | (stOl& 16384) " 13 I

(s[5]& 16384) ,r 121(s[2] A (unsigned) 327æ) " 12 I

(s[8] a 16) | (s[4] & 8192) >> 8;

t[20] = (s[1] a 8) >' 3 | (st3l A8) "2 I

(s[4 A (unsigned) 327æ) " 13 I (s[4] A 4) << 1 I

(s[0] a 2) ..3 | (st8l a 1æ84) >> I I

(s[5]A 4) <<4 | (s[1]A 16384)>> 7;

t[21] = (s[0] A 64) >> 6 | (st3l& 256) >> 7 |

(s[4 & 32) " 3 | (s[s] & 256) >> 5 I

(s[6] A 20ß) >> 7 | (s[1] & 512) >> 4;

t!22l= (s[4 A 4) rr2 | (s[4] & 1) .. 1 I

(s[6] A 1) ..2 | (s[1] a 1) << 3 I

(s[2] & 256) >> 4;

t[23] = (s[3] A 2048) >>11 | (s[6] & 8192) ,, 121
(s[5] & 128) >> 5 | (stOl& 256) >> 5 |

(s[7]A 2048) >>7;

t[24] = (s[3] & 64) "6 | (s[1] & 256) >>7 |

(s[3] a 2).< 1 | (s[8]& 128) >> 4 I

(s[4]A 128)>> 3;

t[25]= (s[2]& 1) | (s[8]& 4) >> 1 |

(s[6] A 256) >> 6 | (s[5] & 1) << 3 I

(s[0] A 1) << 4;
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/'ttt 
rttrtir*rlitt ttittt I tttittttat*tttttttttttttiiltttttttt*rttitt*rrr*rttttttrttttittttttr atltrlt 

I
r svvTH.c ,t
r EVM PROGRAM FOR SYNTHESIZING 240 SAMPLES OF SPEECH FROM 144 'I
r Brs (9 woRDS) cELp PARAMETERS, DR|ECTLY FROM TRANSMTSSTON 'lf PROGRAMMEDBYARMEINI-AIIIGI 'tr UNVERSITYOFMAT{ITOBA ,I
r @ 1990,1æ1,1æ2 .l
rt.Ijaaaaa*j 

tt*ttttt*l ttt ttttttt t ttttttttttatttllr*ttttttttit**rrirrttittrttt*ttrtiattittt t*jr1*t 
I

#include <math.h>
#include "sfih1.h"
#include "synlh2.h"

r DEFINE GLOBAL DATA
r DEF¡NE PROTOTYPES

THE SPEECH SAi/IPLES
IS THE CELP PARAMETERS

*l
,l

,l
,l
*l
,l

f pcnfl lS
f strean{
r-------
void Synthesize(unsigned *stream, int tpcm)

{
unsigned SubFrame,i;

ConvertFromStream(stream, SynthO ELP) ;

DeltaDecoding(SynthCELP+1 9) ;

DeltaDecoding(SynthCELP+21 ) ;

for (SubFrame = 0;SubFrame < 4; SubFrame++)
{

lnterpolateLSP(TableLSP,SynthC ELP, SynthPreviousLSP,
SubFrame, SynthFloatLSPP, SynthFloatLSPQ) ;

ConvertLSPToLPC(SynthFloatLSPP, SynthFloatLSPQ, SynthLPC,
TableLSP);

SynthCELP[18 + SubFrame]= $y¡I¡CELP[18 + SubFrame] + 20;

UpdateACB(ACBGainTable,SCBGainTable,SynthLPC,
SynthCELP+1 O+SubFrame, SynthACB,SCB,
SynthExcitationPu lses) ;

GelDelayElement(SynthLPC,Synth Excitation Pu lses,
SynthDelayElements,pcm+(SubFrame-60)) ;l' ConvertToPCM(SyntheticSpeech, SubFrame, pcm);

)
Update PreviousLSP(SynthCELP,SynthPreviousLSP) ;

)

,l

r
r
r
r
rr
r

'l
SINCE THE SYNTHESIZER PRODUCES FLOATING POINT NUMBERS,
WE CONVERTTHEM TO INTEGER DATA FOR D/A
pcn{ ISTHE INTEGER SYNTHETIC SPEECH SAMPLES
speech lS THE FLOATING POINT SYNTHETIC DATA
SubFrame lS THE CURRENT SUBFRAME OF 60 SAMPLES

,l
,l
,l
,l
'l
'l

void ConvertToPCM(floal *speech,unsigned SubFrame, int'pcm)
{
unsigned i;

for(i=Q;i<60;i++)
{

pcm[i+(SubFrame'60)] = (int) speech[i];
)

)
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'l
r DELTA DECODING TO OBTAIN THE

void DeltaDecoding(unsigned .intrcelp)

{
if('(intrcelp-1) > 31 &&.(intrcelp-l) <95)
{

'intrcelp ='inlrcelp +'(intrcelp-1) - 31 ;

)
if('(intrcelp-1 ) >= 95)
{ *intrcelP 

= 
*intrcelp + 64;

)
)

ACTUAL ACB ENTRIES OF EVEN FRAME '
t
I
I
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/útt* 
rtrri*rtt titttr*rttttrttt*rtttt*ttttii*tttttttt*ti*tttttt*attlatatltttttltttttttttttttta*rarr I

r SVVTHI.H
r NCLUDE FILE FOR SYIVTH.C
r DEFINING GLOBALDATA
f PROGRÁMMED BY ARMEIN l-At'lcl
r UNVERSffYOFMANTTOBA
r @1990,1991,1992
¡*ìi.* 

** **iar r*rit+rrttrr rrrrrtrrrrrrrrttrrú*rtrit**iittttttt *ittttttttttttttttttttttitailttriltr/

enern unsigned SYnthCELP[26];
extern unsigned SynthPreviousLSP[1 0l;
extern float SynthFloatLSPa[6];
extern float SynthFloatlSPP[6];
extern float SYnthLPC[11];
extern float SynthACB[148];
extern float SynthDelayElements[60];
extern float SynthExcitationPulses[60];

externfloat TableLSPil;
extern float ACBGainTable[32];
externfloat SCBGainTable[32];
externfloat SCBI10821;
externfloat SyntheticSpeech[60];

,l
,l
'l
'l,l
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rrttttt 
t*rrtt ttr ittttttrttt rtttttrt tfttttttttttttlttiÚtt****t***l*ltlttttttttt*ttttttttttta*rrtrì |

r SYNT}E.H
r ¡NCLUDE FILE FOR SYIVTI{.C
r DEFIN¡NG PROTOTYPES
r PROGRAMMED BY ARMEIN I.A¡{GI
r UNMERSTTY OF MA¡¡TOBA
r @ 1990,1991,1992
¡tr-irr....irtttt*it*tttrtttttttttttttttrrtttttttttttttttt*tttttttttifttttttttttttttttlllttr*ì))aa I

void ConvertFromStream(unsigned's, unsigned *t);

void DeltaOecoding(unsigned *intrcelp);

vo¡d I nterpolateLsP(f loat *LSP,u nsigned *NewLSP, unsigned'OldLSP,
unsigned SubFrame, float *xp, float.xq);

void ConvertLS PToLPC(Í loat *xp, 
f loat'xq, f loat *a-de,f loat' lsp) ;

void UpdatePreviousLSP(unsigned 
*lntrOELP,unsigned'OldLSP); 

^ _ _
void UþdateAOB(float *a gain,float ts-gain,lloat'trcelp,unsigned .SCBEntry,

f loat *acb,f loat'scb,lloat *ex) 
;

void GetDelayElement(float *a,float tex,float tyl,int'sspeech);

void ConvertToPCM(float'synpeech, unsigned k, int'pcm);

*l
'l,l
'l,l
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/tt*tr 
t*rtttttl ttttttttttitt tttttttttlttttttttll 

I

TMAKEFILE
rrrrrirr 

rrrtt*rttttr*tttrrrittitttttttlttillltt**tiitatt*ltllllttrr*rtr /

PROJ =CELP
CC =c130
AS =aSrn30
CFI-AGS-G = -g
CFLAGS_D = -ic:\tms320\c30\nclude
CFLAGS-R =
oFLAGS =$(CFLAGS_G) $(CFLAGS_D)
AFLAGS-G =
AFI-AGS-D =
AFI-AGS-R =
AFLAGS =$(AFLAGS-G) $(AFLAGS-D)
LFLAGS-G =
LFLAGS-D =
LFLAGS-R =
LFLAGS =$(LFLAGS_G) $(LFLAGS_D)
RUNFLAGS =
OBJS-EXT =
LIBS-EXT =

.c.obj: ; $(CC) $(CFLAGS) $'.c

all: $(PROJ).OUT

celp.obj: celp.c

c30.obj: c30.c

$(PROJ).OUT: celp.obj \
c :\armei n\tms\test\c\i nit.obj \
c :\arme¡n\tms\test\c\analYze.obj \
c :\arme¡ n\tms\test\c\lpc.obj \
c3o.obj \
c:\armein\tms\tesl\c\f ¡nd-lsp.obj \
c:\armein\tms\test\c\stream.obj \
c:\armein\tms\test\c\f ¡nd-acb.obj \
c:\arme¡n\tms\test\c\f ind-scb.obj \
c:\armein\tms\test\c\do-trans.obj \
c :\arme¡n\tms\test\c\synth.obj $(OBJS-E}C|)

echo >NUL @<<$(PROJ).crf
celp.obj +
analyze.obj+
do_trans.obj +
find_acb.obj +
find_lsp.obj +
find_scb.obj +
lpc.obj +
init.obj+
gelpcm.obj+
stream.obj+
$(oBJS_EXr)
$(PROJ).OUr

$(LrBS_EXT);

,l
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Ink30 $(PROJ).cmd

run:$(PROJ).OUT
$(PROJ).bat
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rlt*trl 
tt+ttt I tr I rt tttrl rttttt tttrrrt trrrrr*tttt*ttrttrrrrrrt*r*rrrrarr*/

f CELP.CIvID
r
r TMS32OC3O EVALUATION DEMO PROGRAM LINK COMMAND FILE
r
r (c) 1990 TEXAS TNSTRUMENTS, HOUSTON
/Éitrrrr**rttrttrrrrrrrrtrrrrrrtit**tttttr*i*rttttttttttttt*tt*t**ìrtt*ta I
f LINKCOI,IMAND FILE FOR LPC10 PROGRAM
rrrttti 

r rrirt ttttttti tt ttrttr rtrttt*itt*ttttrtttti**ttt*r*tttttt rrtrrrlr 
I

c30
celp
c:\arme¡ n\tms\test\c\lpc
c :\arme¡ n\tms\te st\c\f ind_lsp
c:\arme in\tms\test\c\f i nd_acb
c :\armei n\tms\test\c\f i nd_scb
c :\arme in\tms\test\c\do_trans
c :\a rmein\tms\test\c\stream
c :\a rme i n\tms\test\c\synth
c :\arme i n\tms\test\c\analyze
c :\armei n\tms\test\c\i nit

-o celp.out
-m celp.map
-l c:\tms320\c30\lib\rts. lib

MEMORY
{

VECS: org = 0 len = 0x40 f RESERVED VECTOR LOCATIONS
SRAM: org = 0x40 len = 0x3FC0 f PRIMARY BUS SRAM (16K)
RAM : or$ = Q¡$g9800len = 0x800 r INTERNAL RAM (2K)

)

sEcTroNs
{

text: {} > SRAM
.cinit: {} > SRAM
.stack: {}t RAM

"bss: {}>SRAM
.data: {}> SBAi/
vecs: {}> VECS

sdata: {} > SRAM

rCODE
r C INITIALIZATION TABLES
r sTAcK (MODTF|ED TO 64 WDSr/
r C VARIABLES
f ASSEMBLY CODE CONSTAI.ITS
r RESFilNTERRUPT VECTORS

yzdelay align(16): {} > RAM
zdelay alþn(16): {} r RAM
xkdehy alþn(16): {} > RAM
Sdelayalþn(1ô): 0>RAM
ACB_src alþn(256):

Evlvf Program

'l
'l,l
,/
,l

,/

'l
'l*l

,l
,l

*l
'l*l

SACB_data alþn(256): {}y_n_bufi alþn(16)

{}
>RAM:fl

RAM

> RAM
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*ttttt*ttttt*tttltittf lttttttt*tttitt*ttttttl*tt

MAP FILE PRODUCED BY TMS32OC3O LiNKET , VETS|ON 4.OO
ittttttttttttttttttttttttttttlttittttttltltt*tttl**ll

Wed Feb 2610:02:481992

OUTPUT FILE NAME: <celP.out>
ÈÑrnY PoINT sYMBoL:'-c-intoo" address: 0000131f

MEMORY CONFIGURATION

name orþin length attributes

00000000 000000040 RWIX
00000040 000003fc0 RWIX
00809800 000000800 BWIX

VECS
SRAM
RAM

or4put
section

SECTION ALLOCATION MAP

dtdhnel
page origin length input sec{ions

O 00000000 0000000c
00000000 0000000c c:\armein\tms\test\c\init'obj (vecs)

lext 0 00000040 0000133f
O0OOOO40 000000c2 c30'obj ('text)

O0OO0102 00000173 celp'obj('text)
0õoooá75 óOõOOOOO cràrmdinums\test\c\lpc.oþl (.text) 

..
000009320000042cc:\armein\tms\test\c\finct-rsp.oþl(.t9ll.
ooóoó7se 000002e1 c:\armein\rms\test\cVind-acb.obj (.text)

oóõóóaãi 000001d0 c:\armein\tms\test\cvind_scb.obi (.text)

ooóóóðór 0000008a c:\armein\tms\resr\c\do_trans.obj. (.text)

oooóoðég 00000463 clarmein\rms\test\c\stream.obj (.text)

00óóiól; o-ooooogo ctarmein\tms\rest\c\synth.obj (.!9{) .

oóóóriec 0000014a c:\armein\tms\test\c\analyze.obi (.text)

oóóóreáo 00000047 c:\armein\rms\rest\c\init.obj (.text)

oóóórgrd oo0ooo19 c:\tms320\c30vib\rts'lib('text)
oóòolgse 00000021 c:\tms320\c30\ib\rts'lib('text)
oóóolgsz 00000028 c:\tms320\c30\ib\rts'lib('text)

.cinit 0 0000137f 0000006b
0000137f 00000024 c30'obj('cinit)
000013a3 00000007 celp'obi('cinit)
oóóólããa oo00o004 c:\armein\tms\test\c\lpc'obj ('c¡nit)

óóóoiããã 00000003 clarmein\rms\tesr\cvind_lsp..obj.(...¡lit).
óõooìãbi óooooooe clarmein\tms\test\c\find_acb.obi (..inl)
oõóóráoz 00000004 c:\armein\rms\tesr\c\find_só,g9i lc¡nitl
óóóórãon oooo0003 ctarmein\tms\test\c\stream.obj (.cinit)

óõóólãoé 0000000e c:\armein\tms\tesr\c\synlh.obj.(-cinit)...
óóóórãðc ooooo017 c\armein\rms\tesr\c\analyze.obj (.cinit)

000013e300000006c:\tms320\c30\lib\rts'lib('cinit)
oóootgeg 00000001 --HoLE-- [rill= 00000000]

.bss 0 000013ea 000007ea UNINITIALIZED
000013ea 00000011 c3O'obj ('bss)
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000013fb 000000fc celp.obj(.bss)
000014f7 000000fd c:\armein\tms\test\c\lpc.obj (.bss)
000015f4 00000001 c:\armein\tms\test\c\find_lsp.obj (.bss)
000015f5 00000123 c:\armein\tms\test\cVind_acb.obj(.bss)
00001718 00000478 c:\armein\tms\test\c\find_scb.obj (.bss)
00001b90 00000001 c:\armein\tms\testþ\stream.obj (.bss)
00001b91 0000000c clarmein\tms\test\c\synth.obj(.bss)
00001bgd 00000015 c:\armein\tms\test\c\analyze.obj (.bss)
00001bb2 00000022 cttms320\c30\lib\rts.lib(.bss)

.data 0 OOOOIbd4 00000da6
00001bd4 00000da6 clarmein\tms\test\c\init.ob¡ (.data)

.stack 0 00809800 00000400 UNINITIALIZED
00809800 00000400 cltms320\c30\lib\rts.lib(.stack)

sdara 0 00000040 00000000 uNlNlTlALlzED

yzdelay 0 00809800 00000000 UNINITIALIZED

zdelay 0 00809800 00000000 UNINITIALIZED

xkdelay 0 00809800 00000000 UNINITIALIZED

Sdelay 0 00809800 00000000 UNINITIALIZED

ACB_src 0 00809800 00000000 UNINITIALIZED

SACB-dat 0 00809800 OO0OOOOO UNINITIALIZED

y_n_butf 0 00809800 00000000 UNINITIALIZED

GLOBAL SYMBOLS

address name address name

000013ea.bss 00000040 _c_int11
00001bd4.data 00000040 .text
00000040.text 00000054 _c_intg9
00001336 DIV_F 00000057 _init_evm
0000075e _AOBSearchingEven 0000005f _init_aic
00002611 _ACB 000000c9 _configure_aic
00002197_ACBGainTable 000000d8 _recording
000008d2 _AOBSearchingOdd 000000ed ¡claying
00001edb_AOBSearchingTargel 00000102_main
0000118c_Ana.lyze 00000109 _c_intOS
00000275 _AnaþeLPC 00000146 _init_anays
000026a5 _BandwidthExpandingFaclor 00000149 _wait_buffer
00001@o_CELP 0000015c _commandprocess
0000072b _CheckLS PStability
00001 1 cc _CodebookSearching
00 00 0ecb _Convert FromSt re am
00000332 _ConvertLSPToLPC
0 00 00c99 _Co nve rtTo DataStre am
000004e0 _ConvertToLSP
00001162 ConvertToPCM

00000228 _SignAdjust
00000245 _ReadAD
0000025c _WriteDA
00000275 _AnalyzeLPC
000002a7 _LevinsonDurbin
000002fb _Findlmpulse Response
00000332 _ConvertLSPToLPC
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0000 1 5e7 _CorrelationOoefficients
00001 d51 _DelayElements
0000 1 1 75 _DeltaDecoding
0000 1 2al _DettaEncodingACB
0000 1 303 _EraseBuff ers
0000 1 l8l _Excitation Pulses
00001 288 _ExpandBandwidth
00001 edO _ExpandedLPO
00000a02 _FindAOBSearchingTarget
00000ãb _FindlmpulseResponse
00000b73 _FindSCBSearchingTarget
00001 ec4 _FbatLSPP
0@01eca _FloatLSPQ
00000c60 _GetDelayElemer¡t
00002007 _HammingWindowData
00001 31 b _lnitializeAllParameters
000006a9 _l nterpolatelSP
00001d46 LPC
000002a7 _LevinsonDu rbin
00001 dSc _OrþinalSpeech
000012d0 _PCMToFloat
00001d22 

-PreviousLSP0000 0bcc _Qu antizeSa in
000002,+5 _ReadAD
000012f3 _RetumFloat
00001 2e6 _Retumlnteger
000021 b7 

-SCBGainTable0000 1 f 1 7 _SOBSearchingTarget
000021d/_scB
00000a3f _SCBSearching
00001 2a0 _ShiftTheOriginalSpeech
00000æ8 _SþnAdjust
00001bd4 _StackHolder
00001c32 _SynthACB
00001d02 _SyrnhCELP
0000 1 M5 _Syrfi hDelayElemer¡ts
00001 cc6 _SynthExcitationPulses
0000 1 c26 _SynthFloatLSPP
00001c2c SynthFloatLSPQ
00001 c1 b _SynthLPC
00001 c1 1 _SynthPreviousLSP
00001Ofc _Synthesize
0000 1 fcb _SyntheticSpeech
0000201/ _TableLSP
00000c0{ _UpdateACB
00001 2c6 _UpdatePreviousLSP
0000 1 f53 _Weighted lmpu lseResponse
0000 1 4f 7 _WindowedSpeech
0000025c_WdteDA
0000137a_abort
00001316 aic_commard_O
00 00 1 3l/ _aic_co mmand_l
00 00 1 3f8 _aic_commard_2
000013f9 aic_command_3
0000 1 3ef _aic_secondary
00001367_atexit
000015f5 _bestPeak
000013fc h¡ffer9

000004e0 _ConvertToLS P
00000688 _sumpq
000006a9 _lnterpolateLSP
0000072b _CheckLS PStability
0000075e _ACBSearching Even
000008d2 _ACBSearchingOdd
00000945 _find_code 20
00000992 -find-code 

big
000009ae _find_code small
00000a02 _FindACBSearchingTarget
00000a3f 

-SCBSearching00000a92 joint_op
00000ae6 

-find-entry-O00000b2b _find_entry-more
00000b73 _FindSCBSearchingTarget

0000Obcc _Quantize-gain
00000c0f _UpdateACB
00000c60 _GetDelayElement
00000c99 _ConvertTo Datastream
00000ecb _ConvertFromStream
00001Ofc _Synthesize
00001 1 62 _ConvertToPCM
00001 1 75 _DeltaDecoding
0000118c _Analyze
00001 1 cc _CodebookSearching
00001 288 _ExpandBandwidth
0000 1 2a0 _Shif tTheOriginalSpeech
00001 2af _DeltaEncodingAOB
0000 1 2c6 _UPdatePreviousLSP
000012d6 _PCMToFloat
0000 1 2e6 _Returnlnteger

000012f3 _ReturnFloat
0000 1 303 _EraseBuffers
0000 1 3 1 b _lnitializeAllParameters
00001311 _c_int00
00001336 Dlv_F
00001357 _exit
00001367 _atexit
0000137a _abort
0000137f cinit
0000137f etext
000013ea _dma_intO
000013ea.bss
000013eb _dma_int1
000013ec _dma_int2
00001 3ed _send-command

00001 3ee _secondary_transmit
00001 3ef _aic_secondary
000013f0 _serial-1cort
000013f1 _timer
000013f2 _bus
000013f3 _dma
000013f4 _host
000013f5 _buffer
0000 1 3f 6 _aic_command-0
0000 1 3f 7 _aic_command_1
0000 1 3f I _aic-comm and_2
0000 1 3f9 _aic_command_3
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00001405 _bulter249
00001315_hffer
000013f2_bt¡s
0000131f _c_irn00
00000109 _c_int0S
000000,10 

-c-ír¡t1100000054 _c_ir¡t99
00000 1 5c _command_¡rocess
000000c9 _conf þure_aic
000013ß_drna
000013ea_drna_intO
000013eb 

-drna-int1000013ec_dma_ir¡P
00001357_exit
00000945 _f ind_code-2O
0000 0992 

-f 
ind_code-bi g

000009ae _f ind_code-small
00000ae6 _fird_entry_O
00000b2b _f ind_entry_mo re
000013f4_host
000013ñ index
0000005f inÍt_ab
00000146 init_anays
00000057 init_evm
00002648 ¡rput
000026a7 intermediate
00000a92 jrint-op
@000102_main
000026a9 _otlÞut
000000ed_!ayirB
000000d8 _recording
00001 3ee secondary_transmit
0000 1 3ed _send_command
000013f0 serialJcort
00000688_sunpq
00001311_timer
000015f6_va
000016b1 _vas
00001718_vh
00000149 _wait_buffer
00001b52_xa
0000137f cinit
0000297a edata
00001bd4 end
0000137f etext

[123 symbols]

000013fb _index
000013fc _buffer9
00001405 _butlerâ40
00001 4f7 _WindowedSpeech
0000 1 5e7 _CorrelationOoetf icients
000015f5 _bestPeak
000015f6 _va
000016b1 _vas
00001718 _vh
00001b52 _xa
00001bd4 .data
00001bd4 end
00001bd4 _StackHolder
00001 bds 

-SynthDelayElements00001 c1 1 
-SynthPreviouslSP00001c1b _SynthLPC

00001 c26 _SynthFloatLSPP
0000 I c2c _SynthFloatLSPQ
00001c32 _SynthACB
0000 1 cc6 _Synth Excitat¡onPulses
00001d02 _SynthOELP
00001d22 _PreviousLSP
00001d2c _CELP
00001d46 _LPc
00001 d51 _DelayElements
00001 d5c _OriginalSpeech
00001ec4 _FloatLSPP
00001eca _FloatLSPQ
00001edO _ExpandedlPO
0000 1 edb _ACBSearchingTarget
0000 1 f 1 7 _SCBSearchingTarget
00001 f53 _WeightedlmpulseResponse
0000 1 f 8f _ExcitationPulses
00001 fcb _SyntheticSpeech
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Sets of Utterances

SBTS OF UTTERANCES

1. Utterances for Word Intelligibility Test

The utterances are:

Consonant Main Word

/s/ sale

lV top

/b/ back

/n/ moon

U law

lpl page

hl rock

/w/ went

kl kill

N heel

/r/ fight

/d/ day

lnl not

ov/-l

male

hop

lack

noon

saw

rage

dock

sent

fill

peel

light

pay

hot

rod

bust

mile

set

heal

ov/-2

Ale

pop

pack

coon

jaw

cage

mock

rent

will

reel

right

may

got

cod

must

file

let

deal

ov/-3 0w4

pale bale

mop cop

jack sack

boon soon

paw raw

sage wage

cock lock

bent tent

titl bitl

feel keel

might night

way say

pot lot

sod nod

rust dust

tile pite

get rnet

seal rrral

god

just

vile

yet

zeal

/g

tdú

ht

ty

hJ

OW = other word
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2. Utterances for Sentence Intelligibility Test

We use the same sentences from sets M and F described next in subjective quality æst.

The selected sentences from setM ¿¡re sentences no. 4,9,10,11, and 12. T\e selected

sentences from set F are sentences no. 1, 8, 9, 10, and 12.

3. Utterances for Subjective Quality Test

Set M (spoken by a male)

1. (28) The soft cushion broke the man's fall.

2. (2) Glue the sheets to the dark blue background.

3. (113) The pipe began to rust while new.

4. (147) Write a fond note to the friend you cherish.

5. (1) The birch canoe slid on the smooth plank.

6. (230) The wreck occured by the bank on Main Streer

7 . (231) A pencil with black lead wriæs best.

8. (273) The train brought our hero to the big town.

9. (284) The red tape bound the smuggled food.

10. (311) Slide the box into that empty space.

1 1. (167) The pirates seized the crew of the lost ship. (used for anchoring)

12. (89) The pearl was wom in a thin silver ring. (used for anchoring)

Set F (spoken by a female)

l. (360) Next Tuesday we must vote.

2. (364) The dirt piles were lines along the road.

3. (428) The sand drifts over the still of the old house.

4. (439) The sraw nest housed five robins.

5. (4) These days a chicken leg is a rare dish.
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6. (488) The youth drove with zest, but linle skill.

7 . (531) Press the pedal with your left foor

8. (572) The child crawled into the dense grass.

9. (591) Every word and phrase he speaks is true.

10. (619) A six comes up more often than a ten.

I l. (3) It's easy to tell the depth of a well. (used for anchoring)

12. (450) The marsh will freeze when cold enough. (used for anchoring)
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QunsrtoNAIRE

Thank you for participating in these speech íntellígíbilíty and qwliry tests. The objective

of these tests is to asses the performance of a speech processing system.

The tests, consisting of three parts, should take approximately 25 minutes.

They are a word intelligibility test, a subjective quality test, and a sentence intelligibility
test.

Part 1. Word Intelligibility Test.

You are going to hear 18 repeated blocks each made up of a spoken test number, a 3

second pause, followed by a word, which is one of the five words written in your

answering sheets. You are asked:

. to identify the spoken word, by marking one of the blank space corresponding to the

word, and
. to indicate the difficulty to identify the correct word, by marking the corresponding

difficulty level.

The difficulty levels are as follows.

Levels

D
DE

E

Difficulties

Difficult
Fairly DiffrcultÆairly Easy

Easy

At the end of the word, a pause of 5 seconds preceeds the next block.

Working Sheet

Test number I

- 
male 

- 
pale 

-tale - 
sale 

- 
bale D DE E
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Test number 2

-hop -cop -PoP -mop -top 
D DE E

Test number 3

-pack - 
lack 

- 
back 

-jack - 
sack D DE E

Test number 4

- 
noon 

- 
coon 

- 
moon 

- 
boon 

- 
soon D DE E

Test number 5

-raw -saw -law -Paw -jaw 
D DE E

Test number 6

- 
page 

- 
rage 

- 
cage 

- 
sage 

- 
wage D DE E

Test number 7

- 
dock 

- 
rock 

- 
mock 

- 
cock 

- 
lock D DE E

Test number 8

- 
bent 

- 
sent 

- 
rent 

- 
went 

- 
tent D DE E

Test numbø 9

- 
bill 

- 
fill 

- 
will 

- 
till 

- 
kill D DE E

Test number l0

-peel -heel -reel -feel -keel 
D DE E

Test number l1

- 
fight 

- 
light 

- 
right 

- 
might 

- 
night D DE E

Test number 12

-say -Pay -may -way -day 
D DE E

' Test number 13

-pot -hot -got -not -lot 
D DE E

Tes number 14

-nod -rod -cod -sod -god 
D DE E
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Test number 15

-just 
_bust _must _rust _dust D DE E

Test number 16

_tile _mile _file _vile _pile D DE E

Test number 17

- 
set _ yet _ let _Eet _ met D DE E

Test number 18

_deal _heal _zral. _seal _meal D DE E
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Part 2. Subjective Quality Test.

You a¡e going to hear 20 rcpeaæd blocks each made up of a spoken test number, a 3

second pause, followed by a spoken sentence. You are to judge the quality of the speech

you hear. You are asked to mark one of the blank space corresponding to the quality

you perceive. The quality ratings are as follows.

EXCELLENT
GOOD

FAIR
POOR

UNSATISFASCTORY

At the end of the word, a pause of 5 seconds preceeds the next block.

Prior to and in the middle of the test, you are to hear two spoken sentences as references.

The fi¡st sentence is associated with EXCELLENT, while the second sentence is associated

with UNSATISFACTORY.

First Referencing (Anchoring)

The next sentence is to be judged as EXCELLENT
"The pirates seized the crew of the lost ship"

The next sentence is to be judged as UNSATISFACTORY
"The pearl was worn in a thin silver ring"

Working Sheet

Test number I

-EXCELLENT -GOOD -FAIR 
_POOR 

-L]NSATISFACTORY

Tqç number 2

EXCELLENT C'OOD FAIR 
-FOOR -TINSATISFACTORY
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Test number 3

-EXCELLENT-GooD-FAIR_PooR_UNSATISFACToRY

Test number 4

-EXCELLENT-C'ooD-FAIR_PooR-UNSATISFACToRY

Test number 5

-EXCELLENT-GooD-FAIR-PooR_L]NSATISFACToRY

Test number 6

-EXCELLENT 
_GOOD _FAIR -POOR 

_IJNSATISFACTORY

Test number 7

-EXCELLENT_c'ooD-FAIR-PooR-UNSATISFACToRY

Test number 8

_EXCELLENT-GooD-FAIR_PooR_UNSATISFACToRY

Test number 9

-EXCELLENT_GooD-FAIR-PooR-UNSATISFACToRY

Test number 10

EXCELLENT_GooD-FAIR-PooR-UNSATISFACToRY

Second Referencing (Anchoring)

The next sentence is to be judged as EXCELLENT

"It's easy to tell the depth of a well"

The next sentence is to be judged as UNSATISFACTORY

"The marsh will freeze when cold enough"

Test number l1

-EXCELLENT 
_GOOD _FAIR -POOR 

_UNSATISFACTORY

Test number 12

EXCELLENT_GooD_FAIR-PooR-UNSATISFACTORY
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Test number 13

EXCELLENT GOOD FAIR POOR UNSATISFACTORY

Test number 14

-EXCELLENT -GOOD -FAIR -POOR -LINSATSFACTORY

Test number 15

-EXCFI 
TFNT 

-C'OOD -FAIR -POOR 
_TINSATISFACTORY

Test number 16

-EXCELLENT 
_GOOD 

-FAIR -POOR -UNSATISFACTORY

Test number 17

-EXCELLENT -GOOD -FAIR -POOR -I.]NSATISFACTORY

Test number 18

EXCELLENT GOOD FAIR POOR UNSATISFACTORY

Test number 19

EXCELLENT C'OOD FAIR POOR UNSATISFACTORY

Test number 20

-EXCELLENT 
_GOOD 

-FAIR -POOR 
_T]NSATISFACTORY
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Part 3. Sentence Intelligibility Test.

You are going to hear the 10 blocks each made up of a spoken test number, a 3 second

pause, followed by a spoken sent€nce, taken from the previous test. You are asked to
write down the sentence that you hear.

At the end of the word, a pause of 5 seconds preceeds the next block

Working Sheet

Test number I

Test number 2

Test number 3

Test number 4

Test number 5

Test number 6

Test number 7

Test number 8

Test number 9

Test number l0
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The æst is over. Thank you for your participation. Please fill the following blank spaces.

These data are needed to accompany the test results.

You a¡e a

Your age is

You a¡e a

- 
Male /- Female

- 

years old.

Student I 
-hofessor/ - 

Other
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